SŪRAH 44

AD-DUKHĀN (THE SMOKE)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 59 verses was revealed in Makkah toward the end of the Makkan period. It derives its name from the word dukhān (smoke) in verse 10. It warns the obstinate enemies of the Messenger of the punishments that might come upon them and reminds them of how and why the Pharaoh and his army were drowned in the sea. It also concentrates upon the Qur’ān’s Divine authorship, on God’s being the unique Creator and Lord of the whole universe, and therefore the Only One to be worshipped. It concludes with mention of the final end of the believers and their enemies.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Ḥā. Mīm.
2. By the Book clear in itself and clearly showing the truth.
3. We sent it down on a night full of blessings; surely We have ever been warning (humankind since their creation).
4. In that night, every affair is identified and made distinct for wise purposes,
5. As a command issued from Our Presence. Surely We have ever been sending Messengers (from among the angels and human beings to convey Our decrees and guide),
6. As a mercy from your Lord – surely He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing –
7. The Lord of the heavens and the earth and all that is between them, if you would but seek certainty (about the Messenger and the Book he brings).
8. There is no deity but He, giving life and causing to die: your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers.
9. Yet (they do not desire certainty; instead) they are in an irrecoverable doubt, lost in the playthings of the worldly life.
10. Then watch (O Messenger) for the day when the sky will bring forth a visible smoke,
11. Which will engulf the people, (causing them to exclaim): “This is a painful punishment.”
12. “Our Lord! Remove this punishment from us, for now we are true believers.”
13. How is a reminder possible for them (such that their profession of faith could be true), seeing that there has come to them a Messenger making the truth clear (and embodying it in every element of his life and character),
14. But they turn away from him and say (of him): “One taught by others, and possessed.”

15. We will hold back the punishment for a little (while); but you will turn back (to your former ways of unbelief, whose outcome is a punishment everlasting).

16. On the day when We will seize with the mightiest grasp. We will indeed take retribution.

17. Before them, assuredly We tried the people of the Pharaoh, when there came to them a noble Messenger,

18. Saying: “Deliver to me the servants of God! I am a trustworthy Messenger sent to you (by God).

1. When we consider these verses together with Sūrah al-Qadr (no. 97), we can conclude that they mention God’s unchanging practice from the beginning of the universe. This practice has two aspects: one for the life of all creatures; and the other for the guidance of humankind and the jinn. Although we do not, and cannot, know their exact nature, all things and affairs or events have, in God’s Knowledge, an eternal existence. This is the existence of things and events in their totality or universality. God wills an individual thing to come into existence or an individual event to take place, and He decrees for it its own particular identity. We can describe this process as each thing and event being identified with its particular nature by the Divine Destiny – as referred to in verse Sūrah 15: 21: There is not a thing but the stores (for its life and sustenance) are with Us, and We do not send it down except in due, determined measure. Destiny transfers this event or thing to the realm of Divine Power, and Divine Power creates it according to the measures determined by Destiny. This creation is called fatr – origination according to or on a certain system, and the totality of the attributes given to a particular thing or being is called its fitrah.

As we can deduce from the verses discussed, each year has a particular identity and importance in the total history of the universe in general, and that of humankind in particular, and there is a special night during each year in which every thing or being that God has willed to come into existence and every event to take place during that year is identified or particularized and transferred from Divine Knowledge to the disposal of the Divine Power. As can be understood from other relevant verses, such as sūrah 97: 1 and sūrah 2: 185, where it is stated that the Qurʾān was sent down on the Night of Destiny (or Power and Measure), and during the holy month of Ramadān, this night is the Night of Destiny (or Power and Measure). Since this night is in the Holy Month of Ramadān, according to the lunar year, which is 11 days shorter than the solar year, any night of the solar year will be this night once every 354 years. (We should always bear in mind that all of the explanations concerning God are in respect to us, or from our perspective, and according to our measures in our relation with Him. As for God Himself, He is beyond all restrictions and measures of time and space.)

What the verses mean as far as the warning and guidance of human beings is concerned is that throughout history, God sent Messengers and sent down or revealed Scriptures. The Qurʾān was sent down in two ways, one in its totality, and the other in parts. Interpreters of the Qurʾān say that the Qurʾān was sent in its totality from the Supreme Ever-Preserved Ever-Tablet to the heaven of the world, or Bayt al-Maʾmūr. We do not know the nature of this Bayt (House), and how the Qurʾān was sent down to it or to the heaven of the world. However, in the light of the verses discussed
here (1-6 in this sūrah), it can be said that as every Divine Book was identified with its particular nature in its totality, or transferred in its totality from God’s Knowledge or the Supreme Ever-Preserved Tablet or the Mother Book (see sūrah 43: 4; sūrah 6: 59, note 13; sūrah 13: 39, note 13; sūrah 17: 14, note 10; sūrah 85: 22), the Qur‘ān was also identified in its totality in, or transferred from, the same original source on the Night of Destiny (or Power and Measure).

As can be understood from verse sūrah 97: 4, the Messengers that are mentioned in verse 5 as being sent are both the angels responsible for the events that occur in the universe and those events that occur in the life of all beings, including those angels charged with bringing the Divine Book to the Prophets (namely Gabriel and his aides), and the human Messengers sent for the guidance of humankind.

Verse 6 states that whatever God decrees is a mercy for beings, including humankind. It is a manifestation of His being either ar-Rahmān (the All-Merciful) or ar-Rahīm (the All-Compassionate). (For the meaning of these titles, and the difference between them, see sūrah 1, notes 4-5.)

2. The descriptions of God Almighty in verses 7 and 8 signify that there is nothing else in the universe that creates, maintains, and causes to die, and therefore there is no thing or being that deserves to be worshipped other than God, and there is no thing or being other than God that can give orders by which one should absolutely obey to arrange one’s life.

3. When the Makkan polytheists obstinately insisted on their polytheism and cruel treatment of God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and the believers, the Messenger prayed to God to help him by sending something like the drought that had afflicted the Egyptians during the time of the Prophet Joseph, upon him be peace, so that they might come to belief. God accepted his prayer, and a severe drought and hunger overtook the Makkans. Because of this, they felt as if the sky was full of smoke or mist.

As stated in certain Prophetic Traditions, the smoke also refers to another punishment of God that will afflict nearly all the unbelieving people and make the believers feel as if they have caught influenza toward the end of time, and this will be a sign of the approach of the Last Hour. So too, it may indicate the “smoke” of philosophical and scientific materialism that has engulfed many people in the world and, to some extent, affected the believers also; or it may signify the “smoke” produced by modern weaponry and the side-effects of world wars, or similar punishments that will manifest themselves in the future.

4. This and similar slanders were uttered against God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, by his severest opponents in Makkah, and they have been repeated by many orientalists and materialists in modern times.

5. The verses flow in such a way that the “smoke” is indicated in all the meanings mentioned above in note 3. So the day mentioned in this verse and the seizure may well be referring to the Battle of Makkah, where almost all the leading enemies of the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, were killed, as well as to the greatest calamities and wars that will occur toward the end of time, and finally to Judgment Day, when the unbelievers will be thrown into Hell.

6. The Prophet Moses, upon him be peace, meant the Children of Israel by, the servants of God, and reminded the Pharaoh and his people that they had wrongfully enslaved them, although they were only God’s servants, who, as all people are, were sent to the world with freedom by their Creator – God.
19. “And do not exalt yourself in proud defiance against God (by disobeying His order and so rejecting my Messengership). Surely I have come to you with an evident authority.
20. “I have sought refuge in my Lord, Who is surely also your Lord, from your stoning me to death.
21. “If you will not believe in me, then keep away from me (let me go)”
22. Then he called upon his Lord: “These are indeed a guilty people committed to accumulating sins.”
23. Then (his Lord commanded him): “Set forth with My servants by night. You are sure to be pursued.
24. “And now leave the sea in quiet (as it was when it divided for you), for they are a host destined to be drowned.”
25. How many were the gardens and springs that they left behind;
26. And cornfields, and excellent dwellings, and elevated, honored situations;
27. And other comforts of life, in which they used to take delight!
28. Just so! And We made another people heirs (to the bounties they enjoyed),
29. And neither the heaven nor the earth shed tears over them, nor were they given a respite (when the punishment became due on them).
30. And indeed, We delivered the Children of Israel from the humiliating persecutions
31. Of the Pharaoh. He was indeed a haughty tyrant committing excesses.
32. And with knowledge (deliberately, and for a purpose known to Us) We chose them (the Children of Israel) over all other peoples (in their time).
33. And (as a favor) We granted them many signs (miracles), in which there was a manifest trial.
34. Yet these (Makkan polytheist) people say with emphasis:
35. “There is nothing beyond our first death, and we will not be raised again.
36. “If you are truthful (in claiming that the dead will be raised to a new life), then bring back our forefathers.”
37. What! are they better (in wealth and power), or were the people of Tubba¹⁰ and the others (that We destroyed) before them? We destroyed them, for they were disbelieving criminals committed to accumulating sins.¹¹
38. We have not created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in play and fun.
39. We have created them only with truth (for meaningful purposes, and on solid foundations of truth), but most people do not know.
7. For detailed account of Moses’ experiences with the Pharaoh and his men, see sūrah 20: 43–79; sūrah 26: 10–68; sūrah 28: 36–40.

8. God’s treatment of a people is for their good and is directed toward their education. This sometimes requires rewards and sometimes punishment. Both reward and punishment contain favors and tribulations which require gratitude and patience. The Children of Israel had been oppressed by the dynasty of the Pharaohs for many years, and this had caused them to develop many complexes and an attitude of slavery. So, in order that they should arouse themselves to freedom and evolve the character needed to live as a free people according to God’s commandments, God favored them with many miracles both in Egypt and after the Exodus. However, as every favor and extraordinary blessing do, those miracles also contained a trial. Just as every miracle undeniably convinces people of the Divine truths proclaimed by the Prophets, denial of them brings ruinous punishment.

9. For the first death and whether there will be a second one, see Appendix 11, and sūrah 40: 11, note 5.

10. Tubba’ was the title used for the rulers of Himyar, who lived in Yemen. The people of Himyar were a tribe of the Sheba who ruled in south Arabia for almost 1,000 years from around 1100 BC to around 115 BC. (For the people of Sheba, see sūrah 27, note 9; sūrah 34, note 10.) The dynasty of Tubba’ came to power in 115 BC in Yemen and survived until 300 CE. Their story circulated among the Arabs as a legend.

11. The verse means that it is highly likely that any people who do not believe in the Hereafter will lapse into all kinds of sins. This will happen because they are devoid of any spiritual sanctions that would keep them away from evil. Belief in the Hereafter or the Resurrection is very important for individual and collective life for many reasons, as described below by Said Nursi:

Children are one-fourth of humanity. They cannot comprehend death, which must seem to them an awful tragedy, except via the idea of Paradise, which spiritually strengthens their weak, fragile natures. It gives them the hope to live joyfully, despite the vulnerability of their nature, which can so readily burst into tears. Keeping Paradise in mind, they may say: “My little sister or friend has died and has become a bird in Paradise. She is playing there and enjoying a better life.”

The elderly make up another one-fourth of mankind. They can endure death only by believing in the afterlife, which consoles them somewhat for the imminent extinction of this life to which they are so attached, for their exclusion from their lovely world. The hope of eternal life allows them to counter the pain and despair arising from the anticipation of death and separation, despite their fragile temperament and spirit.

Young people are the mainspring and foundation of social life. Only the thought of Hell enables them to control the stormy energy of feelings and passions and their tempestuous spirits from destructiveness and oppression by diverting them into serving the collective interest. Without this fear, and drunk on the energy of youth, they would follow the principle of “might makes right” and give free rein to their passions. This would turn the world into a hell for the weak and powerless, and lower human life to the level of beasts.

The family is the inclusive core of our worldly life, our most fundamental resource, and the paradise, home, and castle of our worldly happiness. Every person’s home is their own miniature world. The vitality and happiness of our homes and families depend upon sincere and devoted respect, true kindness, and self-denying compassion. All of this, in turn, depends upon eternal friendship and companionship, an immortal bond, as well as the belief that feelings between parents and children, brothers and sisters, and husbands and wives, will be everlasting.

If the Resurrection’s reality and truth and all the consequences thereof are removed from the human state, the meaning of being human – so exalted, vital, and important within creation – is lowered to that of a carcass fed upon by microbes. Let those concerned with humanity’s orderly life, morals, and society focus on this matter. If the Resurrection is denied, with what will they fill the resulting void and how will they cure the deep wounds? (The Words, “The Tenth Word,” 109–110)
40. Surely the Day of Judgment and Distinction (between the truth and falsehood and the righteous and the sinful) is the time appointed for them all;
41. The Day when no guardian will be of any avail to one supported and protected, and none will be helped;
42. Save those on whom God will have mercy. Surely He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might (Whose punishment no one can escape), the All-Compassionate (especially toward His believing servants).
43. (Here is) the tree of Zaqqūm, 13
44. The food of him addicted to sinning:
45. (It is) like molten brass; it will boil in their bellies,
46. Like the boiling of hot water.
47. “(O angels of Hell!) Take him (the sinful one) and drag him into the midst of the Blazing Flame!
48. “Then pour over his head boiling water as punishment.
49. “Taste! (Only in your own judgment) were you mighty, honorable, and noble.
50. “And this (what you are suffering now) is that which you used to doubt!”
51. (As against this,) surely the God-revering, pious ones will be in a position absolutely secure (from any evil),
52. Amid gardens and springs (of Paradise).
53. Dressed in fine silk and silk brocade, (seated) face to face.
54. Just so it will be. And We will assign for them maidens pure, most beautiful of eye.
55. There they call for every kind of fruit in security (from any harm).
56. They will not taste death therein, except the first death (of leaving the world); and He has preserved them from the punishment of the Blazing Flame,
57. As a grace from your Lord. That is the supreme triumph.
58. So (to enable you for that triumph) We have made this Qur’ān easy to understand by revealing it in your tongue, so that they may remember and be mindful (and order their lives according to it).
59. Then wait (O Messenger), and watch (how they react and how they fare); they too are waiting (to see how your mission will fare).

12. Such people are the God-revering, pious ones, who believe in all of God’s signs and Revelations, and have submitted to Him wholly (in Islam) (sūrah 43: 67, 69).
13. For the tree of Zaqqūm, see sūrah 17: 60, note 27.
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AL-JĀTHĪYAH
(KNEELING DOWN)

Makkah Period

This surah of 37 verses was revealed toward the end of the Makkan period. It takes its name from the word al-jāthiyah in verse 28. In its initial verses, the surah draws attention to God’s signs in the universe for the believers, for those who seek certainty, and for those who use their reason. Then it cites many of God’s favors to human-kind so that we may reflect and accept the guidance of the Qur’ān. It continues to recount some events from the history of the Children of Israel. Finally, it presents the end that awaits both believers and unbelievers.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Ḥā. Mī. 2. (This is) the Book being sent down in parts from God, the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.
3. In the heavens and on the earth there are indeed (clear) signs for the believers (pointing to God’s Existence, Oneness, and Lordship);
4. And in your creation and His scattering (innumerable kinds of) living creatures (through the earth), there are (clear) signs for a people who seek certainty of faith (in His existence, Oneness, and Lordship).
5. And in the alternation of night and day (with their periods shortening and lengthening), and in the provision (rain) God sends down from the sky and reviving thereby the earth after its death, and in His turning about of the winds — (in all this) there are (clear) signs for a people who are able to reason and understand.

6. Those are the Revelations of God that We recite to you (through Gabriel) with truth. In what other statement, if not in God and His Revelations, will they, then, believe?

7. Woe to everyone addicted to inventing falsehoods, addicted to sinning:
8. He hears God’s Revelations recited to him, and yet he persists in unbelief haughtily as if he had not heard them. So give him the glad tidings of a painful punishment.
9. When he has come to some knowledge of Our signs (whether in the universe or in the Qur’ān), he takes them in mockery. For such there is a humiliating punishment.
10. In front of them there is Hell; and all that they have earned (of this world) will be of no avail whatever to them, and
nor will those whom (apart from God and in defiance of Him) they have taken as guardians (to entrust their affairs to). For them there is a mighty punishment.

11. This (Qur’ān) is the guidance, and for those who disbelieve in the signs and Revelations of their Lord there is a painful punishment of a loathsome kind (brought on by their loathsome deeds).

12. God it is Who has made the sea to be of service to you by making it subservient (to His command) so that the ships may run through it by His command, and that you may seek of His bounty, and that (in return) you may give thanks.

13. He has also made of service to you whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth; all is from Him (a gift of His Grace). Surely in this there are (clear) signs for a people who reflect.

1. Verse 3 states that what is manifest to the eye through the universe is enough to enable faith, for believers see the heavens and the earth replete with manifest signs of God’s Existence, Oneness, and Lordship. However, verse 4 calls us to study the parts of creation or the universe. When we study our existence and the existence and life of animals on the earth, our faith is strengthened and develops into certainty. Bediuzzaman Said Nursi reminds us that to strengthen our faith we should reflect generally on the outer world (the heavens and the earth), but be more detailed and penetrating when we study our own creation and structure.

   The 3rd verse uses the word believers; this is different from the usage of the phrase, those who believe. This form denotes those who have attained faith and in whose hearts faith has been established. The phrase, those who believe refers to those who have acknowledged faith. When the Qur’ān uses the verb believe in the simple present tense, which in Arabic denotes actions expressed in English by both the present continuous and simple present tenses, it signifies that one is journeying in faith. This journeying continues until it has been established in the heart. In time, this faith continues to be strengthened and becomes certainty (yaqīn). Certainty also has degrees: these are certainty arising from knowledge, certainty coming from observation, and certainty arising from direct experience. According to many, certainty of the truths of faith arising from direct experience can be attained in the Hereafter.

Since journeying or developing in certainty continues throughout life, the Qur’ān usually uses it in the verbal form and in the (Arabic) simple present tense. The 4th verse here also uses the verbal form in this tense. So, the more we study ourselves and other creatures on the earth, the more we become certain of the truths of faith.

As for verse 5, it calls people to approach some important phenomena in the life of the universe with their reason or intellect, and it urges them to reflect on them, reason them out, and try to understand them with their meaning and functions in the complex web of creation and life. Such an approach to and study of these phenomena lead people who can use their reason in the proper way to be able to distinguish between truth and falsehood, and between what is good and to their benefit and what is evil and to their harm. This is a more advanced rank that one can attain through certainty of faith. Without faith and certainty, reason alone cannot raise one to the rank where this distinction can be made. The person who has risen to the rank where reason or intellect enlightened by certainty of faith can be used in the proper way can easily perceive that whatever the Qur’ān says is absolutely true, and they do not see any conflict between the Revelation or the reported knowledge (the Qur’ān and the Sunnah) and reason, or between the Religion and science (not scientism). If there should sometimes seem to be a conflict, this kind of reason or intellect can correctly reconcile it. Said Nursi refers to this fact when he says, “If reported knowledge and
reason conflict, reason is preferred, provided the reason is the kind of reason (fully enlightened by the Revelation)" (Muhakemat, 13).

By referring to the believers (believing individuals), the 3rd verse implies that an individual can have a general view of the universe that enables them to attain faith. By contrast, the 4th and 5th verses mention people who seek certainty and people who use their reason respectively, thus suggesting that a detailed study of existence and existential phenomena is important in reaching certainty and using reason properly.

We should point out here that acknowledgment and profession are essential to faith, unless there is an absolute, religiously accepted obstacle. Although certainty is a deeper degree in faith, it cannot be faith (īrān) unless acknowledgment and profession accompany it. For there have been many people whose consciences have been convinced of the truths of faith, yet they have knowingly and obstinately refused to believe. The verse, They rejected them out of mere iniquity and self-exaltation, although their consciences were convinced of their being true (sūrah 27: 14), refers to this.

2. The original (Qur'ānic) word translated as sign, Revelation, and verse is āyāh. This means that both the heavens and the earth and all the phenomena they contain are manifest signs for the truths of faith. The Qur'ānic verses or Revelations are verbal expressions of the signs of the universe. In other words, every Qur'ānic word (sūrah, verse, sentence, phrase, word, and letter) has a counterpart in the universe. If the universe is a palace, the Qur’ān is, in addition to its many other aspects, the book that describes it. It is because of this that Muslim scholars say that the universe is the Book Created or the Book of Creation, and the Qur’ān is the Book Revealed or the Book of Revelation. So, the study of the universe or creation, which has given rise to many sciences, cannot be separated from the study of the Qur’ān. This is why there is no conflict between the Qur’ān and established scientific facts. One who can accurately understand the universe or the principles of sciences can understand the main essentials of the Religion. The same is true for history and historical events and for understanding them correctly. In the future, sciences will make greater and greater advances. So as Muslims, we should be ahead of others in the study of creation, history, and historical events, and thus we can discover the correlation between the Qur’ān and the universe and history, and present the Qur’ān and Islam in the tongue of sciences or the Book of Creation, and history or events.

3. Despite every thing and every phenomenon in the universe being a clear sign of God's Existence, Oneness, Creativity, Lordship, and of His other Attributes, such as Power, Knowledge, Wisdom, and Will, despite the Qur’ān translating them to us in the most convincing way, and despite God’s Messenger and all other previous Prophets having clearly established this fact through their character and miracles, there are those who claim otherwise and insist on unbelief. This is the greatest of slanders and sins. Moreover, such a person easily falls into sin, and therefore such a person earns a painful punishment.

4. This verse refers both to those who have some knowledge of the creational phenomena in the universe or of some scientific facts, and to those who have some knowledge of the Qur’ān and Islam. Since they are defeated by their arrogance and sinfulness, as a despicable means, they tend to resort to the weapon of mocking the Qur’ān and Islam or some of their principles or tenets, and therefore prepare for themselves a humiliating punishment.
14. Tell those who believe that they should pardon those who do not hope for the coming of the Days of God (when He will make them understand what their unbelief means), seeing that He will recompense people for what they have earned.

15. Whoever does a good, righteous deed, it is for (the good of) his own soul; and whoever does evil, it is against it. Thereafter (in all events) it is to your Lord that you will be brought back.

16. We did for sure grant to the Children of Israel the Book, and the authority to judge (by the Book), and Prophethood; and We provided them with pure, wholesome things, and exalted them above all other peoples (of their time).

17. And We granted them clear proofs concerning the affairs and commands of the Religion; and it was only after all this knowledge came to them that they differed through envious rivalry and insolence among themselves. Surely your Lord will judge among them on the Day of Resurrection concerning that on which they used to differ.

18. Thereafter, (in this conclusive Revelation) We have set you on a way of life (Shari'ah) based on the Religion, so follow it and do not follow the lusts and fancies of those who do not know (the Divine Guidance).

19. They surely cannot be of any avail to you as against God. And surely the wrongdoers (who, out of their lusts and fancies, follow ways other than that on which God has set you) are guardians of one another, whereas God is the Guardian of the God-revering, pious.

20. This (Qur'an, which teaches the way of life God has prescribed,) is perception and insight (into the truth) for humanity, and guidance and mercy for people who seek certainty of faith.

21. What! do those who commit evil deeds think that We hold them equal with those who believe and do good, righteous deeds – equal in respect of their life and their death? How evil is their judgment!

22. God has created the heavens and the earth in truth (for meaningful purpose, on solid foundations of truth and embodying it), and so that every soul may be recompensed for what it has earned (in this world), and they will not be wronged.
5. The believers should not act in the manner of their opponents, lowering themselves to their ranks to respond to their attacks in like manner. Rather, they should preserve their dignity.

6. Some think and claim that the Shari'ah consists in the assembly of the Islamic (social, economic, and political) laws. However, these laws were laid down in Madinah, and this surah was revealed in Makkah. Surah Shūrā (no. 42), which mentions the Shari'ah in its 13th verse, was also revealed in Makkah. So the Shari'ah is the practical aspect of the Religion of Islam, and also includes the rules of worship.
23. Do you ever consider him who has taken his lusts and fancies for his deity, and whom God has (consequently) led astray though he has knowledge (of guidance and straying), and sealed his hearing and his heart, and put a cover on his sight? Who, then, can guide him after God (has led him astray)? Will you not then reflect and be mindful?

24. And they say: “There is nothing but only our life in this world. Some of us die while others continue to live; and nothing causes us to perish but Time (the processes of decline and decay).” But they have no (sure and true) knowledge about this (the real nature and meaning of life and death, and the life after it). They merely follow their conjectures.

25. When Our Revelations, clear as evidence and in meaning are recited (and conveyed) to them, they have no argument except to say: “Bring back our forefathers, if you are truthful in your claim.”

26. Say: “God gives you life, then causes you to die, then He will gather you together for the Day of Resurrection, about (the coming of) which there is no doubt. But most people do not know (being content with narrow conjectures and ignorant suppositions).

27. To God belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth. On the Day when the Last Hour stands forth (and the Judgment is established), on that Day, those who invented and followed falsehood will be ruined in loss;

28. And you will see every community gathered together and kneeling down (in fear). Every community will be called to its record of deeds (to account for whatever it did in the world). “This Day you will be recompensed for what you used to do.

29. “This is Our Book (the record of your deeds that We prepared), speaking the truth against you. Assuredly We have had transcribed what you used to do (in the world).”

30. Then, as for those who believed and did good, righteous deeds, their Lord will admit them into (Paradise, which is the embodiment of) His mercy. That is the obvious triumph.
31. As for those who disbelieved (there will be this reproach): “Were My Revelations not recited to you (indeed, recited repeatedly) but you in arrogance scorned them, and proved yourselves a guilty people committed to accumulating sins?

32. “When it was proclaimed that God’s promise is true, and that there is no doubt about the coming of the Last Hour, you said: ‘We can make no sense of the Last Hour; we think it is only a supposition. We are by no means convinced (of it)’.

7. For an explanation, see surah 25: 43, note 9.
8. These verses clearly state that belief in God requires believing in the other pillars of faith. Aware of this fact, the materialists, to whom the verses refer, deny God’s Existence. However, although denial is a conclusion and therefore has to be based on evidence, their denial is based on no evidence at all; therefore, it is a mere assertion with no true knowledge.

However, the whole universe, with whatever is in it, clearly proves the Existence of God. Anyone whose heart, eyes, and ears have not been sealed because of prejudices, desires, conceit, wrongdoing, or any other causes of unbelief cannot help but admit this truth. However, as stated in verse 23 above, no one can do anything for one whose senses have been sealed.
33. The evil deeds they committed have (now) become obvious to them, and what they used to mock (God’s promised punishment) has overwhelmed them.

34. And it will be said: “We are oblivious of you today (so do not hope for forgiveness and favor), as you were oblivious of the encounter of this day of yours, and your (lasting) refuge will be the Fire, and you have no helpers.

35. “That is because you used to take all the signs and Revelations of God in mockery, and the life of the world deluded you.” And so this Day, they will not be taken out of it (the Fire), and (no plea will be accepted from them to return to the world, and so) they can no longer make amends.

36. And all praise and gratitude are for God, the Lord of the heavens and the Lord of the earth – the Lord of the worlds.

37. And to Him belongs grandeur and sovereignty in the heavens and the earth, and He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.

SÛRAH 46

AL-AHQAF
(WIND-SHAPED DUNES)

Makkah Period

Revealed toward the end of the Makkah period, this sûrah of 35 verses takes its name from the word al-‘ahqāf in verse 21, which means the sand hills, but is also the name of a place in the south of the Arabian Peninsula. It warns all those who obstinately persist in their evil ways and defiance against the Religion of Truth by reminding them of the tragic end of the people of ‘Ád. It presents some of the concrete proofs of the Messengership of the Prophet Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings. It also mentions the conversion to Islam of some jinn who listened to some parts from the Qur’an, and who then went on to try to guide their people.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Ḥā. Mīm.

2. (This is) the Book being sent down in parts from God, the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.

3. We have not created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them save with truth (meaningfully, for definite purposes, and on solid foundations of truth), and for an appointed term. But those who disbelieve turn away from that (Day of Judgment) about which they are warned.

4. Say: “Do you not consider what those are whom (you deify and) invoke apart from God? Show me what they have created of the earth. Or do they have a share in (the
creation and maintenance of) the heavens? Bring me a Book (revealed) before this one (the Qur’ān) or some remnant of knowledge (accurately preserved and transmitted), if you are truthful (in your claims)."

5. Who is more astray than one who invokes, apart from God, such as will not make any answer to him until the Day of Resurrection, and are (self-evidently) unconscious and heedless of their invocation?

1. This means that Judgment Day is the end of the term God appointed for this (material) universe; one of the truths on which creation is based; and one of the important purposes for the creation of the earth.

2. The Qur’ān never makes it a cause of polemics that true knowledge is what God has revealed or the revealed knowledge. It always challenges its opponents to bring forth accurate or certified knowledge for their denial. Denial has two forms or kinds: one is “acceptance of non-existence” or willful rejection, and the other is mere “non-acceptance.” The latter is doubt. It can be removed through evidence, provided it is not a willful attitude; if it is a willful attitude, then it becomes a judgment. As for the former, it is a conclusion, a judgment, which must be based on evidence or knowledge: for example, claiming that: there is no God; or that God has never sent a Prophet or a Book; or that there is no afterlife; or that God has some partners; or that things are formed by themselves, or causes have brought these about, or nature requires these (to be so) – all of such claims are conclusion and judgment, which, therefore, must be based on evidence and knowledge. Any assertion or conclusion that is not based on evidence and knowledge is to be rejected. However, in whatever form it is, (willful) denial cannot be based on any knowledge and evidence, and is arbitrary negation, repudiation, rejection. Therefore, it has no weight. Muslims must follow the Qur’ān in their response to the trends of denial, and accept the Revelation as the first and certain source of knowledge, without feeling any discomfiture.

Any claim of objectivity on this subject is, in essence, non-objectivity. Objective reasoning means impartial judgment, but “impartial” judgment means siding with the opponents or deniers and following temporary unbelief, because it starts from this proposition: Let us not accept the Existence of God, or of Revelation, or of afterlife, and so on. So it is temporary unbelief and siding with unbelief. Therefore, what a denier should do is to falsify all the evidence upon which the pillars of faith are founded; yet this is impossible. For while a single proof is enough for the establishment of the existence of something, proving its non-existence is not possible at all. In conclusion, there is, and can be, no evidence on which denial can be based; it is, thus, mere conjecture, and a baseless assertion.
6. When all people are raised from the dead and gathered together for judgment, they (whom they invoked) will be enemies to them, and will disown their worshipping them.

7. When Our Revelations, clear as evidence and in meaning are recited (and conveyed) to them, those who disbelieve say of the truth when it reaches them: “This is clearly nothing but sorcery.”

8. Or do they say, “He (the Messenger) has fabricated it (the Qur’an)?” Say: “If I have fabricated it, you have no power at all to help me against God. He knows best all that you are busy inventing concerning it (the Qur’an). He suffices for a Witness between me and you. He is the All-Forgiving, the All-Compassionate.

9. “I am no novelty (either in my person or in the message I have brought) among the Messengers, and (being human) I do not know (unless God informs me) what (will happen in the future in the world and therefore what will) be done to me and to you. I only follow what is revealed to me, and I am only a plain warner.”

10. Say: “Do you ever consider that if this Qur’an is from God, and you disbelieve in it while (many) a witness from among the Children of Israel (those who had knowledge of Revelation) had already testified to the like of it and (also) believed, whereas you are too arrogant to believe: (is this not plain deviation and wrong)? Surely God does not guide the wrongdoing people.”

11. Those who disbelieve say of those who believe (as another pretext for their rejection of faith in the Qur’an): “If it (the Qur’an) had been something good and useful, those people would not have preceded us in accepting it.” And as they (having refused it) have not found guidance through it, they say: “This is a fabrication from ancient times.”

12. (They say so despite the fact that) before this there was the Book of Moses as a guide and mercy (for the Children of Israel); and this (Qur’an) is a Book confirming (the truth in the earlier Scriptures) and revealed in Arabic to warn those who commit wrong, and as a good tiding for those devoted to doing good, aware that God is seeing them.

13. Surely those who profess, “Our Lord is God,” and then follow the Straight Path (in their belief, thought, and actions), they will have no fear, nor will they grieve.

14. They are the companions of Paradise, abiding therein as a reward for what they used to do.
3. Their claim that the Qurʾān is sorcery is, in fact, an admission that it is not part of ordinary human speech and is something extraordinary.

4. As a continuation of the argument put forward in the previous verse, this verse means that God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, is saying, in effect: “I am no novelty and different among the Messengers, upon them all be peace. Many came before me with Books similar to the Qurʾān in the teachings they contained. One of these Books was the Torah, which was granted to the Prophet Moses, upon him be peace. And many knowledgeable ones among the Children of Israel believed in it. But you, having no exact knowledge of Divine Books and Messengership, venture to disbelieve in its like – the Qurʾān. Then is this not plain deviation, wrong, and misjudgment?”
15. Now (among the good deeds), We have enjoined on human is the best treatment towards his parents. His mother bore him in pain, and in pain did she give him birth. The bearing of him and suckling of him (until weaned) is thirty months, When he has finally reached his full manhood and reached forty years of age, he says: “My Lord! Arouse me that I may be thankful for all Your favors (life, health, sustenance, faith, and submission, and more) that You have bestowed on me and on my parents, and that I may do good, righteous deeds with which You will be pleased, and grant me righteous offspring (so that they treat me righteously, as I treat my parents). I have turned to You, and I am one of those who have submitted to You.”

16. Those are they from whom We will accept (their good deeds in a manner to reward them in accordance with) the best of what they ever did, and whose evil deeds We will overlook, (and include them) among the companions of Paradise. This is a true promise which they have been given (here in the world).

17. But (there is many a one) who says to his parents (who call him to righteousness and faith): “Uff to you both! (I am fed up with you!) Do you threaten me that I will be brought forth from the dead (to a new life and judgment), while so many generations have passed away before me (and so far not a single person has ever been raised)?” And they both pray to God for help (in the guidance of their child, and say to him): “Woe to you! Believe! God’s promise is certainly true!” But he says: “All this is nothing but fables of the ancients!”

18. Such are they upon whom the word (of God’s punishment) is rightly due (as included) among the (similar) communities of the jinn and humankind before them. Surely they are the ones ruined in loss.

19. For all (individuals and groups) there will be degrees of their own, according to what they have done, and so God will pay them fully for their deeds, and they will not be wronged.

20. On that Day, those who disbelieve will be brought to the Fire (and they will be told): “You consumed in your worldly life your (share of) pure, wholesome things, and enjoyed them fully (without considering the due of the Hereafter, and so have taken in the world the reward of all your good deeds).” So this Day, you are recompensed with the punishment of abasement because of your scornful arrogance on the earth against all right, and because of your transgressing (the bounds set by God).”
5. Verse sûrah 2: 233 says that, (if they wish) mothers can suckle their children for two whole years; and verse sûrah 31: 14 expresses the same, that weaning was in two years. So when the statement that the pregnancy and nursing of a child consists of 30 months is considered together with these verses, it is understood that the shortest period of bearing a child is 6 months. That is, a mother can give birth to a healthy baby in 6 months. So if a woman gives birth at the end of the sixth month of her pregnancy, she cannot be regarded as having committed the crime of adultery.

6. The age of full manhood or full (physical) maturity is, in the first stage, 15-20 or so years. The middle stage is 30-33 years, and the age when one is supposed to reach full intellectual and spiritual maturity is 40 years. It is rare for people to change their belief and way of life after forty.

7. As stated in a Prophetic Tradition, there is a place pre-assigned for everyone in both Paradise and Hell. If one dies and enters Hell, the people of Paradise inherit one's place in Paradise. So God has pre-assigned for everyone pure, wholesome things to consume. If one does not believe in the Hereafter and chooses to consume all one's share of pure, wholesome things in the world, God grants them from these in return for their good deeds. Such a one will have no share in the Hereafter. The verse also says that God never allows any good deed to go to waste. He even rewards an unbeliever in this world for his or her good deeds. But a believer should aim at the Hereafter, without neglecting working for livelihood in the world.
21. Make mention of (Hūd) the brother of Ād: he warned his people in al-Āhqāf – as indeed warners came and went before and after him (to warn their peoples) – saying: “Worship none but God alone. I surely fear for you the punishment of an awesome day.”

22. They said: “Have you come to us to turn us away from our deities? If you are truthful in your claims, then bring us what you are threatening us with.”

23. He said: “The knowledge (of when it will come) is only with God. I convey to you that with which I have been sent as a Messenger, but I see you are a people acting ignorantly.”

24. Then (as the events unfolded), they saw that (which they were threatened with) as a dense cloud in the sky advancing towards their valleys, and they said: “This is a cloud bringing us rain.” No; it is what you have (derisively) asked to be hastened: a wind bearing a painful punishment.

25. Bound to devastate everything by the command of its Lord. And so they became such that nothing was to be seen except their dwellings. Thus do We recompense the guilty people committed to accumulating sins.

26. We had, assuredly, given them such power and prosperity (on the earth) that We have not given to you (O Quraysh), and We had appointed for them (the faculty of) hearing, and eyes, and hearts (all the means of perception, outward and inward). But neither their ears, nor their eyes, nor their hearts, availed them anything, as they obstinately rejected God’s signs and Revelations, and what they used to mock overwhelmed them.

27. We have, assuredly, destroyed many townships that are around you, and (before that) We had set out the signs and Revelations in diverse ways, so that they might turn back (from their wrong ways).

28. So, why did those whom they took for deities apart from God as a means of nearness (to God) not help them (against God’s punishment)? Rather, they failed them. That was (the end result of) their falsehood and all that they used to fabricate (of slanders against God).
29. We directed a company of the jinn towards you in order that they might listen to the Qur’ān (while you were reciting of it). When they were present for it, they said (to one another): “Be silent and listen!” When the recitation finished, they returned to their community as warners.

30. They said: “O our people! We have listened to a Book which has been sent after Moses, confirming (the Divine origin of and the truths that are still contained by) the Revelations prior to it: it guides towards the truth and towards a straight road (in all matters).

31. “O our people! Respond (affirmatively) to him who calls to God, and believe in him. God will forgive you your sins (which you have committed so far), and save you from a painful punishment.

32. “Whoever does not respond (affirmatively) to him who calls to God, he cannot frustrate (God’s will) on the earth, and no guardian will he have apart from God (once God has disowned him);” those (who seek to do so) are in obvious error.”

33. Have they (the unbelievers) not considered that surely God, Who has created the heavens and the earth, and never weared with their creation, is able to bring the dead to life? Certainly He is; He has full power over everything.

34. On the Day when those who disbelieve are brought to the Fire (they will be asked): “Is this not true?” They will say: “Yes, most certainly, by our Lord!” He (God) will say: “Taste the punishment in which you used to disbelieve!”

35. So, be patient (O Messenger), (with their rejection of faith and with whatever they do), just as those of greatest steadfastness and resolution among the Messengers11 were patient, and do not seek to hasten (the judgment on) them. The Day when they see what they are threatened with, (they will feel) as if they had not stayed (in the world) save a short while of the day only. The message has been conveyed. Will, then, any be destroyed save the people who transgress the bounds (in belief and action)?
8. This happened in Batn an-Nakhlah, outside Makkah, while God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, was doing Prayer on his return to Makkah from his journey to Ṭā’if.

9. As can be understood from the frame of the reference of the jinn that the Qur’ān was revealed after Moses, upon him be peace, with no mention of Jesus, upon him be peace, and the Gospel, the jinn were among the followers of the faith of Moses and the Torah.

10. After this event, the jinn came to the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, in groups one after the other.

The word jinn literally means something hidden or veiled from sight. The jinn are a species of invisible beings. A short Qur’ānic chapter (72) is named after them. The Prophet Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, was sent to them too, and many among them believed in him.

The jinn are conscious beings charged with Divine obligations. Recent discoveries in biology make it clear that God created beings particular to each realm in the universe (See 2: 30, note 31). The jinn were created before Adam, upon him be peace, and Eve, and were responsible for cultivating and improving the world. Although God later superseded them with us, He did not exempt them from religious obligations.

Like angels, the jinn move extremely fast and are not bound by the time and space constraints within which we normally move. However, since the spirit is more active and faster than the jinn, a person who lives at the level of the spirit’s life, and who can transcend what we know as the limits of matter and the confines of time and space, can be quicker and more active than them (see surah 27: 38–40). (For detailed information about the jinn and their relation with humankind, see Essentials of the Islamic Faith, 69–73.)

11. According to many scholars, basing their conclusions on verse 42: 13, those Messengers are Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and finally, the Prophet Muhammad, upon them be peace and blessings.


**SÚRAH 47**

**MUHAMMAD**

Madinah Period

One of the earliest Revelations in Madinah, this surah of 38 verses is named after Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, who is mentioned in the second verse. It deals with such matters as fighting, the treatment of prisoners of war, the distribution of the spoils of war, and the final end that awaits the believers and unbelievers.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Those who disbelieve and bar (people) from God’s way – God will render all their deeds vain.

2. While those who believe and do good, righteous deeds, who believe in what has been sent on Muhammad – and it is the truth from their Lord – He will blot out from them their evil deeds (which will otherwise prevent their achievement of their goals in both worlds), and set their hearts fully aright and improve their conditions (both in this world and the next).

3. That is because those who disbelieve follow falsehood (in their beliefs, thoughts, and actions), while those who believe follow the truth from their Lord. Thus, God expounds to people what they are like.

4. So, when you meet those who disbelieve in war, smite at their necks (without giving them the opportunity to defeat you). At length, when you have sufficiently suppressed them, (without continuing fighting) bind a firm bond of captivity on them. Then set them free either as a favor without demanding anything in return, or for ransom (which may consist of a reciprocal exchange of prisoners of war), so that the war may lay down its burdens (and come to an end). That (is God’s command). Had God so willed, He would certainly exact retribution from them (Himself), but (He orders you to fight) in order to try you by means of one another. As for those who are killed in God’s cause, He will never render their deeds vain.

5. (Rather,) He will guide them (to the realization of their goal in both worlds) and set their conditions right for them.

6. And He will admit them into Paradise, that He will have made completely known to them.

7. O you who believe! If you help God’s cause by striving in His cause, He will help you and make your feet firm (so that you are steadfast in His cause and ultimately victorious).
8. But those who disbelieve: collapse and perdition are their lot, and He will render all their deeds vain.

9. This is because they are averse to that which God has sent down, and so He causes their deeds to go to waste.

10. Have they not traveled about the earth and seen what the outcome was for those who came before them (and persisted in associating partners with Him, and in all kinds of transgression)? God brought utter devastation upon them; and the unbelievers (now), the like of their fate awaits.

11. This is because God surely is the Guardian of those who believe, but those who disbelieve have no guardian (acceptable in God's sight and who can help them against Him).

1. That is, all their efforts to prevent the spread of Islam will be in vain. Secondly, although their good deeds may bring profit to them in the world, this will signify nothing in the Hereafter because they did not aim at the afterlife and pursued only the goods of the worldly life.

2. Sincere faith and doing good, righteous deeds as required by faith cause one to have a sound, sincere, and satisfied heart. God leads such a person to right decisions, proper thoughts, and good actions, which in turn cause that person to deepen in faith and sincerity. The virtuous circle that is formed in this way will lead the believers to attain their (Islamic) goals in the world and eternal happiness in the Hereafter.

3. The falsehood mentioned here is any system of belief, thought, or action that is based not on the Revelation, but on human desires and fancies that do not conform to, or even contradict, God's ways of acting in the universe, which we improperly call “laws of nature,” and the moral laws He has established for life in the world. However, the truth is the system of beliefs, thoughts, and actions that is based on the Divine Revelation and, therefore, in conformity with the laws God has established for the operation of the universe and human life on the earth. So, as have previously mentioned, God has two collections of laws, one to govern human life and the universe, and the other for religious life. Both require obedience: obedience or disobedience to the former gives its results mainly in this world, while obedience or disobedience to the latter yields its results both in this world and in the Hereafter, but primarily in the Hereafter. Believers must obey both of them.

4. This verse mainly refers to the conditions of those killed in God's cause, though it has some reference to the world also. That is, God never lets the sacrifices made in His cause go to waste. Such actions contribute to the realization of the goal of those who perform them in the world. Martyrdom is among the greatest of sacrifices made in God's cause. Martyrs aim to uplift God's Word and gain God's approval and good pleasure; God enables the uplifting of His Word, becomes pleased with martyrs, saves them from suffering in the worlds of the Hereafter, and forgives them.
12. God will admit those who believe and do good, righteous deeds into Gardens through which rivers flow. As for those who disbelieve, they take their enjoyment and consume (God's bounties) just as cattle consume, (without considering Who has given them to them, and what they are expected to do in return, and with no sense of the life to come); and the Fire will be their dwelling (fitting for them).

13. How many a township there has been, greater in power (and more abundant in wealth) than your township, which has driven you out, (O Messenger). We destroyed them and they had no helper (against Us).

14. Is, then, the one who is (standing) upon a clear evidence from his Lord like him whose evil deeds are decked out to be appealing to him, and (those who) follow their lusts and fancies?

15. A likeness of Paradise which the God-revering, pious are promised is this: in it are rivers of water incorruptible (in taste, smell, and color); and rivers of milk whose taste never changes; and rivers of wine delicious for the drinkers; and rivers of pure, clear honey. And in it, there are also fruits of every kind for them, as well as forgiveness from their Lord (to bring unforeseen blessings).

16. Among them (the people of Madīnah) are some who give ear to you, but when they go out from your presence, they ask (with arrogance and derision) those who have been given (some) knowledge (of the truths of the Religion): “What has he said just now?” Those are they whose hearts God has sealed, and who follow their lusts and fancies.

17. As for those who have accepted God's guidance, He strengthens them in guidance (through deeper knowledge and submission), and gives them piety and protection from sinning.

18. Do they (who persist in unbelief and evil deeds) wait but for the Last Hour – (waiting) that it come upon them all of a sudden? Now indeed its portents have already come. But how can it benefit them to take admonition when the Last Hour has (already) come upon them?

19. Then, know (bear in mind) that there is no deity but God, and ask forgiveness for your lapses, and for the believing men and believing women. God knows from which (inner) state and (social) condition to which state and condition you do and will move, and in which state and condition you will be steady.
5. Wine as one of the blessings of Paradise is not of the kind which causes intoxication, and denotes the perfection of the pleasure that the drinks of Paradise will give.

6. Everything in the Hereafter will be particular to the conditions of that world. But as stated in verse surah 2: 25, everything will resemble in name, shape, and color its counterparts in this world, though this resemblance will be only in name, shape, and color so that its inhabitants will not lose their appetite because of being presented with an unknown food. Their taste and smell or the pleasure they will give will be completely particular to that world, and every time these bounties will be presented to the people of Paradise, they will be renewed.

7. Only God knows the exact time of the Last Hour, but it has many portents which show that its coming is certain and near. The advent of God's Messenger as the Last and universal Messenger or the Seal of the Prophets, upon him be peace and blessings, was the first and greatest portent of its coming.

8. For the sinlessness of the Prophets and the Messenger's asking forgiveness for his "faults," see surah 48: 2, and the corresponding note 2.
20. Those who believe (look forward to a new surah conveying knowledge of Divine truths and God’s new commandments being sent down, and) say: “If only a new surah were sent down!” But when a decisive surah has been sent down in which fighting is mentioned (clearly as a commanded duty), you see those in whose hearts there is a disease looking at you with a look of one swooning to death. That is, in fact, what is expected of them!

21. (Yet, what true believers are expected to do in response to any Divine order is to render) obedience and a proper word. So, if they were true to God when the command has been resolved (and it calls them to do what their pledge to God requires of them), it would certainly be good for them.

22. But is it to be expected of you (O hypocritical ones), that you break your promise and turn away (from God’s commandments), and cause disorder and corruption in the land, and sever the ties of kinship?

23. Such are they whom God has cursed (excluded from His mercy), and so He has made them deaf and blinded their eyes (to the truth).

24. Do they not meditate earnestly on the Qur’an, or are there locks on the hearts (that are particular to them, so that they are as if deaf and blind, and incapable of understanding the truth)?7

25. Surely those who have turned back as apostates after (God’s) guidance has become clear to them, Satan has seduced them; he has implanted in them long-term worldly ambitions.

26. This is because they have said to those who are averse to what God has sent down: “We will follow you in some issues.” God knows their secrets.10

27. So, how (will it be) when the angels take their souls at death, striking their faces and their backs?

28. This is because they have followed what incurs God’s wrath (condemnation), and are averse to what pleases Him, and so He has caused all their (previous good) deeds to go to waste.

29. Or do those in whose hearts is a disease think that God will not bring to light their spite (against the Divine Religion and its followers)?
9. The persons mentioned are the hypocritical ones among the believers. Hypocrisy arises from a sickness in the center of the heart which dries up the source of spiritual life, extinguishing the power of understanding, and corrupting character (See surah 2: 10). The main reason for the “spiritual” sense of hearing being lost in deafness, or the “spiritual” sense of seeing being lost in blindness is this sickness in the heart: For indeed it is not the eyes that have become blind, it is rather the hearts in the breasts that are blind (surah 22: 46). So verse 24 in this surah also interprets the verse before it, explaining why God makes the ears deaf and the eyes blind. The locks on the heart must be those put on the senses or faculties of the heart, such as hearing, seeing, thinking, and understanding, etc. (Also see the verse 26 and the corresponding note 10 below.)

10. Obedience to the carnal soul in its desires, and nursing long-term worldly ambitions cause one to fear death, and thus to falter in carrying out God’s commandments, particularly those related to fighting. And this, in turn, causes the death of the heart (spiritual intellect), the blindness of the eye of the heart, and the deafness of the ear of the heart. This verse explains the true reason for the spiritual death mentioned in the previous verses. It also gives information about the secret agreements against the believers that were made between the hypocrites in Madinah and the unbelievers (of Makkah), who are also described in verse 9 above as being averse to what God sends down.
30. Had We so willed, We would have shown them to you, and you would have known them by their marks (visible on their faces). But you certainly know them by the false tone and rhythm of their speech. God knows (O humankind) your deeds (and why and how you do them).

31. And We will most certainly try you so that We may mark out those among you who strive hard (in God's cause with their persons and their wealth), and those who are steadfast (on His Path and patient through adversities), and test your record (of assertions and deeds for truth and quality).

32. Those who disbelieve and bar (people) from God's way, and defy the Messenger after (God's) guidance has become clear to them – they will never be able to harm (the cause of) God, and He will cause their deeds to go to waste.

33. O you who believe! Obey God (in all His commandments) and obey the Messenger (in his execution of God's commandments and in his own directives), and do not let your deeds go to waste.

34. Those who disbelieve and bar (people) from God's way, and then die unbelievers, God will never forgive them.

35. So (when in warfare with the enemy) do not be faint of heart and cry out for peace (which will bring you humiliation) when you have the upper hand. (Always bear in mind that) God is with you, and He will never diminish the reward of your good deeds.

36. The present, worldly life is nothing but play and pastime. If you truly believe and keep from disobedience to Him in reverence for Him and piety, He will grant you your rewards, and will not ask of you your wealth.

37. If He should ask it of you and press you (to give it), you would covet and withhold, and He would bring out your (suppressed) resentments.

38. You are surely those called upon to spend (of your wealth) in God's cause; yet among you are some who are niggardly. But whoever is niggardly is niggardly only to the depriving of his own soul. God is the All-Wealthy and Self-Sufficient (absolutely independent of any need), and you are the poor (in need of Him). If you turn away (from true faith and piety), He will substitute in your stead another people; then they will not be like you.
11. That is, God will distinguish between and judge His servants’ deeds, whether they are right or wrong and recompense each type of deed.

12. Letting one’s deeds go to waste occurs through ostentation, hypocrisy, apostatizing, opposing God and His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and through doing something that will annul a good deed, such as speaking during Prayer.

13. God has implanted in humankind numerous urges, some of which are apparently evil. However, a proper education causes these to be channeled into virtues. For example, enmity is channeled into enmity towards one’s own carnal soul in order to train it, and jealousy into emulating others in their virtues. In fact, these urges have been given to humankind for this end, that is, to channel them into virtues that will cause one to grow spiritually and morally.
**Sūrah 48**

**AL-FATH (VICTORY)**

Madinah Period

This sūrah was revealed in Madinah in the sixth year after the Hijrah, on the occasion of the Treaty of Hudaybiyah between the Muslim city-state of Madinah and the Makkah polytheists. It has 29 verses and is named after the word al-fāth (victory) in the first verse. It mentions this victory, then criticizes the attitudes of the hypocrites, continues with further promises to the Muslims, and ends by mentioning certain important virtues of the Muslim Community.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. We have surely granted you a manifest victory (which is a door to further victories),

2. That God may forgive you (O Messenger) your lapses of the past and those to follow, and complete His favor on you, and guide you (to steadfastness) on a straight path (leading to God's being pleased with You and eternal happiness);

3. And that God may help you to a glorious, mighty achievement –

4. He it is Who sent down His (gift of) inner peace and reassurance into the hearts of the believers, so that they might add faith to their faith. To God belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth; and God is All-Knowing, All-Wise –

5. And that He may admit the believing men and believing women into Gardens through which rivers flow, therein to abide; and may blot out from them their evil deeds – that is a supreme triumph in God's sight –

6. And that He may punish the hypocritical men and the hypocritical women, and the men and the women who associate partners with God, who always entertain evil thoughts about God. Theirs will be the evil turn of fate. God has destined them to a severe punishment, eternally excluded them from His Mercy, and prepared Hell for them. How evil a destination to arrive at!

7. To God belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth. God is All-Glorious with irresistible might, All-Wise.

8. Surely We have sent you as Messenger as a witness (to the truth of Islam and the falsehood of other ways, and as a witness in both worlds to people's deeds), and as a bearer of glad tidings (of prosperity in return for faith and righteousness), and a warner (against the consequences of misguidance);

9. And in order that you (O humankind and jinn) believe in God and His Messenger (and support His cause), and hold God in the highest regard, and glorify Him in the early morning and in the evening (i.e., day and night).
1. This verse is about the Treaty of Hudaybiyah. After the Battle of the Trench (sūrah 33: 9–25; notes 7–12), the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, told his Companions that he had had a vision (dream) that they would shortly enter the Holy Mosque in Makkah in security. His Companions, especially the Emigrants, were delighted. During that year, 627 CE, the Prophet set out for Makkah with 1,400–1,500 people in pilgrim dress.

Informed of this event, the Quraysh armed themselves and the neighboring tribes to keep the Muslims out of Makkah. The Muslims halted at Hudaybiyah, 12 miles away from Makkah. Exchanges of envoys took place.

Finally, God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, sent ‘Uthmān ibn al-‘Affān to the Quraysh, a man who had powerful relatives among the Quraysh. Although ‘Uthmān came to negotiate, the Makkans imprisoned him. When he did not return at the expected time, rumors circulated that he had been killed. At this point, the Messenger, sitting under a tree, took an oath from his Companions that they would hold together and fight to the death. In that moment of tension, a cloud of dust appeared in the distance. This turned out to be a Makkan delegation, led by Suhayl ibn ‘Amr. After negotiations, a treaty was concluded.

Under this treaty, the Messenger and his followers could not make the pilgrimage in that year but could do so the following year, at which time the Makkans would vacate the city for 3 days. The treaty also stipulated a 10-year truce, that people or tribes could join or ally themselves with either side they wished, and that Qurayshī subjects or dependents who had defected to Madinah would be returned. This last condition was not reciprocal, and thus was opposed in the Muslim camp. However, it really was of little importance. The Muslims sent back to Makkah were not likely to renounce Islam; on the contrary, they would be agents of change within Makkah.

The Qur’ān called the Treaty of Hudaybiyah “a manifest victory.” This proved true for several reasons, among them the following:

- By signing this treaty after years of conflict, the Quraysh admitted that the state of Madinah was their equal. Seeing the Makkans deal with the Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings, as an equal and a president, a rising tide of converts flowed toward Madinah from all over Arabia.
- Many Qurayshīs would benefit from the resulting peace by finally reflecting on what was really happening. Such leading Qurayshīs as Khalid ibn Walid, ‘Amr ibn al-‘Ás, and ‘Uthmān ibn Talhah, all famous for their military and political skills, came to accept Islam.
- The Quraysh used to regard the Ka’bah as their exclusive property, and made its visitors pay them a tribute. By not subjecting the Muslims’ deferred pilgrimage to this condition, the Quraysh unwittingly ended their monopoly. The Bedouin tribes now realized that the Quraysh had no right to claim exclusive ownership.
- At the time, there were Muslim men and women living in Makkah. Not everyone in Madinah knew who they were. Had a fight taken place in Makkah, the victorious Muslim army might have unintentionally taken the lives of some Muslims. This would have caused great personal anguish, as well as the martyrdom or identification of the Muslims who had been keeping their faith secret. The treaty prevented such a disaster.
- The Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings, performed the minor pilgrimage the following year. The declaration, There is no deity but God, and Muḥammad is God’s Messenger, rang throughout Makkah. The Quraysh, camped on the hill of Abū Qubays, heard this portent of Islam’s coming triumph. This was, in fact, God’s fulfilling the vision He had given to His Messenger.
- The treaty allowed the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, to enter into diplomatic relations with others. Their neighbors, as well as other Arab tribes, were impressed with the Islamic state’s growing strength. The Messenger also sent letters to neighbor-
The Muslims spread across Arabia and communicated Islam's Message. While during the first 19 years, from the beginning of the Messenger's mission to the Treaty of Hudaybiyah, only a few thousand people had accepted Islam, within two years after the Treaty more than 5,000 people had converted.

During the period of armistice, the Muslims won new victories, such as the conquest of al-Khaybar.

The Muslims faithfully observed the terms of the treaty. However, a tribe allied to the Makkans did not. The Banū Bakr attacked the Banū Khudā’ah, who were allied with the Prophet. So in December 629 CE, the Messenger marched a 10,000-man army against Makkah, and captured it with almost no resistance on the first day of January. The Ka’bah was purified of idols and, over the next couple of days, the Makkans accepted Islam.

So, this verse proved to be another manifest miracle of the Qur’ān.

2. Before proceeding to explain the sinlessness of the Prophets, we should point out that, as will be stated in the last verse, the sins mentioned here are the sins committed by the believers, not the Messenger himself. As in many other verses, God addresses the believers through the person of the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings. However, the Messenger also has a share in this address. It should be understood in the light of the following explanation:

Infallibility in the sense of sinlessness is a necessary attribute of the Prophets. Their infallibility is an established fact, based on reason and tradition. This quality is required for several reasons.

First, the Prophets came to convey the Message of God. If we liken this Message to pure water or light (sūrah 13: 17; sūrah 24: 35), the Archangel Gabriel (who brought it) and the Prophet (who conveyed it) also must be absolutely pure. If this were not so, their impurity would pollute the Message. Every falling off is an impurity, a dark spot, in the heart. The hearts or souls of Gabriel and the Prophet are like polished mirrors that reflect the Divine Revelation to people, a cup from which people quench their thirst for the pure Divine water.

Any black spot on the mirror would absorb a ray of that light; a single drop of mud would make the water unclear. As a result, the Prophets would not be able to deliver the complete Message. But they delivered the Message perfectly, as stated in sūrah 5: 3 and 67.

Second, the Prophets taught their people all the commands and principles of faith and conduct. In order for people to learn their Religion in its pristine purity and truth, and as perfectly as possible so that they can secure their happiness and prosperity in both worlds, the Prophets must present and also represent the Revelation without fault or defect. This is their function as guides and good examples to be followed (sūrah 33: 21; sūrah 60: 4, 6). A Prophet can do or say only that which has been sanctioned by God. If he could not, he would have to repent even beyond his current lifetime.

Third, the Qur’ān commands believers to obey the Prophet’s orders and prohibitions, without exception, and emphasizes that it is not fitting for a believer, man or woman, to have any doubts about a judgment on a matter when it has been decided by God and His Messenger (33: 36). It also warns believers that what falls to them when God and His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, have given a judgment is only to say: “We have heard and obeyed” (sūrah 24: 51). Absolute obedience to a Prophet means that all of his commands and prohibitions are correct and beyond reproach.

Then, how should we evaluate some verses that mention the forgiveness of a Prophet?

Prophethood is such a great favor that all Prophets bore extreme hardship while fulfilling the duty of thanksgiving, and always wor-
ried about not worshipping God sufficiently. The Prophet Muhammad often implored God as follows: “Glory be to You, We have not been able to know You as Your knowledge requires, O Known One. Glory be to You, We have not been able to worship You as Your worship requires, O Worshipped One.”

The Qur’anic verses that are sometimes understood (mistakenly) to reprimand certain Prophets for some faults or to show that they have sought God’s forgiveness for some sin should be considered in this light. Moreover, God’s forgiveness does not always mean that a sin has been committed. The Qur’anic words ‘afw (pardon) and maghfirah (forgiveness) also signify a special favor and kindness, as well as Divine dispensation, in respect to lightening or overlooking a religious duty, as in the following verses:

*Whoever is constrained by dire necessity (and driven to what is forbidden), without purposely inclining to sin – surely God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.* (5: 3)

*If you ... can find no water, then be-take yourselves to pure earth, passing with it lightly over your face and hands (and forearms up to and including the elbows). Assuredly God is One Who grants remission, All-Forgiving.* (4: 43)

In addition, sins (lapses in respect with the Prophets) and pardoning have different types and degrees. These are: disobeying religious commandments, and forgiveness thereof; disobeying God’s laws of creation and life, and forgiveness thereof; and disobeying the rules of good manners or courtesy, and forgiveness thereof. A fourth type, which is not a sin, involves not doing something as perfectly as possible, as required by the love of and nearness to God. Some Prophets may have done this, but such acts cannot be considered sins according to the common definition.


4. As with the address in the first part of the verse concerning the forgiveness of sins, this address also is, as will be seen in the verse 20, to the believers through the person of the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, though the Messenger also has a share in it with respect to his rank as Messenger and being one who is nearest to God, and therefore with respect to his relation with God.

5. Some of the hosts of the heavens and the earth are angels and all the forces and laws in the universe which modern science improperly calls “natural forces and laws.”

6. The verse mentions hypocrites before polytheists. This is because the harm the former cause to the Muslims is worse than that of the latter, and therefore they will be in the lowest level of the Fire (sūrah 4: 145). Entertaining evil thoughts about God means having any evil thought that is unbecoming about God. Here, it particularly means the thought that God will not help the believers and make Islam triumphant, and that, therefore, whatever He has promised is a lie, God forbid!
10. Those who swear allegiance to you (O Messenger), swear allegiance to God only. God’s “Hand” is over their hands. Whoever then breaks his oath, breaks his oath only to his own harm; and whoever fulfills what he has covenanted with God, He will grant him a tremendous reward.

11. Those of the Bedouins (dwellers of the desert) who (did not respond to your call to participate in the Minor Pilgrimage Campaign and) stayed behind will say to you (by way of excuse): “Our possessions and families kept us busy, so ask God for our forgiveness.” They speak with their tongues that which is not in their hearts. Say (to them): “Who is there that can intervene on your behalf with God if He wills harm for you or if He wills a benefit for you? (Whatever excuse you offer, bear in mind that) God is fully aware of all that you do.”

12. Indeed, you thought that the Messenger and the believers would never return to their families (from the Campaign), and this thought was decked out to be appealing in your hearts, and you entertained an evil thought (that God would not help the believers and they would be defeated). You (in thinking so have proved yourselves to be and you) are a people useless and doomed to perish.

13. Whoever does not believe (and trust) in God and His Messenger: then We have surely prepared a Blaze for the unbelievers.

14. To God belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth; He forgives whom He wills and punishes whom He wills. God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

15. When you (O believers) set forth for (the campaign during which they think that you are sure) to take gains of war, those who stayed behind (aforetime) will say: “Let us go with you.” They desire to alter God’s decree. Say (to them): “You will by no means come with us. That (decision) regarding you is what God declared before.” Then they will say: “Rather, you are jealous of us.” But the fact is that they are lacking in discernment and understanding, except a very little.
7. This statement has two important meanings. As obedience to the Messenger means the same as obedience to God (ṣūrah 4: 80), and his throwing at the enemy means the same as God’s throwing (ṣūrah 8: 17), the Messenger’s hand being over the hand which he grasps in allegiance represents God’s Hand. (For God ‘hand’ or any other such term is metaphorical.) The other meaning is that God helps those who swear allegiance to the Messenger. So, here ‘hand’ signifies Power.

8. This and the following verse are concerned with the desert Arabs who did not answer the call of the Messenger to participate in the ‘Umrah (Minor Pilgrimage) Campaign they made in the 6th year after the Hijrah, thinking that the Quraysh would exterminate the Muslims and they would no longer be able to turn back to Madinah.

9. This verse is significant in understanding God’s forgiving and punishing. First of all, He does whatever He wills and so cannot be questioned concerning His will and acts. However, He never does anything which is unjust; He forgives many of the sins of His servants unless they disbelieve and/or associate partners with Him, and He shows special compassion towards them. So, the conclusion of the verse with the mention of His being the All-Forgiving and All-Compassionate (One Who has particular compassion for His servants) is a great consolation and source of hope for the servants who tremble before His Majesty. This is stressed in the first part of the verse.

10. After the Treaty of Hudaybiyah, the believers took several tribes under control, and conquered Khaybar. Once the hypocritical desert Arabs saw the Muslims conquering all their enemies, they wanted to participate in the Campaign of Khaybar with the hope of gaining spoils. However, God decreed that only those who had taken part in the Campaign of the Minor Pilgrimage could participate in this campaign. So they were left devoid of the war-gains that they had so craved.
16. Say to those of the dwellers of the desert who stayed behind: "Soon you will be called (to fight) against a people of great military power, then either you will fight against them or they will submit to God and become Muslims. If you obey, God will grant you a handsome reward, but if you turn away as you turned away before, He will punish you with a painful punishment."  

17. There is no blame on the blind, nor any blame on the lame, nor any blame on the sick (for staying away from a war in God’s cause). Whoever obeys God and His Messenger (in the religious duties he is charged with and can carry out), God will admit him into Gardens through which rivers flow. But whoever turns away, He will punish him with a painful punishment. 

18. God was assuredly well-pleased with the believers when they swore allegiance to you under the tree. He knew what was in their hearts (of sincere intention and loyalty to God’s cause), and therefore He sent down (the gift of) inner peace and reassurance on them, and rewarded them with a near victory, And much in gains of war that they will take. And God is All-Glorious with irresistible might, All-Wise. 

19. God has promised you abundant gains of war that you will take later, and these He granted you as present reward (for your obedience and purity of intention). And He has restrained the hands of (other hostile) people from you so that it may be a sign for the believers (concerning the truth of their way and God’s promises to them), and that He may guide you to (steadfastness on) a straight path. 

20. And there are yet other (gains) which you have not been able to acquire but God has encompassed (in His Knowledge and Power, and will grant you). Surely God has full power over everything. 

21. If the unbelievers (of Makkah) had fought against you (instead of signing the treaty with you at Hudaybiyah), they would certainly have turned their backs in flight, then they would have found no protecting guardian or helper (to rescue them). 

22. It is God’s way that has continued (ever so) from the past; you will never find any change in God’s way.
11. There are many predictions in this sûrah, such as:

- God would help the believers and favor them with great victories;
- those who stayed behind from the Campaign of Minor Pilgrimage would try to excuse themselves with false pretexts;
- they would desire to participate in the campaign against Khaybar that was to take place following the Treaty of Hudaybiyah with the aim of taking gains of war;
- the Muslims would have to fight against powerful tribes or states in the future;
- the Muslims would take abundant war-gains in battles to come in the future;
- the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and his Companions, may God pleased with them all, would visit the Ka'bah in safety, thus completing the Minor Pilgrimage the year after they had intended;
- God would complete His favor upon the Messenger;
- Islam would continue to flourish so powerfully and speedily that it would amaze both the Muslims and others.

All of these predictions came true within a very short time.

The people mentioned in this verse must be one of the Arab polytheistic tribes in the Hijāz or neighboring regions; some of these tribes are mentioned in Sūrat at-Tawbah. The Muslims had to give them two alternatives, they would either have to be resigned to fighting or become Muslims. Most probably it refers to the Thaqīf and Hawāzín tribes, against whom God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, had to fight after the Conquest of Makkah in order to stop their attacks.

12. The verse mentions the allegiance which 1,400–1,500 believers swore to the Messenger at Hudaybiyah. When rumors circulated that ‘Uthmān ibn ‘Affān, who had been sent to Makkah to negotiate the Muslims' intention to make Minor Pilgrimage, had been killed, God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, called the believers in his company to swear allegiance to him to defend themselves even if they might be killed. They had come with the intention to visit the Ka'bah and to make a Minor Pilgrimage. However, when they met with the unexpected reaction and felt their cause to be under great threat, they united around the Messenger as if a single body. They had no other intention than to serve God's cause in order to gain His approval and good pleasure. God was well pleased with the purity of intention and faithfulness in their hearts. So He favored them with a victory in the near future; i.e., the conquest of Khaybar and abundant war-gains.

13. The abundant war-gains promised are the gains that the Muslims were to acquire in the battles they had to fight after the Battle of Khaybar.

14. The present reward granted to the Muslims was the war-gains that they acquired at the Battle of Khaybar.

15. This way is what is stated in (sūrah 4: 141): . . . and never will God allow the unbelievers to find a way (to triumph) over the (true) believers, and in (sūrah 3: 139): . . . you are always the superior side if you are (true) believers.
24. And He it is Who restrained their hands from you and your hands from them in the valley of Makkah after He had granted you victory over them. Surely God sees well all that you do.

25. (God defeated them because) they are the ones who have disbelieved and who barred you from (visiting) the Sacred Mosque and (prevented) the offerings from reaching their destination. And had there not been (in Makkah) believing men and believing women whom you did not know and therefore might have trodden down, and thus something undesired might have afflicted you on their account (for what you did) unknowingly, (God would not have restrained your hands from fighting. But He restrained your hands) so that He might admit to His mercy whom He wills (by sparing the believers in Makkah and enabling many among the Makkans to embrace Islam in time). If they (the believers and unbelievers in Makkah) had been clearly separated, We would certainly have punished those among them who disbelieved with a painful punishment.

26. When those who disbelieved harbored in their hearts fierce zealotry (coming from egotism, tribalism, and feuding), the zealotry particular to the Age of Ignorance, God sent down His (gift of) inner peace and reassurance on His Messenger and on the believers, and bound them to the Word of faith, piety, and reverence for God. They were most worthy of it and entitled to it. And God has full knowledge of everything.

27. God has assuredly confirmed the vision for His Messenger as true (and will certainly fulfill it) in reality: you will certainly enter the Sacred Mosque, if God wills, in full security, with your heads shaven or your hair cut short, and you will have nothing to fear. But He always knows what you do not know, and (therefore, without allowing you to enter the Mosque this year,) granted you a near victory before this.

28. He it is Who has sent His Messenger with the Divine guidance and the Religion of truth that He may make it prevail over all religions. God suffices for a witness (for the truth of His promise and the mission of His Messenger).
16. This victory is that which happened when the Makkans could not do anything to the Muslims who had come for Minor Pilgrimage, and they returned safe and sound to their families, despite the expectations of the hypocrites. In addition, the Makkans had to recognize Madinah as an equal city-state to them, and the Muslims secured the Minor Pilgrimage for the following year. The truce signed also paved the way for them to communicate Islam in circumstances of peace and, consequently, numerous people converted. All these developments ended two years later in the conquest of Makkah, the decisive bloodless victory of Islam.

17. For this vision, see note 1 in this surah.

18. If God wills, has three meanings here:
   • Your entering the Sacred Mosque, like all other events in the universe and in your lives, will take place by God’s Will, not by your will or that of the Makkan polytheists. So do not ask the Messenger why you have not been able to enter this year.
   • The verse teaches us that whatever we intend or have decided to do in the future, we must always refer it to God’s Will and say, “We will do or intend to do that if it is God’s will.” (See surah 18: 23.)
   • Some may die before it is time for them to enter the Mosque or will not be able to join the Muslims who will go to visit it.

19. During the Pilgrimage, men either have their heads totally shaven or their hair cut short as a mark of the completion of the Pilgrimage, whether it be major or minor. Having heads shaven is more rewarding. Women only have some of their hair cut short. So this statement means that the Muslims will complete their Minor Pilgrimage in full security and the Messenger’s vision will come true.

20. This victory must be the Treaty of Hudaybiyah, which eventually proved to be a manifest victory. (See above, verse 1, note 1.)

21. For an explanation, see surah 9: 33, note 9.
29. Muhammad is the Messenger of God; and those who are in his company are firm and unyielding against the unbelievers, and compassionate among themselves. You see them (constant in the Prayer) bowing down and prostrating, seeking favor with God and His approval and good pleasure. Their marks are on their faces, traced by prostration. This is their description in the Torah; and their description in the Gospel: like a seed that has sprouted its shoot, then it has strengthened it, and then risen firmly on its stem, delighting the sowers (with joy and wonder), that through them He fills the unbelievers with rage. God has promised all those among them who believe and do good, righteous deeds forgiveness (to bring unforeseen blessings) and a tremendous reward.

22. That is, the fact that they are believers is discernible in their faces. Their faith is reflected in their manner of life and their outward aspect, including particularly their faces.

23. Although it is difficult to find these descriptions in the present versions of the Torah and Gospel, the following quotations show that they definitely existed in their originals:

   The Lord came from Sinai, and dawned on them from Seir; He shone forth from Mount Paran. And He came with ten thousands of saints; from His right hand came a fiery law for them. Yes, He loves the people; all His saints are in Your hand; they sit down at Your feet; everyone receives Your words. (Deuteronomy, 33: 2–3)

   And he (Jesus) said, “The kingdom of God is as if a man should scatter seed on the ground, and should sleep by night and rise by day, and the seed should sprout and grow, he himself does not know how. For the earth yields crops by itself; first the blade, then the head, after that the full grain in the head. But when the grain ripens, immediately he puts in the sickle, because the harvest has come. Then he said, “To what shall we liken the kingdom of God? or with what parable shall we picture it? It is like a mustard seed which, when it is sown on the ground, is smaller than all the seeds on the earth; but when it is sown, it grows up and becomes greater than all herbs, and shoots out large branches, so that the birds of the air may nest under its shade. And with many such parables he spoke the word to them as they were able to hear it. (Mark, 4: 26–33)
In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. O you who believe! Do not be forward in the Presence of God and His Messenger, and keep from disobedience to God in piety and reverence for Him. Surely God is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

2. O you who believe! Do not raise your voices above the voice of the Prophet, nor speak loudly when addressing him, as you would speak loudly to one another, lest your good deeds go in vain without your perceiving it.

3. Those who lower their voices in the presence of God’s Messenger, those are they whose hearts God has tested and proven for piety and reverence for Him. For them there is forgiveness (to bring unforeseen rewards) and a tremendous reward.

4. Those who call out to you from behind the private apartments (which you share with your wives), most of them do not reason and understand (and are therefore lacking in good manners).
1. Whatever God and His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, will and decree on a matter, believers must accept and obey it. Believers must always take the Qur’an and the Sunnah as the standard to which they must conform in their thoughts and actions. In addition, they must show utmost respect to God and His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings.

2. Obedience to the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, in all his verdicts means obedience to God, and faith in and obedience to God require unconditional obedience to the Messenger. In addition, as any purposeful disrespect to him amounts to unbelief, it may cause one’s all good deeds to go in vain. This is so both during the Prophet’s life and after his death. There are some acts though, that while they do not amount to unbelief in themselves, they carry the risk of causing unbelief. Raising one’s voice or any other action that does not arise from purposeful disrespect does not mean unbelief, yet it can cause the good deed done by way of speech or action to go in vain. (See also surah 24: 62–63 and the corresponding notes 33 and 34.)
5. If (instead of shouting to you to come out to them) they had been patient until you came out to them, it would certainly have been better for them (in respect of the manners due to you from them). However, God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate (especially toward His believing servants, and may forgive ill-manners arising from ignorance).

6. O you who believe! If some transgressor brings you news (that requires taking action), verify it carefully (before you believe and act upon it), lest you harm a people in ignorance and then become regretful for what you have done.

7. Always bear in mind that God's Messenger is among you (so that you have a duty to refer decisions to him). If he were to follow you in many affairs of public concern, you would surely be in trouble (and suffer loss). But God has endeared the faith to you (O believers) and made it appealing to your hearts, and He has made unbelief, transgression, and rebellion hateful to you. Those are they who are rightly guided (in belief, thought, and action).

8. As a grace from God and a favor. God is All-Knowing, All-Wise.

9. If two parties of believers fall to fighting, make peace between them (and act promptly). But if one of them aggressively encroaches the rights of the other, then fight you all against the aggressive side until they comply with God's decree (concerning the matter). If they comply, then make peace between them with justice and be scrupulously equitable. Surely God loves the scrupulously equitable.

10. The believers are but brothers, so make peace between your brothers and keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety (particularly in your duties toward one another as brothers), so that you may be shown mercy (granted a good, virtuous life in the world as individuals and as a community, and eternal happiness in the Hereafter).

11. O you who believe! Let not some people among you deride another people, it may be that the latter are better than the former; nor let some women deride other women, it may be that the latter are better than the former. Nor defame one another (and provoke the same for yourselves in retaliation), nor insult one another with nicknames (that your brothers and sisters dislike). Evil is using names with vile meaning after (those so addressed have accepted) the faith (doing so is like replacing a mark of faith with a mark of transgression). Whoever (does that and then) does not turn to God in repentance, (giving up doing so), those are indeed wrongdoers.
3. The type of treatment toward God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, which is mentioned in the last two verses is different from the type condemned in the first three verses. The former is concerned with any ill manner arising from ignorance, while the latter is about disrespect to the Messenger and treating oneself as being at par with him and holding one’s views as having equal value to his. While the latter may cause one’s good deeds to go in vain and to perish, the former is forgivable. However, such actions, so explicitly condemned by this verse, should not be repeated.

4. The principle laid down in this verse after the commands concerning behavior toward the Messenger requires attention in many respects, such as follows:

- In another verse (17: 36), God orders: Do not follow that of which you have no knowledge (whether it is good or bad), and refrain from groundless assertions and conjectures. Surely the hearing, the sight, and the heart – each of these is subject to questioning about it (you are answerable, and will be called to account, for each of these on the Day of Judgment). So a Muslim cannot judge anything without confirmed or true knowledge about it. Especially in matters requiring responsibility and concerning social relationships, Muslims must be very careful that they are acting on certain knowledge. This knowledge must be based either on eyewitness reports, or on true, verified reports and never arise from conjecture, individual opinions, or false reports. As will be decreed in verse 12 below, a Muslim cannot have an ill opinion of another Muslim.
- One who, even if a believer, lies, has been proven to be a slanderer, or has been witnessed committing any of the decisively prohibited actions cannot be listened to in a court, and the report of such a person is not acceptable.
- Based on this verse, the scholars of the Hadith developed a very important and significant science, called the Science of jahān and ta‘līl – the science of establishing whether one who reports any of the Prophetic sayings, actions, and confirmations is reliable or not. This must be true for all matters, especially those concerning social relationships and court trials.
- One is regarded as trustworthy until such a transgression as lying, slander, or the committing of any decisively prohibited action has been established.

5. Also, in particular, see surah 4: 59, 64-65, 83, note 13.

6. This does not mean that God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, should not consult with his Companions in the matters of government. Rather, consultation is essential to Islamic government and it was enjoined upon the Messenger (surah 3: 159). If we consider that this command was reiterated just after the Battle of Uhud, and that one of the reasons for the temporary setback in that battle followed from the Messenger’s (reluctant) acceptance of the decision to go out to face the enemy, which itself arose from consultation, but which was opposed to his view, then the importance of consultation will become clearer (See surah 3: 159, note 31). However, if there is something contrary to the basic principles of faith and action, it cannot be put forward for discussion; and if the Messenger has definitely decided on a subject, it should not be debated.

7. The last two verses mean that all the believers are brothers and sisters, who are dutiful to one another in this relationship. It hints that there may be quarrels, even fighting, among brothers, which may sometimes arise from rivalry and jealousy. Even if they quarrel and fight with one another, they are still brothers and sisters, and brotherhood and sisterhood require peace. If, despite the fact that there cannot be enmity among them, two parties of believers dispute or fight with each other, the other believers, who are brothers and sisters to them, must reconcile them immediately and make peace between them as required by
such a relationship. When they are reconciled
and have made peace, they must be meticulous
in acting according to the precepts of justice.
Since quarrels among brothers and sisters usu-
ally break out because of rivalry and jealousy;
dispensing justice with great care is particu-
larly important.

Brotherhood (and sisterhood) is very impor-
tant for both the individual and social life of the
believers. In particular, their prosperity in the
world and superiority against their enemies de-
pend on faith and this relationship. If they clash
with one another and divide into rival groups,
it is inevitable that they will weaken and be
defeated by their enemies. For this reason, both
the Qur’ān and God’s Messenger, upon him
be peace and blessings, have greatly stressed
the importance of brotherhood and sisterhood.

God’s Messenger used to demand the allegiance
of the believers on the conditions that they had
to perform the Prescribed Prayers, paying the
Prescribed Purifying Alms, and be well-wish-
ers of the believers. He also said: “Cursing a
Muslim is a transgression, and fighting with
him amounts to unbelief” (al-Bukhārī, “Imān,”
36). Again, he said: “A Muslim is a brother
of another Muslim. He never wrongs him nor
makes him devoid of his support. There is no
greater offense for a Muslim than despising his
Muslim brother” (al-Bukhārī, “Adab,” 57–58;
Muslim, “Birr,” 28–34). He also said: “Believers
are like a single body in loving, and showing
mercy to one another. (Just as the whole body
suffers from any suffering in any part of the
body,) so too, will all believers suffer because
of the suffering of a believer” (al-Bukhārī,
“Adab,” 122; Muslim, “Birr,” 66). (For the im-
portance of brotherhood and how it can be re-
alized and preserved, see Said Nursi, Lem’ālar,
“20. Lem’a.”)
12. O you who believe! Avoid much suspicion, for some suspicion is a grave sin (liable to God's punishment); and do not spy (on one another), nor backbite (against one another). Would any of you love to eat the flesh of his dead brother? You would abhor it! Keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety. Surely God is One Who truly returns repentance with liberal forgiveness and additional reward, All-Compassionate (particularly towards His believing servants).

13. O humankind! Surely We have created you from a single (pair of) male and female, and made you into tribes and families so that you may know one another (and so build mutuality and co-operative relationships, not so that you may take pride in your differences of race or social rank, and breed enmities). Surely the noblest, most honorable of you in God's sight is the one best in piety, righteousness, and reverence for God. Surely God is All-Knowing, All-Aware.

14. (Some of) the dwellers of the desert say: “We believe.” Say (to them): “You have not believed. Rather, (you should) say, ‘We have submitted (to the rule of Islam),’ for faith has not yet entered into your hearts.” But, if you obey God and His Messenger, He will not hold back anything of the reward of your (good) deeds. Surely God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

15. Only those are the believers who have truly believed in God (as the Unique Deity, Lord, and Sovereign), and (believed in) His Messenger (including all that he has brought from God), then have never since doubted (the truth of what they have testified to), and who strive hard with their wealth and persons in God's cause – those are they who are truthful and honest (in their profession of faith).

16. (If those desert dwellers still insist on thinking themselves true believers,) say: “What! would you teach God (how truly you are devoted to) your Religion, while God knows all that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth?” God has full knowledge of everything.

17. They impress it on you as their favor to you that they have submitted (to the rule of Islam and thereby put you under an obligation to them). Say: “Do not count your being Muslims as a favor to me (nor seek to put me under an obligation. The Religion does not belong to me, but to God only.) It is indeed God Who has conferred
a favor upon you inasmuch as He has shown you the way to faith – if you are truthful (in your profession of being Muslims, those who have submitted to God).”

18. Surely God knows the unseen of the heavens and the earth (all that is beyond human sense-perception and knowledge in them). And God sees well all that you do.

8. The surah, which has begun and continues with mention of the things injurious to the social relationships in a Muslim community, now mentions the most common ones among them such as derision, defamation, calling others by offensive nicknames, and the ill-opinion or evil suspicion of Muslims. So the suspicion that the verse condemns as a grave sin and prohibits is the evil suspicion of Muslims. If we avoid suspicion as much as possible, we can preserve ourselves from that suspicion which is sinful. Ill-opinion or evil suspicion of a Muslim brother and sister means one’s evil suspicion of oneself. Muslims are mirrors to one another, so whoever has an evil suspicion of a Muslim is merely reflecting his or her own inner state. Verse 24: 12 states that a Muslim’s opinion of other Muslims is, in fact, their opinion of themselves.

Islam absolutely orders that we cherish the good opinion of God and His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings. God declares: “Toward My servant I am how My servant thinks of Me” (al-Bukhari, “Tawhid”, 15; Muslim, “Tawbah,” 1).

9. The Qur’an decisively prohibits spying into and disclosing the secrets and private lives of people, and orders keeping secret any defect and sinful act which one has seen in a Muslim. Neither can a Muslim government spy on people to see whether they are committing a sin or crime, unless a decisive proof has been established that they are committing something against the public peace and others. Likewise, spying into houses, opening and reading letters that belong to others, and listening to the conversations of other people are all wrong.

10. Said Nursi writes on how this statement condemns backbiting and reprimands backbiters, as follows:

This statement reprimands backbiters with six degrees of reprimand and restrains them from this sin with six degrees of severity:

• The hamzah, marking the interrogative (and here translated as would) at the beginning of the sentence reaches into all the words of the verse, so that each of them carries an interrogative accent.
• Thus, at the very beginning the hamzah in itself asks, “Do you have no intelligence, with which you ask and answer, so that you fail to perceive how abomina ble this thing is?”
• The second word, love, asks through hamzah, “Is it that your heart, with which you love or hate, is so spoiled that you love a most repugnant thing like backbiting?”
• Third, the phrase, any of you, asks, “What has happened to your sense of the nature and responsibility of society and civilization that you dare to accept something so poisonous to social life?”
• Fourth, the phrase, to eat the flesh, asks, “What has happened to your sense of humanity that you are tearing your friend to pieces with your teeth like a wild animal?”
• Fifth, the phrase, of his brother, asks, “Do you have no human tenderness, no sense of kinship, that you sink your teeth into some innocent person to whom you are tied by numerous links of brotherhood? Do you have no intelligence that you bite into your own limbs with your teeth, in such a senseless fashion?”
• Sixth, the word, dead, asks, “Where is your conscience? Is your nature so corrupt that you commit such a disgusting act as eating the flesh of your dead brother who deserves much respect?”

According, then, to the total meaning of the verse and the indications of each of these
words, slander and backbiting are repugnant to the intelligence, and to the heart, to humanity and conscience, to human nature, the Religion, and social brotherhood/sisterhood. You see, then, that the verse condemns backbiting in six degrees in a very concise and exact manner and restrains people from it in six miraculous ways.

Backbiting is a shameful weapon and most commonly used by people of enmity, envy, and obstinacy; no self-respecting, honorable human being would ever demean themselves by resorting to such a vile weapon.

Backbiting consists in speaking about an absent person in a way that would repel and annoy them if they were present and were to hear. If the words uttered are true, that is backbiting; if they are not, this is both backbiting and slander and, therefore, is a doubly loathsome sin.

Backbiting can be permissible in a very few, particular circumstances:

• A person who has been wronged can present a formal complaint to some officer, so that with their help, a wrong may berighted and justice restored.

• If a person contemplating co-operation or marriage with another comes to hold counsel with you, and you say to them, disinterestedly and purely for the sake of their benefit, and in order to counsel them properly, without any further motive, “Do not do that business with that person; it will be to your disadvantage.”

• If a person says only by way of factual description, not to expose to disgrace or notoriety, “That crippled one went to such and such a place.”

• If the person being criticized is an open and unashamed sinner; that is, far from being ashamed of it, they take pride in the sins they commit – if they take pleasure in their wrongdoing and commit sins openly.

In these particular cases, backbiting may be permissible, provided it is done disinterestedly and purely for the sake of truth and in the collective interest. Otherwise, backbiting is like a fire that consumes good deeds in the manner of a flame eating up wood.

If one has engaged in backbiting or listened to it willingly, one should seek God’s forgiveness, saying, “O God, forgive me and the one whom I backbit”, and when he meets the person about whom they spoke ill, they should say to them: “Forgive me!”


11. Racism is one of the severest problems of our age. When God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, was raised as a Prophet, the attitudes behind racism were prevalent in Makkah in the guise of tribalism. The Quraysh considered themselves (in particular) and Arabs (in general) as being superior to all other people. God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, came with this Divine message and proclaimed it, explaining: No Arab is superior to a non-Arab, and no white person is superior to a black person (Ibn Hanbal, 5: 441); and If a black Abyssinian Muslim is to rule over Muslims, he should be obeyed (Muslim, “Imārah,” 37).

God’s Messenger eradicated color-based racism and discrimination so successfully that, for example, ‘Umar once said of Bilāl, who was black: “Bilāl is our master, and was emancipated by our master Abū Bakr” (Ibn Hajar, 1: 165). Once Abū Dharr got so angry with Bilāl that he insulted him: “You son of a black woman!” Bilāl came to God’s Messenger and reported the incident in tears. The Messenger reproached Abū Dharr: “Do you still have a sign of jāhilīyyah?” Full of repentance, Abū Dharr lay on the ground and said: “I won’t raise my head (meaning he wouldn’t get up) unless Bilāl puts his foot on it to pass over it.” Bilāl forgave him, and they were reconciled (al-Bukhārī, “Imān,” 22). Zayd ibn Harithah, a black slave emancipated by God’s Messenger, was his adopted son before the Revelation banned adoption as a legal procedure. The Prophet married him to Zaynab bint Jahsh, one of the noblest (and non-black) among the Arab Muslim women. In addition, he chose Zayd as the commander of the Muslim army that was sent against the Byzantine Empire, even though it included such leading Companions as Abū
Bakr, ‘Umar, Ja’far ibn Abī Ṭālib (the cousin of God’s Messenger), and Khālid ibn Walīd (even then famed for his genius as a military commander) (Muslim, “Fadā’il as-Sahābah,” 63). Further, the Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings, appointed Zayd’s son Usāmah to command the army he formed just before his death. Included therein were such leading Companions as Abū Bakr, ‘Umar, Khālid, Abū ‘Ubaydah, Talhah, and Zubayr. This established in the Muslims’ hearts and minds that superiority is not by birth or color or blood, but by righteousness and devotion to God.

During his caliphate, ‘Umar paid Usāmah a higher salary than his own son, ‘Abdullāh. When his son asked why, ‘Umar replied: “My son, I do so because I know God’s Messenger loved Usāmah’s father more than your father, and Usāmah more than you” (Ibn Sa’d, 4: 70).

12. Being a Muslim has three aspects. One is believing in all the essentials of the Islamic faith and submitting to God and His Messenger wholeheartedly by carrying out the commandments of Islam. This is being a sincere Muslim. The second is accepting the sovereignty of the Islamic government or being a Muslim according to the law. This requires a verbal declaration of faith, joining the Muslim congregation in the Prayer, and paying the Prescribed Purifying Alms (az-Zakāh), and not doing openly anything that will invalidate the declaration of faith. Such a person may be a hypocrite, but is treated as a Muslim by law. The third is only submission to the Islamic government. The Bedouins mentioned in the verse were Muslims of the third type.

13. This has three meanings:
   - If you truly believe and obey God and His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, He will not diminish anything in the reward of your deeds both in the world and, especially, in the Hereafter.
   - If you continue to obey God and His Messenger in submission to the Muslim state, you will never be left unrewarded for your services in the world.
   - If a virtuous non-believer who is not too prejudiced or arrogant to believe does good deeds pleasing to God and does not wrong others, God usually rewards or favors them with faith. A man asked God’s Messenger: “Will our good deeds in jāhiliyyah be rewarded?” The Messenger replied: “God bestowed Islam on you because of those deeds of yours” (al-Bukhārī, “Adab,” 16; Muslim, “Imān,” 194).
SŪRAH 50

QAF

Makkah period

Revealed in Makkah, most probably in the fourth or fifth year of the Makkah period, this sūrah of 45 verses takes its name after the letter Qaf in the first verse. It mentions many phenomena in the universe that indicate God, and then concentrates on the afterlife. It also presents episodes from the lives of peoples who were destroyed in earlier times. God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, frequently read this sūrah during the Prayers of the religious festive days and sometimes during the Morning Prayer.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Qaf.1 By the Qur’ān most sublime. (We have indeed, in spite of what they say, sent it to you to warn people that they will be raised from the dead to account for their lives).

2. But they deem it strange that a warner from among them has come to them, and the unbelievers say: “This is something strange!

3. “When we have died and become dust (you say, we will be raised from the dead)? That is a far-fetched return!”

4. We know for certain whatever the earth corrodes of them (to the most minute particle); with Us there is a book recording and preserving (incorruptibly).2

5. Rather, they have denied the truth when it has come to them (and done so willfully and persistently), so they are in a dire state (utterly confused about how to explain their rejection, and about how to prevent the acceptance of others).

6. But do they, then, never observe the sky above them (to ponder Our Knowledge and Power; and reflect) how We have constructed it and adorned it, and that there are no rifts in it?

7. And the earth – We have spread it out, and set therein firm mountains, and caused to grow thereon every lovely pair of vegetation.

8. (All this is a means of) insight and reminder for every servant (of God) willing to turn to Him in contrition.

9. And We send down from the sky blessed water with which We cause to grow gardens and grain to harvest,

10. And tall and stately date-palms with ranged clusters,

11. As a provision for the servants. And
We revive with it a dead land: even so will the dead be raised and come forth (from their graves).

12. Before them, the people of Noah denied, and the companions of ar-Rass, and the Thamūd;
13. And the ‘Ád, and the Pharaoh, and the people among whom Lot was sent as Messenger;
14. And the companions of al-Aykah, and the people of Tubba’. Every one of them denied the Messengers and My threat was duly fulfilled.
15. What! did We show failure and weariness in the first creation (that We will not be able to repeat creation after its destruction)? Rather, (knowing that it could never be so) they are in a tangle (of thought and argument) about a new creation (after the destruction of the old).

1. Information was given in note 1 to the first verse of Sūrat al-Baqarah about Ḥurūf al-Muqatta’āt, the disjunctive, individual, or abbreviated letters that come at the beginning of some sûrah. Qāf is one of them. It can additionally be said here that Qāf implies elevation and may be referring to the Qur’ān.
2. The unbelievers claim that the dead bodies are mixed into the dust, and become dust, and that it is therefore inconceivable that it can be known and distinguished to whom which particles (of dust) belong and so it is impossible to reconstruct individual bodies. But the Qur’ān answers that God knows everything down to the particles, and every event in the universe down to the motion of the particles. All is recorded in a book that is recording and preserving and is protected from any interference.
3. The verse mentions the Pharaoh alone, without any reference to his aristocracy or his people. This is because as a dictator the Pharaoh was responsible for their denial and was almost as sinful as all of them put together.
4. The original of this sentence is the brothers of Lot. In many verses, the Qur’ān presents the Messengers as brothers of their people because each was chosen from among his people and therefore was of the same race as them and spoke the same language. Stressing this point here for Lot, upon him be peace, and his people is to remind us that any relationship with a Messenger that is not based on faith can never save one from perishing unless one believes.
16. Assuredly, it is We Who have created human, and We know what suggestions his soul makes to him. We are nearer to him than his jugular vein.

17. Remember that the two recording angels (appointed to record his speech and deeds), seated on the right and on the left, receive and record.

18. Not a word does he utter but there is a watcher by him, ever-present.

19. And the stupor of death comes in truth (being the established decree of God for life). That is, (O human) what you were trying to escape.

20. And (in time) the Trumpet will be blown. That is the Day when God’s threat will be fulfilled.

21. And every person will come (before the Supreme Court) with one (angel) driving, and one (angel) bearing witness.

22. “Indeed you were in heedlessness of this, and now We have removed from you your veil, so your sight today is sharp.”

23. And the one (the witnessing angel) who accompanies him says: “This is (his record) that I keep ready with me.”

24. (The sentence is pronounced): “You two, throw into Hell everyone persistent in unbelief, obstinate (in rejecting the truth);

25. “Who impedes the doing of good (preventing himself and others), and who exceeds all bounds (of right and decency), and who is lost in doubts and implants doubts (in others);

26. “Who sets up another deity beside God – so cast him into the severe punishment.”

27. His companion (the devil who accompanied him in the world and seduced him into evil) will say: “Our Lord! I did not cause him to rebel and transgress, but he himself was far astray.”

28. God will say: “Do not dispute (with each other) in My Presence. I had warned you (of this Day) before.

29. “And the decree from Me will not be changed, and I am in no wise one who wrongs (My) servants.”

30. On that Day, We will say to Hell, “Are you filled (to the full)?”, and it will say, “Are there (yet) more (to come)?”

31. And Paradise will be brought near for the God-revering, pious; not (any longer) is it far.

32. “This is what was promised for you –
for everyone who was penitent, careful in
keeping his duties (to God).

33. “Everyone who stood in awe of the
All-Merciful though unseen (beyond their
perception), and has come with a heart
contrite and devout.

34. “Now enter it in peace (secure from
any trouble or distress). That is the Day
of immortality.”

35. Therein will be for them everything
that they desire, and in Our Presence there
is yet more.8

6. This decree states that God Almighty will put
into Hell those who follow Satan and disbelieve
or associate partners with God (17: 63; 32: 13).
For the disputes which will take place in Hell be-
tween Satan or the devils and the people of Hell,
and between the disbelieving wrongdoers and
those who follow them, see sūrah 38: 85; sūrah

7. Everything will be alive in the Hereafter
(sūrah 29: 64), so Hell will speak there (sūrah
25: 12, note 4). This question and answer is to
emphasize that Hell can comprehend all those
who have deserved it. For it will finally be
filled to the limit (sūrah 32: 13).

8. God Almighty declares: “I have prepared
for My righteous servants in Paradise such
blessings that neither eyes have seen them,
nor ears have heard them, nor minds have ever
conceived of them” (al-Bukhārī, “Tawḥīd,” 35;
Muslim, “Jannah,” 4-5).
36. How many a generation We have destroyed before them who were mightier than these in prowess, and overran other lands. But was there any place of escape (for them when God's punishment became due – is there ever?)

37. Surely in that is a warning reminder for anyone who has a heart (that is truly alive), and who gives ear (to the one conveying this reminder), with eyes able to see well.

38. We assuredly created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in six days, and nothing of fatigue touched us.  

39. So (with confident reliance on Our promise and Power) bear with patience whatever they say, and glorify your Lord with His praise before the rising of the sun and before its setting;

40. And during (some part of) the night, too, glorify Him, and after the prostrations.  

41. And wait with ears able to hear for the Day when the Caller will call out from a place near –

42. The Day when they will hear the Blast in truth (as a predetermined decree of God that must happen). That is the Day of the coming forth (when the dead will be raised from their graves).  

43. Surely it is We Who give life and cause to die, and to Us is the homecoming.

44. That Day, the earth will be rent asunder away from them, and they, hurrying out of it (will come to the gathering). That will be a gathering easy for Us.

45. We know best whatever they say, and you (O Messenger) are not one to compel them (to faith). So remind and warn by the Qur‘ān him who fears My threat.

---

9. This statement categorically rejects the Biblical assertion that God needed to rest on the seventh day, an assertion that effectively nullifies the idea of an omnipotent God.

10. In verse 39, the Morning Prayer, the Noon and the Afternoon Prayers, and in verse 40, the Evening and Late Evening Prayers are ordered. Glorification after the prostrations refers to the supererogatory Prayers after the prescribed ones (except the Morning and Afternoon Prayers), and saying words of glorification (Subhān Allāh), praise (al-hamdu lillāh), and exaltation (Allāhu akbar). The Messenger earnestly advised utterance of these phrases 33 times each after each Prescribed Prayer.

11. The Caller is the Archangel Isrā‘īl who will blow the Trumpet. What is meant from a place near is that everyone in the world will hear the sound of the Trumpet as if it were being blown just next to them.
In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By those that (like winds) scatter far and wide;
2. And those that (like clouds) bear heavy burdens;
3. And those (like ships) that run with gentle ease;
4. And those (angels) who distribute by command (of God, His provision of rain and innumerable other blessings):¹
5. What you are promised is most certainly true –
6. The Last Judgment is bound to take place.

1. In these verse, God Almighty draws our attention to all the material causes and/or forces He employs in carrying out His orders on the earth, in the air, and in the sea (i.e., throughout the universe), and therefore swears by the angels responsible for them. As explained in surah 2, note 31, whatever takes place in the universe takes place through the angels that are responsible for that action. The angels are of different classes or ranks. They receive God’s commands and by His command they distribute God’s provision and other blessings.
7. By the heaven full of braided pathways
(for the movement of angels and celestial
objects, for the sending down of God’s
commands, and for the ascent of the di-
verse supplications of conscious beings by
speech or act or need):
8. Surely you are in contradicting views
(about the Qur’an and how to describe it).
9. Whoever has been deluded from it (the
Qur’an) is (first) self-deluded (turning away
from the right way in thought, belief, and
action).
10. Be away from God’s mercy the liars
building on conjecture,
11. Who are quite heedless (of truth) in an
abyss of ignorance.
12. They ask: “When is the Day of Judg-
ment?”
13. The Day when they will be tormented
over the Fire.
14. “Taste your torment (that you have
brought upon yourselves). This is what
you (in mockery) would ask to be has-
tened!”
15. As for the God-revering, pious: they
will be in Gardens and springs,
16. Taking whatever their Lord grants
them. For they were, before that, devoted
to doing God’s commands, aware that God
was seeing them.
17. They used to sleep but little by night (al-
mest never missing the Tahajjud Prayer).
18. And in the hour of early dawn, they
would implore God’s forgiveness.
19. And in their wealth, the poor (who
had to beg) and the destitute (who did not
beg out of shame) had due share (a right
they gladly honored).
20. On the earth there are (clear) signs (of
God’s Oneness as Lord and Sovereign) for
those who seek certainty;
21. And also in your own selves. Will you
then not see (the truth)?
22. And in the heaven there is your provi-
sion, and what you are promised.
23. Then, by the Lord of the heaven and
the earth, this (promise) is as much (a fact
conveyed to you) as that you speak.
24. Has there come to you report of Abra-
ham’s honored guests?
25. They presented themselves before him
and bade him peace. He said (in returning
their greeting) “Peace!” (and thought:) A
people unknown.
26. He withdrew to his household and
brought a (roast of) fatted calf.
27. He placed it before them, and said: “Will
you not eat?”
28. (When he saw that they did not eat)
he became apprehensive of them. They said: “Do not be apprehensive!” They gave him the glad tidings of (the birth of) a son to be endowed with profound knowledge.

29. Then his wife came forward, groaning, and struck her forehead, saying: “(How shall I bear a child, being) a barren old woman?”

30. They said: “Thus has your Lord decreed. Surely He is the All-Wise, the All-Knowing.”

2. There is a unity in the multiplicity in creation. As all other things and beings differ, so do human beings differ from one another in many ways. All other things and beings, despite their infinite multiplicity, obey the One and Single God, Lord, and Sovereign, and this is why there is a magnificent accord in the universe. So the beings (humankind and the jinn) endowed with free will and responsible for their choices must believe in and obey the same One and Single God if they desire accord in their individual and social lives. This does not mean that they must be uniform and standardized in their opinions.

There are many fields in which a difference of views and choices is necessary, but there are some other fields in which they must be unified. For example, they must believe in One God and must be united in belief in the other essentials of faith; and they must worship the same One and Single God, obeying His laws in ordering their lives. Some of these laws are essential to human life, regardless of time and place, and are therefore immutable, while others are changeable according to time, place, and conditions.

3. That is, whatever we have as provision is God’s favor, and because of its sublimity and worth, the Qur’ān states that it has descended from the heaven. In addition, since the earth is revived with rain after its death and everything we obtain from the earth needs rain, the Qur’ān sometimes uses rain to mean provision. As for what is meant by what you are promised, it is everything that God will grant as a reward for the good deeds of His servants, including, in particular, Paradise. Since these rewards are also purely God’s favors, they are sublime and therefore have their source in the heaven; or since heaven suggests sublimity, the Qur’ān tells us that their source is heaven.

4. If a guest held back from eating the food offered to him, it meant that he had an evil intention.
31. He (Abraham) said: “Then (after that), what is your concern, O you (heavenly) envoys?”

32. They said: “Indeed, we have been sent to a people who are all criminals,
33. “So that We may send upon them stones of baked clay,
34. “Marked out in your Lord’s Presence for (the destruction of) the people wasteful (of their God-given faculties and) committing excesses.”
35. We brought out such as were therein of the believers;
36. But We did not find there any but a single house of Muslims (those wholly submitted to God).
37. We left there a clear sign (of the truth of God’s Messages) for those who fear the painful punishment.”

38. And in (the exemplary experience of) Moses too, (there is a clear sign): We sent him as Messenger to the Pharaoh with an evident authority.
39. But the Pharaoh turned away (from Our Message), together with his hosts, and said: “(Moses is either) a sorcerer or one possessed.”
40. So We seized him and his hosts, and hurled them into the sea. And he was self-accused, remorseful (too late, when he was drowning).
41. And also in (the illustrative history of the tribe of) ‘Ad (there is a clear sign), when We sent upon them the devastating wind:
42. It spared nothing that it reached, but made it like ashes.

43. And also in (the illustrative history of the tribe of) Thamūd, (there is a clear sign), when they (were given respite and) it was said to them: “Enjoy life for a little while!”
44. But they rebelled against their Lord’s decree, so the thunderbolt (along with the blast) seized them, even while they were looking on.
45. They were not able to rise up (still less escape the punishment), nor were able to receive help.
46. (And We had destroyed) the people of Noah before. They were a people transgressing (God’s bounds).
47. And the heaven, We have constructed it mightily; and it is surely We Who have vast power, and keep expanding it.”
48. And the earth, We have spread it out like a coach, and how excellent We are in spreading it out.

49. And all things We have created in pairs, so that you may reflect and be mindful.

50. “So, flee to (refuge in) God. I am surely a plain warner to you from Him.

51. “And do not set up another deity besides God. I am surely a plain warner to you from Him.”

5. For further explanations, see surah 11: 69–83; surah 15: 51–77 and the corresponding notes.

6. After the accounts of some past, exemplary events, this verse is a continuation of verse 22.

7. The expansion of the universe, of which the Qur’ān informed us centuries ago, is the most imposing discovery of modern science. Today it is a firmly established concept and the only debate centers around the way in which this is taking place.
52. Similarly, no Messenger came to the peoples who lived before them but they said of him (in like manner): “A sorcerer or one possessed.”

53. Have they bequeathed this to one another (by way of response)? They were indeed a rebellious people.

54. So, turn away from disputing with them, and you are not to be blamed (for doing so).

55. But remind and warn, for reminding and warning are of benefit to the believers.

56. I have not created the jinn and humankind but to (know and) worship Me (exclusively).

57. I demand of them no provision, nor do I demand that they should feed Me.

58. Surely God – it is He Who is the All-Providing, Lord of all might, and the All-Forceful.

59. So surely those who commit the greatest wrong (namely, not believing in and worshipping God, or associating partners with Him in worship), will have their share (of the punishment) like the share of their fellows (of old who were destroyed). Then, let them not ask Me to hasten it.

60. Then, woe to those who disbelieve because of their Day with which they are threatened.

8. Dispute is of no use in communicating the Message. What is important and should be done is to communicate and preach the truth in the proper style. The other thing that should be pointed out here is that in preaching the truth or the Divine Message the believers should not be neglected, thinking that they already believe, and their needs should be taken into consideration. Everyone needs reminding.

9. This verse expresses the Divine purpose for creation. While all other beings and things worship and obey God willy-nilly, only the jinn and humankind, endowed with free will, have the capacity to worship and obey or not to worship and obey Him. Yet, as it is God Who creates and maintains, He alone deserves worship. It is also He Who will ask conscious beings to account for their lives, and this is why God alone must be worshipped. Worshipping and obeying the One God will also secure justice and accord in the lives of the jinn and humankind. Worshipping God entails knowledge and love of Him. Bediuzzaman Said Nursi writes:

Belief in God is creation’s highest aim and most sublime result, and humanity’s most exalted rank is knowledge of Him that is contained in this belief. The most radiant happiness and sweetest bounty for the jinn and humanity is love of God contained within knowledge of God. The purest joy of the human spirit and the sheerest delight of the human heart is spiritual ecstasy contained within the love of God. All true happiness, pure joy, sweet bounties, and unclouded pleasures are contained within knowledge and love of God. Those who truly know and love God can receive infinite happiness, bounties, enlightenment, and understand infinite mysteries. Those who do not are afflicted with infinite spiritual and material misery, pain, and fear. If any person were allowed to rule this world, despite his or her being powerless, miserable, and unprotected amid other purposeless people in this world, what would the true worth of this be?

People who do not recognize their Owner and discover their Master are miserable and bewildered. But those who do, taking refuge in His Mercy and relying on His Power, see this desolate world transformed into a place of rest and felicity, a place of exchange for the Hereafter. (The Letters, “The 20th Letter,” 2: 2)
In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. By the Mount (Sinai),
2. And by a Book inscribed,
3. In parchments outstretched,
4. And by Bayt al-Ma’mūr (the House continuously frequented),
5. And by the canopy (of heaven) raised high,
6. And by the sea kept filled (and ready to overflow),
7. The punishment of your Lord will certainly take place.¹
8. There is none that can avert it.
9. On that Day, the heaven will be convulsed violently;
10. And the mountains will move away with an awesome movement.
11. Woe, then, on that Day to those who deny (God’s Message and the Messengers) –
12. Those who are habitually playing, absorbed (in vanities):
13. On that Day, they will be forcefully thrust into the fire of Hell.
14. “This is the Fire which you used to deny.

Revealed in Makkah, this surah of 49 verses derives its name from the word at-Tūr (the Mount) in the first verse. It deals with the confused reactions of the Makkah polytheists to the revelation of the Qur’ān and how they made themselves look ridiculous. It emphasizes the truth of Judgment Day in that the unbelievers will be punished while the believers will be rewarded with Paradise. It also draws attention to the destruction that may come upon those who obstinately resist the truth.
The Qur’ān draws attention to many important phenomena in the universe, human life, and history in order to emphasize the inevitable advent of the Last Day. In the same way as the creation of the universe, the changes and convulsions it has experienced, and the changes of the days, months, seasons, years, and centuries all bear witness to the coming of the Last Day, so too do the revealed Books throughout human history inform us of its decisive occurrence. Science also testifies to this (see Ali Ünal, *The Resurrection and the Afterlife*, 57–94). Therefore, by the Mount, the Qur’ān refers to both Mount Sinai, where the Prophet Moses, upon him be peace, received the Torah, and another mount, Mount an-Nūr, where the Prophet Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, began to receive the Qur’ān. By the Books inscribed, it refers to the revealed Books of God, like the Torah and the Qur’ān. The Books inscribed may also signify the records of deeds where the deeds of human beings are recorded and which will be unrolled on Judgment Day. Bayt al-Ma’mūr refers both to the Ka’bah, which has continuously been visited by human beings and angels, and also its counterpart in the heavenly realm that is continuously visited and circumambulated by angels. It also refers to the revelation of the Qur’ān, in that according to some, the Qur’ān was first sent down on it in its entirety (See surah 44, note 1). The heaven will be rent asunder on the Last Day and all the seas or the mass of water on the earth will be made to boil over. So, all the phenomena referred to in these six verses allude to the Last Day; and because of this, the oaths sworn in them conclude with the declaration of its inevitable and already destined advent.
15. “Is this sorcery (for you used to deride the Revelation as sorcery), or is it that you do not see (so that, for you, it is something illusory)?

16. “Suffer the heat of it now! Bear it patiently, or do not bear it patiently, it is all the same to you. You are only being recompensed for all that you used to do (in the world).

17. The God-revering, pious ones will surely be in Gardens and bliss,

18. Enjoying all that their Lord will grant them (by His grace and in recompense for their good deeds); and their Lord has protected them from the punishment of the Blazing Flame.

19. “Eat and drink to your hearts’ content for all that you used to do (in the world).”

20. They will recline on thrones arranged; and We have assigned for them maidens pure, beautiful of eye.

21. Those who have believed and their offspring have followed them in faith, We will unite them with their offspring (even though the faith of the latter may not be of the same degree as that of the former), and We will not decrease the reward of their deeds in anything (because of their being united with their offspring). Every person will enjoy according to what he has earned.

22. And We will provide them with fruit and meat, one meal after the other, such as they desire.

23. There they will pass among one another a cup wherein is (a drink inciting) neither false, foolish talk nor sin.

24. And there will go round them boy-servants attending upon them, (so pure) as hidden pearls.

25. Some of them will move closer to others, asking (about their affairs in the world, and how they were admitted to Paradise).

26. They say: “We used to be, when amongst our families, indeed most apprehensive before (most careful and alert for the guidance and eternal life of our family members).

27. “Then God bestowed His favor upon us, and protected us from the punishment of the scorching fire penetrating through the skin.

28. “We used to worship and invoke Him alone before. Surely He is the All-Benign, the All-Compassionate (especially to His believing servants).”

29. So (O Messenger, continue to) preach and remind; by God’s grace, you are not a soothsayer, nor one possessed.
30. Or do they say (of him): “A poet (jinn-possessed). We await for him some calamity ahead”?

31. Say: “Wait on, for I am waiting with you (though I hope for a different outcome).”

2. God will unite the parents with their believing offspring in Paradise, even though the faith and deeds of their offspring may not be of the same rank as them. This will be another blessing for the believers. However, everyone will not enjoy Paradise to the same degree, even though they will be together in the same place. Each person will enjoy it according to the degree of their own faith and deeds.

The verse also hints that, as pointed out in surah 56: 10–14, particularly at the beginning of a new movement of faith, those who attain the faith first are generally more valued in God’s sight and will be the foremost in enjoying Paradise. They have outstripped others in believing and supported God’s cause at a time when supporting it was the most difficult, without considering any worldly advantage, and therefore suffered greater hardships than those who followed.
32. Do their minds urge them to such (absurd falsehoods), or are they a people (in the habit of being) rebellious and outrageous?

33. Or do they say: “He forges it (and then attributes the Qur’ān to God)?” No, indeed. Rather, (they make such claims because) they have no will to believe.

34. (If they really believe such a Book can be forged) then, let them produce a Discourse like it, if they are truthful (in their claims).

35. Or were they created without anything being before them (or out of something different than the basic material of all creation, so that they know things others do not); or are they the creators (of themselves, so that they can maintain themselves and are free in their acts)?

36. Or did they create the heavens and the earth (so that their sovereignty belongs to them)? No, indeed. Rather, they have no certain knowledge (about creation, humankind, and the basic facts concerning them).

37. Or are the treasures of your Lord at their disposal (so that they provide for creation however they will, and choose whomsoever they will as Messenger, and send down to him whatever Book they will)? Or have they been given authority over them (so that they can prevail upon God to send them a Message and Messenger that suits their interests)?

38. Or do they have a ladder by which (having climbed to heaven) they overhear (the secrets of heaven, confirming their stand against the Messenger and the Qur’ān)? Then let their eavesdropper produce some clear authority (to prove what he claims to have heard).

39. Or (do you, in your absurdity, attribute to Him children, so that) for Him there are daughters (whom you yourselves foolishly disdain), while for you there are sons?

40. Or is it that you (O Messenger) ask them for a wage (for conveying God’s Religion to them) so that they are crushed under debt?

41. Or do they have the knowledge of the Unseen (and the Supreme Ever-Preserved Tablet), so that they write down the decrees (determining all events, and stipulating a way of life for others to follow)?

42. Or do they intend a plot (to entrap you so as to defeat your mission)? Yet it is those who disbelieve who are entrapped (in so plotting, because they deny themselves God’s blessings in both worlds).

43. Or do you have a deity other than God (to whom, in vain, you look to sustain, and
help, and protect you)? All-Glorified is He (in that He is absolutely exalted) above what they associate as partners with Him.

44. (So obstinate are they in rejecting the truth that) if they saw a piece of the sky falling down (on them), they would say, “This is (only) a heap of clouds!” (For they cannot conceive that it may be a punishment for their obstinate denial).

45. So, leave them until they meet their Day when they will be struck dead.

46. The Day when their scheming will avail them nothing, nor will they be helped.

47. And surely for those who commit the greatest wrong (through unbelief or associating partners with God, and resisting the conveying of His Religion), there is another punishment besides that; but most of them do not know.

48. So wait patiently for your Lord’s judgment, for you are under Our Eyes (under Our care and protection); and glorify your Lord with His praise when you rise up (to pray);

49. And in the night-time also glorify Him, and at the retreat of the stars.

---

3. The Day mentioned in verse 45 may be referring either to the day when the leaders of unbelief will be struck dead in the world in a war (as the leaders of the Quraysh were killed in the Battle of Badr) or in another catastrophe, or to the overall destruction of the world.

So another punishment mentioned in verse 47 is both the kind of punishment they will be made to suffer in the world so that they may repent, and the punishment in the grave that they will suffer until the Day of Resurrection.
In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. By the star when it goes down,
2. Your Companion (the Messenger) has neither gone astray nor adopted a wrong way (in belief and action).
3. He does not speak on his own, out of his own desire;
4. That (which he conveys to you) is but a Revelation that is revealed to him.
5. One of forceful might (Gabriel) has taught it;
6. One firm, with the ability to penetrate and perfect in spirit, rose with all his splendor,
7. When he was in the highest part of the horizon.
8. Then, he drew near and came close,
9. So he was (so near that there was left only the distance between) the strings of two bows (put adjacent to each other), or even nearer (than that).
10. And He revealed to His servant what He revealed.
11. The heart did not contradict what he saw (with his eyes).
12. Will you then dispute with him concerning what he saw?
13. Assuredly he saw him during a second descent,
14. By the Lote-tree of the utmost boundary,
15. Near it is the Garden of Refuge and Dwelling.
16. Meanwhile, that was covering the Lote-tree which was covering it.
17. The sight (of the Messenger) did not swerve (so that he looked elsewhere and saw something different), nor did it go wrong (so that he might have seen an illusion).
18. Indeed, he saw one among the greatest signs of His Lord.\(^8\)

19. (As compared to that) have you considered al-Lāt and al-'Uzzā?

20. And the other, the third (idol), al-Manāt: (what things are these that you concoct)?

21. What! for you the males and for Him the females?

22. That is an unfair division indeed.\(^9\)

23. They (your false deities) are nothing but made-up names that you and your forefathers have invented; God sent no authority for them. They follow only conjecture and that which they themselves lust after. But now there has certainly come to them guidance from their Lord (Who has created them, and sustains them).

24. Or will human attain whatever he craves?\(^10\)

25. But (whatever human desires, be it to serve his higher good, or to serve his carnal appetites) to God belong the after(life) and the former (life).\(^11\)

26. How many an angel there is in the heavens (even supposing they would intercede for a human) whose intercession does not avail at all except after God has given permission to whomever He wills (to intercede on behalf of whomever He wills) and is pleased with.

---

1. As mentioned in the introductory words about this sûrah above, God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, recited it in its entirety to both the believers and the polytheists at the Ka'bah. The polytheists were trying to find excuses for their rejection of the Qur'ān and the Messenger, and discussing how they should brand them. So the verses remove all the doubts and confusion that they were trying to form around the Divine origin of the Qur'ān and the Messengership of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings.

In many verses God swears by objects in the universe. This sûrah begins with an oath by the star. This has many implications. By the star, it refers to all celestial objects and, by swearing by it when it goes down, it implies that no celestial object can be a deity to worship (See sûrah 6: 76, note 16). As is known, the Makkans polytheists also worshipped some celestial objects, including, in particular, the star of Sirius (verse 49 in this sûrah). It also implies that, since the time when the star goes down is the time when day breaks, the day or sun of truth (Islam) is about to rise. The Ascension of God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, some aspects of which are mentioned in this sûrah, may also be symbolized by this.

2. The verses possibly refer to important phenomena that are connected to one another. The one described in the verse may be referring to both the Archangel Gabriel and the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings. The meaning given in the interpretation is referring to Gabriel. In its reference to the Messenger, the meaning of the verse is: And by receiving the Qur'ān, the Messenger has attained full perfection and the greatest position.

3. Gabriel used to come to God's Messenger in different forms. The Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, saw him in his original form twice, first when he descended from Mount Nūr after receiving the first Revelation, and then, as mentioned in verse 13, during the Messenger's return from the Ascension. So this verse refers to his first sight of him. When it is taken to refer to the Messenger, it implies his greatness.

4. These verses, like the verses above, are
about both Gabriel's bringing the Revelation to the Messenger, and the Messenger's meeting with God during the Ascension, an event that happened beyond all concepts of modality. In the former case, verse 8 means that Gabriel "went down" from his position in the heaven and came close to the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, who was on the earth. In the latter case, it means that God manifested His nearness to the Messenger and attracted him toward Him, and the Messenger ascended toward Him, high enough to meet with Him. This meeting, which signifies the Messenger's unparalleled nearness to God, is expressed in verse 9 as the "nearness between the strings of two bows put adjacent to each other." This comparison points to the insurmountable boundary between the realm of contingency (creation) and the infinite "realm" of Absolute Necessity (the Creator). God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, reached the highest point that a created being can.

During the Ascension, God prescribed the five daily Prayers, so these verses also suggest the importance of the Prescribed Prayer. For this reason, the Prayer contains the meaning of the Ascension and is regarded as the ascension of every believer who performs it. A believer can realize ascension according to their capacity in the Prayer, an occasion on which a believer is nearest to God.

5. The original of the word translated as "the heart" is \( \text{fiy}^{\prime} \text{d} \). It is the center or central sense of the (spiritual) heart. The heart has senses of hearing and seeing, and what perceives or comprehends any perception received by the heart through its senses of hearing and seeing is \( \text{fiy}^{\prime} \text{d} \).

6. This tree signifies the insurmountable infinite boundary between the "realm" of Absolute Necessity (Divinity), and the realm of contingency (the created).

7. What covered the Lote-tree was God's Light and His overflowing radiance.

8. It is not certain what this greatest sign was. God had His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, travel in the highest dimensions of creation during the Ascension so that he could see some of His signs (17: 1). It is understood that these signs are of the kind that they can only be perceived through seeing, and the greatest of creation, upon him be peace and blessings, was favored with their sight. Human language is simply inadequate to express these signs in such a way that we would be able to visualize them exactly.

9. Al-Lāt, al-'Uzzā, and al-Manāt were three of the "greatest" idols of the Makkan polytheists. It is very interesting that these three idols were regarded as females and had female names. Since they were images or representations of some angels or angelic powers in the sight of the polytheists, and since the polytheists regarded the angels as females or daughters of God, they called them by female names. Yet they despised females and did not desire to have daughters, and they attributed females to God. As explained in note 25 to 4: 117, the reason why they chose their deities from among the females was because they did not want these to have any authority over them; moreover, they tended to seek to dominate even their deities and to use them for the realization of their worldly ambitions.

10. For example, will humans choose whom-ever or whatever they desire as deities? Wound they want God to accept angels as intermediaries with Him on their part, and is this something that God would accede to?

11. It is God Who has created the universe and humankind. No one has any choice about whether they come to the world or not, when and where they are born, in what family they will come to the world, when they will depart from the world, nor in the determination of their color, race, physical body, or sex. So, it is also God Who has established the conditions of life in the world and the law of causality (what happens to humans as a result of their actions); and it is also He Who has established what deed will bring reward or punishment in the Hereafter. In sum, human beings have been given neither absolute freedom nor absolute autonomy.
27. It is those who do not believe in the Hereafter who name the angels (whom they regard as God’s daughters) with feminine names.

28. They have no knowledge of this. They follow nothing other than conjecture, and conjecture can never substitute for anything of the truth.

29. So withdraw from those who turn away from Our Book and remembrance, and desire nothing but the life of this world.

30. Such is their sum of knowledge (limited by desires of the moment, and the falsehoods they have inherited unthinkingly and become used to, limited to the outer surface of things). Surely your Lord knows best him who has gone astray, and He knows best him who goes right (following the Straight Path of his Lord).

31. To God belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth, and (since He knows best him who has gone astray and him who follows the right path) He will recompense those who do evil with what they have done, and recompense those who do good with the best reward.

32. Those who avoid the major sins and indecent, shameful deeds (which are in fact included in the major sins), only falling into small faults, – surely your Lord is of extensive forgiveness. He knows you well when He originates you from (the particles of) earth, and when you are hidden (fetuses) in the wombs of your mothers. So do not hold yourselves pure (sinless; it is vain self-justification). He knows best him who keeps from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety.

33. Have you considered him who turns away (from your call)?

34. He has given (the needy) a little, then he is stern (in not giving).

35. Does he have knowledge of the Unseen, and so he sees (what is to happen in the future)?

36. Or has he not been informed of all (that is to follow and) was in the Scrolls of Moses,

37. And of Abraham, who discharged his due (fulfilling all his duties to perfection)?

38. That no soul, as bearer of burden, bears (and is made to bear) the burden of another.
39. And that human has only that for which he labors,
40. And his labor will be brought forth to be seen.
41. And afterward he will be repaid for it with fullest payment.

42. And in your Lord everything ends.
43. And He it is Who (by His Will, Power, and creation) enables to laugh and to weep.
44. And He it is Who causes to die and gives life.

12. For the major sins, see sûrah 2: 194, note 140; sûrah 4: 31, note 11; and for the indecent, shameful deeds, see sûrah sûrah 4: 25, note 9. Indecent acts, such as illegal sexual intercourse and homosexuality are in fact included in the major sins. They are mentioned separately because God especially warns us against them. In order to better understand this verse and the meaning of small faults, it should be considered together or in the light of the verse: They are also the ones who, when they have committed a shameful deed or wronged themselves (through any kind of sinful act to bring harm to themselves), immediately remember God and implore Him to forgive their sins—for who will forgive sins save God?—and do not persist knowingly in whatever (evil) they have committed (sûrah 3: 135).

13. The day when every soul will find whatever good it has done brought forward, and whatever evil it has done... (sûrah 3: 30).
45. And He creates the pairs, the male and the female,
46. From a drop of (seminal) fluid when it is emitted.
47. And He has taken on Himself the other bringing forth;
48. And He it is Who grants abundant wealth and suffices (all need by His providing).
49. And surely He it is Who is the Lord of Sirius.\(^\text{14}\)
50. And He destroyed the former (tribe of ) 'Ád,\(^\text{15}\)
51. And the (tribe of) Thamûd; He spared no (disbelieving criminal) among them.
52. And the people of Noah before – surely they were further in wrongdoing and further in rebellion.
53. (He also destroyed) the overthrown cities (of Lot’s people);
54. So that there covered them that which covered.
55. Then which of the gifts of your Lord do you dispute about?\(^\text{16}\)
56. And this (Messenger) is a warner like the warners of old.
57. That (the Last Hour) which is bound to draw near has drawn near.
58. None besides God can disclose it (or remove the dread and suffering it entails).
59. Do you then deem this Discourse (which enables your eternal salvation) strange?
60. And do you laugh and not weep (in consideration of your recalcitrance and sinfulness),
61. Moreover entertain yourselves (with fun and games)?
62. Rather: prostrate before God (in submission) and worship Him (so that He may protect you from the dread and suffering of the Last Hour).

\(^{14}\) Sirius is the brightest star in the sky. Many Arabs worshipped it during the Time of Ignorance and attributed to it celestial events, such as rain. The Qur’an categorically rejects this and states that it is God Who has created Sirius, Who makes it last, and gives it its light.

\(^{15}\) The former tribe of ‘Ád were the people of the Prophet Hûd, upon him be peace. The latter ‘Ád were those descending from the believers who had survived the destruction.

\(^{16}\) Justice is indisputably good in itself and absolutely necessary for human life. So the destruction of several peoples who were obstinate in wrongdoing was their just due; it is a gift or bounty of God to humankind.
In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. The Last Hour has drawn near, and the moon has split.

2. Whenever they see a miracle, they turn from it in aversion and say: “This is sorcery like many others, one after the other.”

3. And they have denied (Prophethood and whatever sign the Prophet has shown them), and followed their lusts and fancies. Yet every matter has its appointed time (and so they will come to know the truth).

4. And, for certain, there have already come to them reports (of the Hereafter and former peoples) wherein there is ample warning to deter (them from their ways).

5. All this (which is included in the Qur’an) is consummate wisdom, but warnings do not avail (such people).

6. (Seeing that they reject your call) withdraw from them. The Day will come when the caller will call7 (all the people) to something exceptionally terrible.

This surah of 55 verses, revealed five years before the Hijrah, derives its name from the word al-Qamar (the moon) in the first verse. It mentions the splitting of the moon by a gesture of God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and contains, in order to both warn the unbelievers and console the believers, the brief accounts of the people of Noah and of ‘Ad and Thamīd and that of the peoples of Lot, upon him be peace, and the Pharaoh. The splitting of the moon by a gesture of God’s Messenger alludes to God’s absolute authority over the universe, as well as to the fact that it is God Who really controls and maintains the universe behind all apparent causes, and it points to the inevitable end of the world.
1. The amazing and wonderful phenomenon of the splitting of the Moon, which took place at Minā five years before the Hijrah, caused by a gesture of God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, was a manifest miracle of his, and a clear sign of the truth that the Resurrection, of which the Messenger was giving the news, would take place. The great sphere of the moon had split into two distinct parts in front of the very eyes of the people present. The two parts had separated and receded so far apart from one another that, to the onlookers, one part had appeared on one side of the mountain and the other on the other side of it. Then, in an instant, the two had rejoined. The unbelievers described it as a magical illusion and persisted in their denial. Such people will not believe as a result of admonition, nor learn lessons from history, nor affirm faith even after witnessing manifest signs with their eyes.

The verse states that the moon split when the Last Hour approached. This is because the time from the advent of the Prophet Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, to the destruction of the world is known as the End of Time. The Messenger himself says that his time in the life of the world is as the late afternoon in a day (al-Bukhārī, “Ijārah,” 8).

Said Nursi writes about this manifest miracle of the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, as follows:

Some ask why this miracle was not recorded and transmitted in the history of other peoples. Although there are serious studies showing that it was seen by some in such countries as India, and that it was recorded, we deem it useful to mention the following points concerning the event as an answer to the question.

• Such objections arise from considering the splitting of the moon as if it were a natural event, whereas it was a miracle. A miracle is created by God to decisively prove the Prophethood of His Messengers to his opponents, so it is not necessary that others should see it. So this miracle was primarily shown to the Makkān polytheists and occurred before a group of people to convince them of Muhammad’s Prophethood. It happened momentarily at a time of night when people were sleeping; such obstacles as mist, clouds, and time differences may have prevented others from seeing it.

• The obstinacy of the Prophet Muhammad’s disbelieving contemporaries is well-known and recorded. When the Qur’ān announced this incident of the moon splitting, not one unbeliever dared contradict it. If they had not seen this event, they would have used this verse as a pretext to attack the Prophet more formidable. However, neither the biographies of the Prophet nor history books report anything that even suggests that they denied the occurrence of this event. Their reaction was only to say that it was sorcery of the Prophet’s doing. They declared the event to be sorcery, and further added that if the Makkān caravans in other places had seen it, then it had truly happened; otherwise, the Prophet had bewitched them. When the caravans arrived the following morning from Yemen and other places and announced that they had seen this miracle, the unbelievers replied: “The sorcery of Abu ʿĀlib’s orphan has affected even the heavens!” (Since the miracle was created for the Makkān polytheists, the Almighty allowed their caravans to see it as well.)

• The majority of the foremost scholars, after carrying out meticulous research, such as Saʿdū’d-Dīn at-Taftāzānī, concluded that the splitting of the Moon is mutawā‘īr. That is, it has been transmitted down the generations by one truthful group after another, and that the transmitters form such a vast community that they would be unable to agree on a lie. It is as certain as Haley’s comet, which appeared 1,000 years before (its last appearance in 1986), or the existence of an island we have not seen.

• Prophets work miracles to prove their claim of Prophethood and to convince deniers, not to compel belief. Thus, every miracle is shown to convince those who heard the claim of Prophethood. If
they somehow forced everyone to see or believe in them, the Wisdom of the All-Wise One, the Divine purpose for creating us with free will and sending religion, which entails that the ground be prepared for willing acceptance, would be violated.

Thus, for instance, if the All-Wise Creator had left the moon in two pieces for several hours, so that everyone could see it and record it in their historical records, it would have been regarded as only another astronomical event instead of a miracle unique to Muhammad's Messengership or an evidence of his Prophethood.

• Some argue that if this event had really occurred, it would have been mentioned in Chinese, Japanese, and Native American historical accounts. But how could they have seen it for, in addition to other obstacles, it was barely sunset in such European countries as Spain, France, and England (all enveloped in mists of ignorance), daytime in America, and morning in China and Japan.

• This miracle is not an ordinary incident that happened due to particular causes or randomly, enabling us to criticize it based on the law of cause and effect. Rather, the All-Wise Creator of the sun and the moon made it an extraordinary event to confirm His Messenger's Prophethood and support his claim.

Out of all the evidence of the occurrence of this miracle, we will mention only six, as these six have the strength of a six-fold consensus:

• The Companions of the Prophet, all people of justice and truthfulness, agreed that it took place.

• All exacting Qur’ānic interpreters agreed that the moon split upon a gesture of the Prophet Muhammad’s finger.

• All truthful narrators and scholars of Hadīth narrated this incident through various authentic channels of transmission.

• All people of truth and sainthood, as well as of inspiration and spiritual discovery, testify that this event took place.

• All foremost theologians and learned scholars confirm this event, despite other differences of opinions.

• Muhammad’s community, which an authentic Prophetic Tradition states can never agree on an error, accepts its occurrence.


Some modern commentators claim that the verse refers to the fact that the moon will split before the destruction of the world. However, the second verse rejects this assertion. The signs to appear before the destruction of the world will decisively prove that the Last Hour has come and this is the time when the world will be destroyed. But the second verse clearly says that the unbelievers reacted to the splitting of the moon by claiming that it was sorcery, and they showed the same reaction to many similar signs. Hasan al-Baṣri and ‘Aṭa’ ibn ar-Rabah, who asserted that the moon would split before the destruction of the world, did not deny the occurrence of this miracle as evidence of the Prophethood of Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, in Makkah.

It is stated in some verses (e.g. 17: 59) that God did not allow His Messenger to work a miracle because the former peoples had denied the miracles they had asked their own Messengers to show them, and so deserved their destruction. However, the splitting of the moon was not a miracle that the unbelievers had asked the Messenger to work so that they would believe in him. The Messenger showed them this miracle to prove his Prophethood.

2. The caller and the call signify the Trumpet Call for the revival of the dead and gathering them on the Plain of the Supreme Gathering.
7. With eyes downcast, they will come forth from their graves as if they were locusts scattered abroad (in confusion),
8. Hastening (in obedience) toward the caller. The unbelievers will say: “This is a hard day.”
9. Before them, the people of Noah denied: they denied Our servant, and said: “This is a man possessed!” and he was rebuked (with insolence and prevented from preaching).
10. So he prayed to his Lord, saying: “I have been overcome, so help me!”
11. So We opened the gates of the sky, with water outpouring;
12. And We caused the earth to gush forth with springs, so the waters (of the sky and the earth) combined for (the fulfillment of) a matter already ordained.
13. And We carried him on a (construction of) wooden planks and nails,
14. Running (through the water) under Our Eyes as a reward for one who had (wrongfully) been rejected with ingratitude.
15. And indeed We left it (the Ark) as a sign (of the truth), then is there any that remembers and takes heed?
16. But see how (severe) was My punishment and (how true) My warnings!
17. And indeed, (by revealing it through human language) We have made the Qur’an easy for remembrance (of God, and taking heed), then is there any that remembers and takes heed?
18. The (tribe of) ‘Ad also denied all the warnings (given to them).
19. They said: “What! a mortal from among us, all alone – shall we follow him? Then indeed we would be lost in a strange error and madness!
20. Is the Remembrance and Reminder (sent down) upon him from among us? No. Rather, he is a presumptuous liar (one claiming superiority over us).”
21. (We told their Messenger): “Soon they will know who is the presumptuous liar.
3. This shows that the remains of Noah’s Ark were still present and could be seen when this surah was revealed. Imam al-Bukhārī, Ibn Jarīr at-Tabari, Ibn Abi Hātem and ‘Abdu’r-Razzāq report from Qatādah that the Muslims who conquered Iraq saw it on al-Jūdī (for Mount Jūdī, see note 14 to surah 11: 48). It may also suggest that it will continue to remain so that people will be able to find it as a lesson.

4. That is, God revealed the Qur’ān through human language so that people could understand it. Although the Qur’ān has unfathomable depths of meaning, it has such styles that it satisfies everyone, from the most ordinary to the most advanced in sciences. What is necessary for everybody is to recognize the essentials of faith and a good life, so even the most ordinary people can derive from the Qur’ān what they must believe in and what they must do in order to gain eternal happiness, and can take from it the necessary lessons. However, this in no way means that everybody can understand all of the Qur’ān perfectly only by reading it or by studying a translation of it.

27. “We will surely send the she-camel as a trial for them (in response to their insistently asking you to show a miracle). So watch them (and observe what they do), and bear patiently (with their misconduct toward you).
28. “And inform them that the water is to be shared between her and them; each sharer will be present by the water when it is their turn to drink.”

29. But (without observing the turn) they schemed to slaughter the she-camel and called their comrade (one of the nine ring-leaders); and so he ventured (upon the evil deed), and slaughtered her cruelly.

30. And see how (severe) was My punishment and (how true) My warnings:

31. We sent upon them a single Blast, and they became like dried chippings of shrubs used as cattle-fodder.

32. And indeed, (by revealing it through human language) We have made the Qur'an easy for remembrance (of God and for taking heed). Then, is there any that remembers and takes heed?

33. And the people of Lot also denied all the warnings (given to them).

34. We sent a hurricane of stones upon them, save the family of Lot: We saved them by early dawn,

35. As a grace from Us. Thus do We reward those who give thanks.

36. Lot had indeed forewarned them of Our striking down, but they disputed the warnings.

37. They had harassed him (with frequent coming-and-going) to abuse his guests, and so We blotted out their eyes: taste My punishment and (the consequences of) My warnings!

38. The punishment decreed assuredly overtook them early in the morning.

39. So taste My punishment and (the consequences of) My warnings!

40. And indeed, (by revealing it through human language) We have made the Qur'an easy for remembrance (of God and for taking heed). Then, is there any that remembers and takes heed?

41. And warnings certainly came also to the clan of the Pharaoh,

42. Who denied all Our messages and signs (including the miracles showed to them); and in the end, We seized them after the manner of One All-Glorious with irresistible might, All-Omnipotent.

43. Now are the unbelievers of yours (O Makkans) better and more powerful than those (whose histories We have recounted)? Or is there an exemption (from punishment written) for you in the Scriptures?

44. Or do they say, “We are a host united and invincible”?

45. (But let them know that) the hosts
will all be routed, and they will turn their backs and flee."

46. Indeed, the Last Hour is their appointed time (for their complete recompense), and the Last Hour will be more grievous and more bitter.

47. The disbelieving criminals will be in utter loss away (from Paradise) and burning in the Blazes.

48. On that Day, they will be dragged in the Fire on their faces: “Taste the touch of Hell!”

49. Surely We have created each and every thing by (precise) measure.

---

5. For the she-camel and the water to be shared, see Sūrah 7: 73–77, note 17; Sūrah 11: 64–65; and Sūrah 26: 155–157.

6. For the guests of the Prophet Lot, upon him be peace, and the destruction of his people, see Sūrah 11: 69–83; Sūrah 15: 51–77; and Sūrah 26: 160–175, and the corresponding notes. The Old Testament also records that the eyes of the people who rushed to Lot’s house to abuse his guests – guests who were, in fact, angels in the appearance of human beings – were blinded (Genesis, 19: 9–11).

7. When this verse was revealed, the Muslims were few in number and weak in Makkah. Some of them had had to migrate to Abyssinia to escape the persecutions. But it was no more than 10 years before their powerful enemies were utterly defeated in the Battle of Badr. Seventy of their leaders were killed and the others fled the battlefield, leaving many prisoners of war.
50. And Our commanding is not other than a single (command), like the twinkling of an eye.

51. We have destroyed many peoples like you (in wrongdoing, some of whose stories We have recounted, and some not). Then, is there any that will remember and take heed (and so believe in God and follow His Religion)?

52. And everything that they did exists (recorded) in (their) notebooks (of deeds).

53. Everything small or great is written down.

54. And the God-revering, pious ones will be in Gardens and by rivers,

55. In the assembly of honor composed of the loyal and truthful, in the Presence of the One All-Omnipotent Sovereign.

___


SŪRAH 55

AR-RAHMĀN
(The All-Merciful)

Makkah Period

R evealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 78 verses derives its name from ar-Rahmān (the All-Merciful), which constitutes the first verse. Throughout it is mentioned that the manifestations of God are a result of His being the All-Merciful. As explained in note 4 on Sūrat al-Fāṭihah, the term the All-Merciful designates the Divine Being as the One with infinite mercy Who embraces all of creation with mercy, grace, and favor, including humankind, without any discrimination between believers and unbelievers, and as the One Who gives life, maintains, provides, and equips all with the capacities necessary for each. God has created the universe out of, and as the manifestation of, the mercy embodied by His Name the All-Merciful.

1. The All-Merciful.
2. He has taught the Qur’ān (to humankind and, through them, the jinn);¹
3. He has created human;
4. He has taught him speech;²
5. The sun and the moon are by an exact calculation (of the All-Merciful).³
6. And the stars and the trees both prostrate (before God in perfect submission to His laws).
7. And the heaven – He has made it high (above the earth), and He has set up the balance,
8. So you must not go beyond (the limits with respect to) the balance;

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.
9. And observe the balance with full equity, and do not fall short in it.
10. And the earth – He has laid it down and furnished for living beings.
11. Therein are fruits (of various kinds), and date-palms with sheathed clusters;
12. And also corn, with leaves and stalk (for use as fodder), and scented herbs.
13. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
14. He has created human from sounding clay like the potter’s;
15. And He has created the jinn from a smokeless (fusing flame of) fire.
16. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?

1. The Qur’an, as the greatest manifestation of God’s Mercy, is the embodiment of the Straight Path that leads to happiness in both the world and the Hereafter. It is by means of the Qur’an that we have knowledge about God and what He asks us to do in order that He may be pleased with us. The purpose of the creation of the universe and humankind has been universally disclosed in the Qur’an. This surah reminds us of God’s favors and asks Which of the favors of your Lord will you deny? When God’s Messenger recited it to the jinn, they responded: “We do not deny any of Your favors. All praise and gratitude are for You.” In appreciation of this, the Messenger narrated this to his Companions (at-Tirmidhī, “Tafsīr ar-Rahmān,” 55).

The fact that the Qur’an was taught signifies that the Qur’an consists of knowledge throughout. Like the petals of a rose, knowledge of everything exists in it in degrees and everyone can attain this knowledge from it, according to their capacity, purity of intention, and degree of submission to it.

2. Teaching the Qur’an, creating us and endowing with the ability to speak, and teaching us how to speak by inspiring language in us – all these are among the greatest blessings of God and manifestations of His being the All-Merciful. Speech is a very complicated process, which takes place at the same instant as thought. Through speech, people make themselves known. How languages have come into being and been diversified is a mystery. No one knows how this happened, although there are many different theories. However, God declares that He made all things known to Adam and taught him their names (1: 31). Therefore, language is also a direct gift from God.

3. A noted scientist, A. Cressy Morrison, expands on this idea of “exact calculation:”

The earth rotates on its axis in twenty-four hours or at the rate of about one thousand miles an hour. Suppose it turned at the rate of a hundred miles an hour. Why not? Our days and nights would then be ten times as long as now. The hot sun of summer would then burn up over vegetation each long day and every sprout would freeze in such a night. The sun, the source of life (on the earth), has a surface temperature of 12,000 degrees Fahrenheit, and our earth is just far enough away so that this “eternal fire” warms us just enough and not too much. It is marvelously stable, and during millions of years has varied so little that life as we know it has survived...

The earth travels around the sun at the rate of eighteen miles each second. If the rate of revolution had been, say, six miles or forty miles each second, we would be too far from or too close to the sun for our form of life to exist.
Stars vary in size, as we all know. One is so large that if it were our sun, the orbit of the earth would be millions of miles inside its surface. Stars vary in the type of radiation. Many of their rays would be deadly to every known form of life. The intensity and volume of this radiation is anywhere from less than that of our sun to ten thousand times as great. But our sun is about right for our life among millions of others which are not.

The earth is tilted at an angle of twenty-three degrees. This gives us our seasons. If it had not been tilted, the poles would be in eternal twilight. The water vapor from the ocean would move north and south, piling up continents of ice and leaving possibly a desert between the equator and the ice. Glacial rivers would erode and roar through canyons into the salt-covered bed of the ocean to form temporary pools of brine. The weight of the unbelievably vast mass of ice would depress the poles, causing our equator to bulge or erupt or at least show the need of a new waistline belt. The lowering of the ocean would expose vast new land areas and diminish the rainfall in all parts of the world, with fearful results.

The moon is 240,000 miles away, and the tides twice a day are usually a gentle reminder of its presence. Tides of the ocean run as high as sixty feet in some places, and even the crust of the earth is twice a day bent outward several inches by the moon’s attraction. All seems so regular that we do not grasp to any degree the vast power that lifts the whole area of the ocean several feet and bends the crust of the earth, seemingly so solid. If our moon was, say, fifty thousand miles away instead of its present respectable distance, our tides would be so enormous that twice a day all the lowland of all the continents would be submerged by a rush of water so enormous that even the mountains would soon be eroded away, and probably no continent could have risen from the depths fast enough to exist today. The earth would crack with the turmoil and the tides in the air would create daily hurricanes.

(In short,) there must be in nature some form of intelligent direction. If this be true, then there must be a purpose. (Morrison, 13–18)

4. By mentioning balance in three successive verses, the Qur’an shows the importance attached to it. It clearly states that there is a very sensitive balance in creation and the relationships among its parts. The wonderful accord observed in the universe and its maintenance is due to this most sensitively computed balance. It is also indispensable to human life, both individually and socially. Its social manifestation is justice. With respect to human education and perfection, this balance requires that everything is given its due importance in life and that the basic faculties or impulses of anger, desire or appetite, and reason be trained, disciplined, and employed in order to develop them into the virtues of chivalrous courage, moderation and chastity, and wisdom (for a detailed explanation, see surah 2, notes 23, 39, and 113).

5. This verse points out that not only human-kind but also the jinn have a share in the benefits in the favors mentioned previously and in those which will be mentioned in the verses to come.

6. The Qur’an has many references to the creation of humankind from clay, which signifies their lowly material origin and the fact that the body is composed of elements coming from earth, air, and water. This also implies that the real worth of human beings lies in the immaterial dimensions of their existence.

The last two verses may also be referring to the initial origin of humankind and the jinn and the phases the earth passed through during the process of its creation or formation. As stated in note 7 in surah 15, the process of creation may have followed a gradual, regular accumulation of identities and/or a saltational sequence of abrupt leaps. He spread one existence through another, compounding and interweaving, and created living beings appropriate for each phase of creation. When the earth was in a state of smokeless fire, He created appropriate life...
forms, which the Qurʾān calls the jinn. They ruled the earth before humankind. When the soil became suitable for the present, visible forms of life, He created (appropriate) plants and animals, and eventually humans.

Verse 14 also suggests that in the beginning the earth was dry and barren and therefore not suitable for life. Then God revived it, stirring it up for life by means of the rain He sent down from the direction of the sky. This is continuously repeated every year. So as with the first human being on the earth, the particles to form each human body also initially come from the dried, lifeless earth.
17. He is the Lord of the two easts and the Lord of the two wests.⁷
18. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
19. He has let flow forth the two large bodies of water, they meet together,
20. (But) between them is a barrier, which they do not transgress (and so they do not merge).⁸
21. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
22. There come forth from them pearl and coral.
23. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
24. His are the ships constructed (by God’s inspiration and running) through the sea (with sails unfurled), lofty like mountains.⁹
25. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
26. All that is on the earth is perishable;
27. But there remains forever the “Face” of your Lord, the One of Majesty and Munificence.¹⁰
28. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
29. All that are in the heavens and on the earth entreat Him (in their needs). Every (moment of every) day He is in a new manifestation (with all His Attributes and Names as the Divine Being).¹¹
30. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
31. We will (in time) settle your affairs, O you two most honorable classes of creatures (of the earth endowed with important faculties and therefore having heavy responsibilities)!²²
32. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
33. O you assembly of jinn and humankind! If you are able to pass through and beyond the spherical regions of the heavens and the earth, then pass through. You will not pass through except with an authority (spiritual or scientific).¹³
34. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
35. There will be sent on you both, a flame of fire (to burn) and a smoke (to choke); then you will not help each other (to safety or refuge).¹⁴
36. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
37. And finally when the heaven is rent asunder, and it becomes rosy like red hide –
38. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?⁴⁵
39. On that Day, neither humans nor jinn will be asked about their sins (to know whether they are sinful or not).
40. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
7. This verse, first of all, emphasizes the fact that it is God Almighty Who has absolute authority and control over the whole universe. By the two easts and two wests, the Qur'an may be suggesting the rising and setting points of the sun on the longest and shortest days of the year, between which there are 178 such points, which is what verse 37:5 refers to. It may also suggest that the sun rises in one hemisphere while it sets in another, thus having two points of rising and setting throughout the whole world. Moreover, it also indicates that the sun rises and sets in the same place two days in a year.

8. For an explanation, see 25:53, note 11.

9. It is God Who has created the seas, equipping water with the power of lifting solid objects, and Who has taught humankind how to construct ships.

10. Said Nursi expands on this verse eloquently:

   The sun's images reflected in bubbles floating on a river and the sea, as well as in transparent things on the earth, bear witness to the sun. These images disappear when the sun sets or a river enters a tunnel, and new ones appear when the sun rises or the river emerges from the tunnel. These phenomena testify to the permanence of the light of the sun and demonstrate that these images are the reflection of a single sun. Their existence proves the sun's existence; their disappearance and re-appearance show that there is only one permanent sun.

   Similarly, along with the alternation of day and night, seasons and years, beautiful beings are renewed, and fine creatures are replaced as they “set,” while their likes “rise.” Thus the existence of creatures proves the existence of the Necessarily Existent Being, while their disappearance, along with the causes of their existence and their replacement with new creatures bear witness to His Permanence, Eternity, and Oneness.

   The disappearance of causes and their effects, along with the succession of years and centuries and their being followed by similar things, testify that the causes and their effects are created for subtle purposes. All of those fine beings coming in succession are creatures of the All-Majestic, All-Gracious, and Beautiful One, all of Whose Names are beautiful and holy. Such activity testifies that they are His changing works, moving mirrors, and successive stamps and seals. (See al-Mathnawi an-Nuriyah, “The First Treatise,” 13-14.)

   As nothing can exist by itself, everything’s existence depends absolutely on God. Since it exists as a manifestation of the permanent Divine Names, it has a permanent, sublime reality that emanates from its reflection of the Divine Name that caused it to be. So this verse is a sword that liberates people from that which is not God (e.g., the world, the flesh, and life's vanities). Thus, whatever people have or do for God’s sake is not included in the meaning of this verse.

   If people find God and act only for His sake, there will be nothing left to be included in the meaning of All that is on the earth is perishable. So if they want to make (themselves eternal and) to have their deeds rewarded with permanent happiness, they must seek God and live for His sake and good pleasure. (See The Letters, “The 15th Letter,” 82.)

11. Following classical Newtonian physics, and under the spell of developments in science, physicists of the 19th century claimed that they could explain every phenomenon in the universe. E. Dubois Reymond, at a meeting held in memory of Leibniz, at the Prussian Academy in 1880, was a bit more humble: “There have remained seven enigmas in the universe, three of which we have as yet been unable to solve: The essential nature of matter and force, the essence and origin of movement and the nature of consciousness. Three of the remaining that we can solve, although with great difficulties, are: The origin of life, the order in the universe and the apparent purpose for it, and the origin of thought and language. As for the seventh, we can say nothing about it. It is individual free will” (A. Adivar, 282).

   The sub-atomic world threw all scientists into confusion. This world and the “quantum cosmology” which it introduced, rather than being a heap or assemblage of concrete things, is made up of five elements: the mass of the electron in the field where an action occurs (M), the mass of the proton (m), the electrical charge which these two elements carry, the energy quanta (h) – the amount of the energy remain-
ing during the occurrence of the action – and the unchanging speed of light (c). These five elements of the universe can be reduced even further to action or energy waves traveling through space in tiny packets or quanta. Since the quanta required for an action are peculiar to it and exist independently of the quanta required for the previous action, it becomes impossible to predict the exact state of the universe. If the universe is in T₁ state now, it cannot be predicted that it will be the same at time T₂. Paul Renteln, assistant professor of physics at California State University, writes:

Modern physicists live in two different worlds. In one world we can predict the future position and momentum of a particle if we know its present position and momentum. This is the world of classical physics, including the physics described by Einstein’s theory of gravity, the general theory of relativity. In the second world it is impossible to predict the exact position and momentum of a particle. This is the probabilistic, subatomic world of quantum mechanics. General relativity and quantum mechanics are the two great pillars that form the foundation of 20th-century physics, and yet their precepts assume two different kinds of universe. (American Scientist, Nov.-Dec., 1991, p. 508)

The real nature of this sub-atomic world and the events taking place in it make it impossible to construct a theory to describe them because they cannot be observed. One reason for their unobservability is that, as Renteln writes, in an attempt to propose a theory which he calls quantum gravity to reconcile the two different worlds of classical and quantum physics, “the events take place at a scale far smaller than any realm yet explored by experimental physics. It is only when particles approach to within about $10^{-35}$ meters that their gravitational interactions have to be described in the same quantum-mechanical terms that we adopt to understand the other forces of nature. This distance is 1,024 times smaller than the diameter of an atom – which means that the characteristic scale of quantum gravity bears the same relation to the size of an atom as an atom bears to the size of the solar system. To probe such small distances would require a particle accelerator 1,015 times more powerful than the proposed Superconducting Supercollider.”

Later research suggests that the electron is more of an energy field cloud that fluctuates around a nucleus. The nucleus itself seems to be composed of two smaller constituents – protons and neutrons. However, in the 1960s, physicists Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig confirmed in experiments that protons and neutrons were made up of even more elementary particles, which Gell-Mann called “quarks.” Quarks cannot be seen, not just because they are too small, but also because they do not seem to be quite “all there.”

Quarks are better described as swirls of dynamic energy, which means that solid matter is not, at its fundamental level, solid at all. Anything you hold in your hand and which seems solid, is really a quivering, shimmering, lacy lattice of energy, pulsating millions of times every second as billions of fundamental particles gyrate and spin in an eternal dance. At its most fundamental level, everything is energy held together by forces of incredible power.

This is not all that makes us unable to predict even the nearest future of the universe. According to Werner Heisenberg’s theories, at the time when we can know either where a particle is or how fast it is traveling, we cannot know both. This is because the very act of measuring the particle alters its behavior. Measuring the particle’s speed changes its position, and measuring its position changes its speed. However, unpredictability in the sub-atomic world does not change anything in our everyday, predictable world. Everything works according to the basic laws of classical Newtonian physics (Groping in the Light, 1990, pp. 11-17).

Why is this so and how should our view of the world and events be? Scientists who believe in the Existence of God and His creation of the universe suggest that creation was not a single event. That is, God did not create the universe as a single act and then leave it to operate according to the laws He established. Rather, creation is a continuous act (creatio continua). In other words, roughly like the movement of energy...
or electricity and its illuminating our world by means of bulbs, existence continuously comes from God and returns to and perishes in Him. Through the manifestation of all His Names, God continuously creates, annihilates and recreates the universe. Some medieval Muslim scholarly saints, such as Muhyi’d-Dīn ibn al-ʿArabī and Jalālu’d-Dīn ar-Rūmī, called these pairs of acts the continuous cycle of coming into existence and dying. Because of the incredible speed of this movement, the universe appears to be uniform and continuous. Ar-Rūmī likens this to the spinning of a staff on one end of which there is fixed a light. When spun at speed, the light on the end of the staff appears to be a circle of light. Modern researchers liken it to the projection of a film onto the screen. A film-strip is composed of numerous frames, but the film is projected onto the screen, appearing as an undivided, complete frame. So, the universe incessantly undergoes appearance and disappearance, or perishing and re-creation, but we have the impression that it continues to exist without any interruption.

In consequence, all creatures incessantly need God throughout their entire life — when they come into existence and in order to continue to exist. So God Almighty constantly manifests Himself with All His Attributes and Names, which have their source in His Essential Qualities as God. All the creatures exist because He creates; they meet their needs because He is the All-Providing and the All-Magnificent; and they continue to exist because He is Self-Subsisting and the All-Maintaining. (For another important meaning of this verse, see note 12 below.)

12. The original of the word “moment” in the verse 29 is yāwmu, the first meaning of which is day. So the whole of creation consists of two days, one being the entire lifetime of this visible universe, the other being the Hereafter. So when the word yāwmu is taken to mean a day, the second part of verse 29 suggests that God manifests Himself with all His Attributes and Names in the world in a manner particular to this world, and He will manifest Himself in the other world peculiar to it. In this world, which is the world of wisdom, creatures live a life according to its conditions, and humankind and the jinn, the responsible beings, sow here to reap in the Hereafter. But in the other world, He will take them to account for their deeds in the world and recompense them accordingly. This world is the world of labor, while the other is the world of remuneration.

13. This verse states that it is possible to travel and even go beyond the regions or layers of the heavens and the earth. God’s Messenger achieved this both in his body and spirit, which we call the Ascension, and showed that it is possible for every one to do it in spirit. The verse also suggests that it can be possible to make this journey by means of an authority (scientific knowledge). However, it may not be possible to go beyond the heavens by means of science. However, the verse may also be suggesting that the immaterial dimensions of existence can “scientifically” be discovered and established. The word ṣaṭār, which we have translated as spherical regions, means regions or layers with a diameter, and therefore spherical regions.

14. God does not allow any jinn that have ill intentions to ascend to the heavens to take something from the conversation of the angels; rather He destroys them (ṣūrah 15: 16–18, note 5; ṣūrah 26: 212, note 37; ṣūrah 37: 10, note 3; ṣūrah 67: 5, note 4). However, saintly people can ascend the heavens in spirit. The verse may also be predicting modern firearms, bombs, and missiles.

15. Although people do not like death, it is liberation from the sufferings of the world, and a door to the eternal life, where people will receive remuneration for their deeds in the world. Moreover, like God’s Justice, His Compassion will also manifest itself with all its infinity in the Hereafter. So the advent of the Last Hour will be a blessing or favor in this respect; its announcement is also a blessing for people in that it urges them to self-criticism. The thought of getting what one deserves, with no action being concealed, prevents people from committing evil actions. (For a detailed explanation of the benefits of belief in the afterlife, see ṣūrah 44: 37, note 11.)
41. The disbelieving criminals will be known by their marks (especially on their faces), and seized by the forelocks and the feet.
42. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
43. This is Hell, which the disbelieving criminals deny.
44. They will go round between its fire and hot, boiling water.
45. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
46. But for him who lives in awe of his Lord, being ever conscious of His seeing Him, and of the standing before his Lord (in the Hereafter), there will be two Gardens.\[16\]
47. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
48. Having in them trees with thick, spreading branches.
49. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
50. In them both are two flowing springs.
51. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
52. In them both are all kinds of fruit in pairs.\[17\]
53. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
54. Reclining upon beds lined with silk brocade, and the fruits of the two Gardens within reach.

55. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
56. In them are pure, chaste-eyed spouses (whose glances are fixed on their spouses only), whom no man or jinn has touched before –
57. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny? –
58. Like rubies and coral (they will seem, in rare beauty and radiance).
59. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
60. Is the recompense of excellence (in obedience to God) other than excellence?
61. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
62. And besides these two, there are yet two other Gardens –\[18\]
63. Then, (O humankind and jinn) which of the favors of your Lord will you deny? –

64. Dark green throughout,

65. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?

66. In them both are springs gushing forth.

67. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?

16. These people are mentioned in the next chapter of the Qur’an, Sūrat al-Wāqi’ah, as those who are the foremost in faith and good deeds, and serving God’s cause, and therefore made near to God by God Himself.

17. Concerning the pairs of fruit, some say there will be fruits of the same kind as those in the world and fruits peculiar to Paradise. However, if we consider that verse 50 mentions two springs, and verse 54 below mentions the fruits of the two Gardens, we can put forward the opinion that one of the springs and one of the pairs of fruit will belong to one of the Gardens, and the other to the other. However, it is God Who knows the exact nature of both.

18. These two Gardens will be granted to the people of happiness and prosperity who will be given their Records in their right hands.
68. In them both are fruits, and date-palms and pomegranates.
69. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
70. In them both are maidens good in character and beautiful –
71. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny? –
72. Pure maidens assigned for them in secluded pavilions –
73. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny? –
74. Whom no man or jinn has touched before –
75. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny? –
76. (The people of those Gardens are) reclining on green cushions and rich, beautiful mattresses.
77. Then (O humankind and jinn), which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
78. Blessed and Supreme is the Name of your Lord, the One of Majesty and Munificence.

SŪRAH 56

AL-WĀQI‘AH
(THE EVENT TO HAPPEN)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 96 verses was revealed in Makkah and takes its name from the word al-wāqī‘ah in the first verse. It mentions some events that will take place during the destruction of the world, and the three groups that people will form in the Hereafter, according to their belief and deeds in the world. It also presents some proofs of God’s Existence and Oneness and some characteristics of the Qur’ān.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. When the Event to happen happens,
2. There is no denying its happening –
3. Abasing some and exalting others;
4. When the earth is shaken with a violent shock;
5. And the mountains are shattered and crumble,
6. So they become dust scattered;
7. You (all conscious, responsible beings) will be sorted out into three groups,
8. Thus: the people of the Right (the people of happiness and prosperity, who receive their Records in their right hands): how happy and prosperous are the people of the Right!
9. And the people of the Left (the people of wretchedness, who will receive their Records in their left hands): how wretched are the people of the Left!

10. And the foremost (in faith and good deeds, and serving God's cause) will be the foremost (in receiving and enjoying God's mercy).

11. Those are the ones near-stationed to God,

12. In Gardens abounding in bounty and blessings.

13. A good many of them are from among the first (to have embraced God's Religion);

14. And a few from the later (generations).²

15. (They will be seated) on lined thrones (encrusted with gold and precious stones),

16. Reclining upon them, facing one another.

1. Nearest to God means transcending corporeality and acquiring perfected spirituality, and thereby gaining proximity to God. It depends on true faith and can be acquired by doing whatever God has decreed as good and right. The obligatory and supererogatory religious duties, done with the consciousness that is their due, are like wings of light that carry one toward the “skies” of infinitude. A traveler to God enters new corridors leading to eternity on the wings of supererogatory duties, and is aware of being rewarded with new Divine gifts, which engender an even greater desire to do both the obligatory and the supererogatory duties. One awakened to this truth feels in their conscience the love of God in direct proportion to their love of God. God declares:

   My servant cannot come near to Me through anything else more lovable to Me than doing the obligatory religious duties. However, by doing supererogatory duties he comes nearer to Me, and when he comes nearer to Me, I will be his eyes to see with, his ears to hear with, his hands to grasp with, and his legs to walk on (al-Bukhari, “Riqâq,” 38).

   That is, such a believer is directed to act by the Divine Will.

2. As suggested in surah 52: 21 and explained in note 2 to this verse, particularly at the beginning of a new movement of faith launched by the Prophets and their true successors, those who attain faith first of all are generally more valued in God’s sight and will be the foremost in enjoying Paradise. They have outstripped others in believing and supporting God’s cause at a time when supporting it was the most difficult, and therefore suffered greater hardships than those that followed. They are usually more sincere in their faith and more devoted to God and His cause. A few people can reach their rank from among the later generations. This is also indicated in verse 9: 100, which gives the greatest rank to the first among the Emigrants and the Helpers, may God be pleased with them all. God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, said that the best among his Community were his Companions, and then those who appeared among the first generation to follow them, and those among the second generation - this is, of course, when one’s virtues are considered in general terms. There may always be in later generations those that outstrip the virtuous ones of the preceding generations in certain particular virtues. But in general terms, the best of all generations are the Prophet’s Companions, and then the second generation who followed them, and then the third generation who followed the latter.
17. There will go round them immortal youths.
18. With goblets, and ewers, and a cup from a clear-flowing spring,
19. From which no aching of the head ensues, nor intoxication of the mind;
20. And with fruits such as they choose,
21. And with the flesh of fowls such as they desire;
22. And (there will be) pure maidens, most beautiful of eye,
23. Like pearls kept hidden (in their shells) –
24. A reward for all (the good) that they used to do.
25. They will hear there neither vain talk nor accusing speech,
26. (Hearing) only speech (wishing) peace and security after peace and security.
27. And the people of the Right (the people of happiness and prosperity who will receive their Records in their right hands): how happy and prosperous are the people of the Right!
28. Amidst cherry trees laden with fruit,
29. And banana trees with fruit piled high,
30. And shade long-extended,
31. And water gushing (and flowing constantly),
32. And fruits (of every other kind) abounding,
33. Never cut off, nor forbidden;
34. And (with them will be their) spouses, ennobled with beauty and spiritual perfection:
35. We have brought them into being in a new creation,
36. And We have made them virgins,
37. Full of love for their husbands, and equal in age:

38. For the people of the Right (the people of happiness and prosperity):
39. A good many of them are from among the first (to have embraced God's Religion);
40. And a good many are from the later (generations).
41. And the people of the Left (who will be given their Records in their left hands): how wretched are the people of the Left!
42. In the midst of scorching wind and hot, boiling water,
43. And the shadow of black smoke,
44. (A shadow) neither cooling nor refreshing.
45. Indeed, before that, they were lost in excess of pleasures (without moral scruples);
46. And would persist in committing the
greatest sin (of unbelief or associating partners with God and denying the afterlife);

47. And would say: “What! after we have died and become dust and bones, will we indeed be raised from the dead?

48. “And also our forefathers of old?”

49. Say: “Those of old and those of later times

50. “Will all be brought together at an appointed time on a Day well-known.”

3. These youths will be the children who died before reaching puberty. According to many scholars, the children of unbelievers will be admitted into Paradise and serve the people of Paradise (al-Qurṭubi).

4. These are the women who died as Muslims and will be admitted into Paradise. They will be together with their spouses, who will be admitted into Paradise like them.

5. All the blessings of Paradise mentioned so far, as well as the sufferings of Hell that will be cited below, are in the indefinite form. This signifies that although all those blessings and sufferings are cited in the Qur’ān in terms, and will be presented in Paradise in forms, that we are acquainted with here in this world, they will be different in character or nature; their nature will be peculiar to the other world. It is impossible for us to imagine them in their true nature (see surah 2: 25, and note 21).

6. Equality of age means either that the spouses will be equal in age with one another, or that men will be of the same age as one another and the women as one another. A Prophetic Tradition says that men will be 33 years old and women 18 years old in Paradise, where there will be no aging (at-Tirmidhi, “Sifāt al-Jannah,” 12; Ibn Hanbal, 2: 295).
51. Then, O you who have strayed (from the Straight Path), who deny (the afterlife),
52. You will surely eat of the tree of Zaqqūm;
53. And you fill up your bellies with it.
54. Thereafter you will drink of hot, boiling water;
55. You will drink as the camel raging with thirst drinks.
56. This will be their welcome on the Day of Judgment.
57. It is We Who have created you. So will you not confirm as truth (what We convey to you as truth)?
58. Have you considered the semen that you emit?
59. Is it you who create it, or are We the Creator?
60. It is also We Who decree death among you – and We cannot be overcome –
61. So that We may replace you (with new generations like you), and bring you about in a new mode and form of existence you do not know.
62. For certain, you know the first creation (how you are brought into the world), then should you not reflect on (and anticipate the second creation)?
63. Have you ever considered the seed you sow (in the ground)?
64. Is it you who cause it to grow, or is it We Who make it grow?
65. If We so willed, We would surely make it into chaff, and then you would not cease to exclaim:
66. “We are indeed in a great loss (with our money, time, and efforts gone to waste)!”
67. “Rather, we are left utterly deprived (of our livelihood)”
68. Have you ever considered the water that you drink?
69. Is it you who send it down from the cloud, or is it We Who send it down?
70. If We so willed, We would make it bitter and salty. Then, should you not give thanks?
71. Have you ever considered the fire that you kindle?
72. Is it you who bring into being the tree for it, or is it We Who bring it into being?
73. We have made it something for reflection (on Our handiwork and Our grace in making the creation useful and beautiful), and a comfort (especially) for the dwellers (and wayfarers) in the desert.
74. Therefore, glorify the Name of your Lord, the Supreme (declaring His being absolutely above having any defects and partners).
75. I swear by the locations of the stars (and their falling) –

76. It is indeed a very great oath, if you but knew.

7. That is, We have created you, and maintain you in the world, and will cause you to die. We also know you and whatever you do and have it recorded. Again, We have not created you in vain; you are responsible beings. So why do you not confirm Our declaration that We will raise you from the dead for a new, eternal life?

8. The use of plural form of the pronoun and the verb for the Divine Being is to stress His Grandeur and absolute dominion of the creation.

9. That is, you do not die at random, or at the behest of another power, or as a natural end of your life. We have decreed death and cause you to die as a meaningful dimension of your life until eternity.

10. Through death, God continuously renews and refreshes the world and prepares a new, eternal world. So death, being a change of worlds only, discharges us from life’s hardships, which gradually become harder through old age. It releases us from worldly life, which is a turbulent, suffocating, narrow dungeon of space, and admits us to the wide circle of the Eternal Beloved One’s Mercy, where we will enjoy a pleasant and everlasting life without suffering. God makes our other world out of our deeds in this world, so we must send there good deeds in order to be worthy of a happy life there.

11. It is clear that the growth of a seed sown under earth requires the ability of the seed to germinate and grow, and the cooperation with it in the right proportions of the earth, the sun, the air, and rain. This cooperation can evidently be created only by a Knowledge Which knows all of these elements and how they should cooperate for a seed to grow, and a Will Which decrees this cooperation, and a Power Which is able to accomplish all of that. No one other than the Absolutely Knowledgeable, Willing, and Powerful One can do that. Further, such a Being has no need of partners, and His having partners is absolutely inconceivable.

12. Whatever God grants us is pure blessing and grace. So we must always be thankful to Him, and if He sometimes grants us less than our need, or even deprives us of our necessary provisions, we must never complain about Him; rather, we must complain to Him of our own selves. God may sometimes grant less in order to test us, and sometimes to remind us of the importance of His provision for us – that it is He Who provides for us. It even sometimes occurs that He grants us less to punish us for our sins that have caused this deprivation, and/or to warn us to repent and mend our ways. So whatever He decrees for us is for our own good, therefore requiring thanksgiving.

13. The origin of almost all kinds of fuel, including petrol is wood and/or plants, either directly or indirectly, through decay under the ground. This verse particularly refers to the trees of Markh and ‘Afār, which grow in the Arabian desert and from which people kindle fire (see surah 36: 80, note 24).

14. Modern interpreters of the Qur’ān assert that by the locations of the stars, the Qur’ān alludes to the white holes (quasars) and black holes in the sky. These are the locations of stars that have to date been found in the universe. Quasars store incredible amounts of energy, enough to form galaxies (assemblages of billions of stars). As for the black holes, they form as a result of the collapse of a star. They cannot be seen but are recognized by the fact that they devour all radiation and stars that pass nearby, and cause an indirect emission of gamma rays and X-rays, and by the fact that time is suddenly dilated in its vicinity. These star locations are regions of gravitational shock or collapse and of equilibrium in the universe.
Most certainly it is a Qur’ān (recited) most honorable,

In a Book well-guarded.

None except the purified ones can reach it (to obtain the knowledge it contains. And none except those cleansed of material and spiritual impurities should touch it).

It is a Book being sent down in parts from the Lord of the worlds.

Is it this Discourse that you hold in low esteem?

And do you make your share of it denying it?

Then, how is it you do not – when the soul comes up to the throat (of a dying human),

While you are looking on,

And while We are nearer to him (the dying human) than you are, but you do not see (that)?

Then, how is it you do not – if you are not bound to Us in dependence (subject to Our will) –

(How is it that) you do not restore the soul (of that dying human), if you are truthful (in your claim)?

Now, if he (that dying human) is of those near-stationed to God,

Then (there is for him) comfort in eternal relief (from all kinds of hardships and pains), and abundance, and a Garden of bounty and blessing.

If he is of the people of the Right (the people of happiness and prosperity who will receive their Records in their right hands),

Then “Peace be upon you” (will be what you will always hear) from the people of the Right.

But if he is one of those who denied (Our Message and Our Messengers), who strayed (from the Straight Path),

Then his entertainment is boiling water,

And roasting in a Blazing Flame.

Surely this (Qur’ān) is certain truth.

So glorify the Name of your Lord, the Supreme (affirming that He is exalted above any falsehood).

This Book is the Supreme Preserved Tablet (85: 22). For this Tablet, see surah 6: 59, note 13; surah 13: 39, note 13; surah 17: 14, note 10.

This verse expresses both a reality and an order. In expressing a reality, it means that none except the purified ones (the angels and the human beings whom God has purified, such as the Prophets) can reach the well-guarded Book (the Supreme Ever-Preserved Tablet) to attain any knowledge that is contained in it. Such beings as devils cannot reach it. Whenever they make any attempt to ascend through the heavens they are expelled (see surah 15: 18, note 5; surah 26: 212, note 37; surah 67: 5, note 4). In expressing an order, it means that none except those who have purified themselves from any material impurity by taking minor or major ablution, and those purified from the spiritual impurity of unbelief and the association of partners with God should touch the Qur’ān. Both the syntax of the verse and the words used equally give both meanings.
1. Whatever is in the heavens and the earth glorifies God, and He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.

2. To Him belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth. He gives life and causes to die. He has full power over everything.

3. He is the First, the Last, the All-Outward, and the All-Inward. He has full knowledge of everything.

My God, You are the First – there is none that precedes You; You are the Last – there is none that will outlive You; You are the All-Outward – there is none that encompasses You; and You are the All-Inward – there is none that is more penetrating than You (Muslim, “Dhikr,” HN: 2713).

God is eternal with everything before or after Him. He is uncontained in time and place. The visible existence is the manifestation of His Names, and the origin or source of all creation, which is invisible and spiritual, is also contained in His Knowledge. So, God encompasses all creation in His Knowledge and Power, and He Himself is eternal.
4. He it is Who has created the heavens and the earth in six days, then He established Himself on the Throne. He knows whatever goes into the earth (such as rain and seeds), and whatever comes forth out of it (such as moisture, plant and animal life-forms), and whatever descends from the heaven (such as rain, light, and angels), and whatever ascends into it (such as vapor, and supplications). And He is with you wherever you may be. And God sees well all that you do.

5. To Him belongs the sovereignty (the absolute ownership and dominion) of the heavens and the earth. To God are all matters ultimately referred, (and whatever He wills occurs).

6. He makes the night pass into the day, and He makes the day pass into the night (and so makes each grow longer or shorter). And He has full knowledge of whatever lies (hidden) in the bosoms.

7. Believe in God and His Messenger, and spend (in God's cause) out of all that He has entrusted to you – those among you who believe and spend (in God's cause), for them there is a great reward.

8. What is the matter with you that you do not believe in God (as His being God requires), when the Messenger calls you to believe in your Lord (Who has created and sustains you), and He has indeed taken your pledge, if you are true believers?

9. He it is Who sends down to His servant Revelations clear as evidence and in meaning in order to lead you out of all kinds of darkness into the light. Surely God is All-Pitying, All-Compassionate toward you.

10. What is the matter with you that you do not spend in God's cause, when God's is the inheritance of the heavens and the earth? Not equal among you are those who spend before the victory comes and fight (for God's sake, and those who do not); they are greater in rank than those who spend after the victory comes and fight later. However, to all God has promised what is the best (Paradise). God is fully aware of all that you do.

11. Whoever lends God a goodly loan, God will increase it manifold (to his credit), and he will have an honorable, generous reward (in addition).
3. For an explanation of this statement, see surah 7: 54, note 13.

4. This pledge was that they would obey the commands of God and His Messenger, and spend in God's cause, whether in ease or hardship; support and promote good; prohibit and try to prevent evil; and strive in God's cause without fearing the censure of anyone.

5. Whether we spend in God's cause or not, God Almighty is the ultimate heir to whatever we have, as it is He Who has granted us whatever we have. He is the real Owner of everything. He has whatever we do, spend or do not spend, recorded, so that He will recompense us for it.

6. Although both types of people mentioned in the verse may be admitted into Paradise on account of their faith and good deeds, everyone will enjoy Paradise according to the degree of their faith, loyalty to God and His cause, and the value of their good deeds.

7. Spending in God's cause is like lending God a loan. God returns it multiplied and, in addition, with extra reward.
12. On that Day, you will see the believing men and the believing women (led swiftly toward Paradise), with their light shining forth before them and on their right hands. "Glad tidings for you today: Gardens through which rivers flow, (into which you will enter) to abide therein! This is indeed the supreme triumph."

13. On that Day, the hypocritical men and the hypocritical women will say to those who believe: "Wait for us, that we may have some light from your light." It will be said: "Turn back (if you can, to the world where such light was to be obtained), and seek light (through your deeds you did there)." Just then a wall of separation will be put between them, with a gate therein (through which the hypocrites, so as to increase their regret, will observe the state of the believers). The inner side of the wall (which will separate the believers from the hypocrites) – there will be in it the mercy (of eternal happiness), and outside it there will be the punishment (of eternal doom).

14. They (the hypocrites) will call out to the believers: "Were we not with you (in the world)?" They will reply: "True! But you (willfully) put yourselves in the way of temptation, and hesitated and doubted (waiting on events to choose which side to be on, and not assuming yourselves to stand by the truth of Islam), and false expectations (that God's Religion would one day be defeated) deluded you, until God's decree (of death) came to you; and the deluder (Satan) deluded you (with wrong conceptions) about God.

15. "And this Day, no ransom will be taken from you, nor from those who disbelieved. Your final refuge is the Fire; that is your harbor suited to you. How evil a destination to arrive at!"

16. Has not the time yet come for those who believe that their hearts should soften with humility and submit (to God to strive in His cause) in the face of God's Remembrance (the Qur'ān) and what has come down of the truth (the Divine teachings)? And (has not the time yet come) that they should not be like those who were given the Book before? A long time has passed over them (after they received the Book), and so their hearts have hardened; and many among them (have been) transgressors.

17. Know that God revives the earth after its death (and He may revive the decaying hearts in the same way). We have indeed made clear the signs and Revelations (to enable such revival, and) that you may reason and understand.
18. Those men and women who give alms (by spending out of their wealth in both the prescribed and supererogatory duties of alms-giving), and lend to God a goodly loan (by spending either in His cause or for the needy), it will be increased manifold to their credit, and they will have an honorable, generous reward in addition.\(^9\)

8. This is the light that the believers send forth from the world through their good deeds. The more deeds there are and the more sincerely they are done, the greater and brighter is the light that they will produce. As understood from the verse, the believers will advance toward Paradise on the right side, while, as will be understood from the following verse, the hypocrites (and the unbelievers), who will receive their records of deeds in their left hands, will advance toward Hell on the left side, and be left behind because of being enveloped by the darkness produced by their unbelief, hypocrisy, and evil deeds.

9. Verse 16 is a warning against the hardening of hearts toward the Divine teachings and God’s Remembrance, and a reminder of the importance of striving in God’s cause. One of the most important reasons of this hardening is growing familiarity with the Revelation and the revealed Divine teachings, and the passage of time after it. Another important reason is committing sins (transgression) through indifference to God’s warnings. So it is necessary to continuously be alert against such a hardening, and always to seek means for the softening of the heart. As pointed out in verses 17 and 18, just as God revives any land after its death with rain, and this is repeated every year, He may also revive dead or dead-like hearts with clear Revelations, provided we remain loyal to God and His Religion by carrying out God’s commands and avoiding transgression, and by spending in His cause.
19. Those who believe in God and His Messengers (those whose actions prove their profession of faith) – they are, in the sight of their Lord, the loyal and truthful (to God in whatever they do and say), and the witnesses (who have borne testimony to the truth with their lives). They have their (particular) reward and their (particular) light. But those who disbelieve and deny Our manifest signs and Revelations – they will be companions of the Blazing Flame.

20. Know that the present, worldly life is but a play, vain talk and ostentation, and mutual boasting among you, and competing in wealth and children – it is like when rain comes down and the vegetation grown by it pleases the farmers, (but) then it dries up and you see it turn yellow, then it becomes straw; and in the Hereafter there is a severe punishment, but also (there is) forgiveness from God and His good pleasure (which are everlasting), whereas the present, worldly life is but a transient enjoyment of delusion.

21. And (rather than competing for the things of this world) race with one another to forgiveness from your Lord, and to a Garden the vastness of which is as the vastness of heaven and earth, prepared for those who truly believe in God and His Messengers. That is God's bounty, which He grants to whom He wills. God is of tremendous bounty.

22. No affliction occurs on the earth (such as droughts, famines, or earthquakes), or in your own persons (such as diseases, damages to your property, or the loss of loved ones), but it is recorded in a Book before We bring it into existence – doing so is surely easy for God.

23. So that you may not grieve for what has escaped you, nor exult because of what God has granted you: God does not love anyone proud and boastful.

24. Those who act niggardly (in spending of what God has granted them) and urge others to be niggardly. Whoever turns away (from carrying out God's command to spend in His cause and for the needy), then surely God is All-Wealthy and Self-Sufficient (absolutely independent of all His creatures), All-Praiseworthy (as your Lord, Who provides for you and the needs of all other beings).
10. The expression translated as *the present*, *worldly life* also means the basic elements or attributes of the present life. So by this expression the Qur’ān denotes, rather than the world, the life that pertains to the bodily or material dimension of human existence. Otherwise the world is the field to be sown for harvest in the Hereafter, and is also the place where God’s Names are manifested.

11. Verse 3: 133 says: *And hasten, as if competing with one another, to forgiveness from your Lord, and to a Garden as spacious as the heavens and the earth, prepared for the God-revering, pious.* The promise in that verse is to those who keep their duties to God and avoid all kinds of sins out of piety and reverence for God. So we can conclude that those who truly believe in God and His Messengers, whom this verse mentions, are the God-revering, pious ones – those who believe and keep their duties to God and avoid sins out of reverence for Him.

An important point in both verses to be noted is that forgiveness precedes Paradise because Paradise is the place of perfect purity, and no one can enter Paradise without God’s forgiveness. So, before they enter Paradise, God will clean or purify the people of Paradise of all their sins out of pure grace, and the hardships they will have to suffer from resurrection to the gates of Paradise will also serve as a means of purification.

12. That is, recording such acts out of His Eternal Knowledge and keeping them recorded, and then bringing them into existence by His Power for many wise purposes – such as to punish the sinful as they deserve, or to warn them against their end, or to forgive the sins of believers or to promote the sinless to higher ranks – is absolutely easy for God.

The verse also includes a consolation for people in affliction. Provided the intended lesson has been learned, when we consider any misfortune in the light of Divine Destiny, or as an application of Divine Destiny, we may find rest and not feel the need to complain about it. The verse to come corroborates this.

13. We have free will, are enjoined to follow religious obligations, and cannot ascribe our sins to God. We have free will so that our rebellious carnal soul does not consider itself free of the consequences of its sins by ascribing them to Destiny. Destiny exists so that pious people do not ascribe their good acts to themselves and thereby become proud. Destiny exists so that the successful and the wealthy are not proud of their successes or wealth.

Past and (present) misfortune should be considered in the light of Destiny so that we do not grieve for what has befallen us and what we have not been able to obtain. The future, along with sins and questions of responsibility, should be referred to human free will. That is, we should do whatever we should in order for a desired result, and avoid neglect, faults, and sins. This reconciles the extremes of fatalism and the denial of the role of Destiny in our actions.
25. Assuredly We have sent Our Messengers with manifest truths (and clear proofs of their being Messengers), and We have sent down with them the Book and the Balance so that (relations among) humankind may live by equity. And We have sent down iron, in which is stern might and benefits for humankind, so that God may mark out those who help (the cause of) God and His Messengers, though they do not see Him. Surely God is All-Strong, All-Glorious with irresistible might.

26. We certainly sent as Messengers Noah and Abraham, and established in their line Prophethood and the Book. Among them (their offspring) there have been those who have followed the right guidance, but many among them have been transgressors.

27. Thereafter, We sent, following in their footsteps, others of Our Messengers, and We sent Jesus son of Mary, and granted him the Gospel, and placed in the hearts of those who followed him tenderness and mercy. And monasticism, they innovated it – We did not prescribe it to them – only to seek God's good pleasure, but they have not observed it as its observance requires. So We have granted those among them who have truly believed their reward, but many among them have been transgressors.

28. O you who believe! Keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, and truly believe in His Messenger (Muhammad). He will grant you twofold of His mercy (one for your believing in all the previous Prophets, and one for the Last Prophet), and He will appoint for you a light to move (on the Straight Path in this world, leading to Paradise in the Hereafter), and He will forgive you. God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

29. (This is told you so) that the people of the Book should know that they cannot determine or restrict anything of God's grace, (and neither they nor Muslim believers will be able to attain anything of it unless they believe in Muhammad together with all the previous Prophets), and that all grace is in God's Hand; He grants it to whom He wills. God is of tremendous grace.
14. Sending down iron means the same as sending down cattle in sūrah 39: 6; iron is one of God’s great bounties which He has bestowed out of the treasures He has with Him, as stated in sūrah sūrah 15: 21: There is not a thing but the stores (for its life and sustenance) are with Us, and We do not send it down except in due, determined measure.

15. Iron is perhaps the most important and necessary matter for technology. It is also our most elemental material, as it is the core of the earth. So, this verse may also be referring to the origins of the earth. In addition, iron is indispensably necessary to make weapons to fight in God’s cause to uphold His Word, and to eradicate injustice.

From another point of view, this verse is very significant in assessing a sound society and government. The Messengers are the God-appointed leaders of humankind, who always guided them to the truth and led them in all aspects of life throughout human history. The Book is the compilation of knowledge, instructions, and laws essential to their happiness in both worlds. The Balance is the criterion to attain what is right in belief, thinking, and action, and also to realize justice in human individual and social life (see sūrah 55: 7–9, note 4). Iron symbolizes force or power in human social life. Without the Book, iron (force) destroys justice and brings about injustice. Without the Balance, iron misuses the Book according to its own benefits. Without iron, the Book and Balance are not sufficient to form a good society and government. Said Nursi remarks: “Principles of wisdom and laws of truth have no effect upon ordinary people unless the former are combined with the state’s laws and the latter with power” (The Letters, “Seeds of the Truth,” 2: 306).

16. Islam does not approve of monasticism. It is said that there is no monasticism in Islam. Monasticism for the Muslim Community is striving in God’s cause. Islam does not approve of holding aloof from people and life in order to attain self-perfection. Rather, it calls its followers to be among people and to work for their welfare, and to consider self-perfection along with the perfection of others. Even though some members of Islamic Sufi orders have practiced retreat or seclusion for self-training and perfection, they have done so only for a short restricted period and considered being among people to work for their perfection as being the greatest rank.

17. Although some interpreters have thought that this verse addresses the people of the Book, it is addressed to the Muslims, though not excluding the former, in order to urge them to believe in the Last Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings. While the Jews refuse to believe in the Messengers, Jesus and Muhammad, upon them both be peace, who came after the Messengers sent to them, and the Christians refuse to believe in God’s Last Messenger, Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, the Muslims believe in all the Prophets. So the later deviations of the people of the Book should never cause the Muslims to have any negative opinion of any of the previous Messengers and their true followers.
SŪRAH 58

AL-MUJĀDILAH
(THE PLEADING WOMAN)

Madinah Period

Consisting of 22 verses, this sūrah was revealed in Madinah, most probably after the Battle of the Trench in the fifth year after Hijrah. It derives its name from the first verse, where a woman's plea to the Messenger to solve a problem between her and her husband is recounted. It decisively abolishes the pre-Islamic custom of a form of divorce that took effect when a man said to his wife, "You are henceforth like my mother's back to me." It also denounces the hypocrites for their holding secret counsels against the Messenger, and forbids the believers from taking as guardians those whom God has condemned to eternal punishment. Finally, it orders that support be given to God's Religion.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. God has indeed heard (and accepted) the words of the woman who pleads with you concerning her husband and refers her complaint to God. God hears the dialogue between you. Surely God is All-Hearing, All-Seeing.

2. Those among you who declare their wives to be unlawful for them by using against them the expression, "Be as my mother's back to me," (should know that) their wives are not their mothers. Their mothers are none other than the women who gave them birth. Such men certainly utter a word abhorred (by the Shari‘ah) and a falsehood. Yet God is surely All-Pardoning (He overlooks the faults of His servants), All-Forgiving.

3. Those who declare their wives unlawful for them (by using against them that abhorred expression) and thereafter wish to go back on the words they have uttered must free a slave before they (the spouses) touch each other. This is what you are urged to do. And God is fully aware of what you do (so do not seek to evade this act of penance and expiation for your wrong).

4. Whoever does not find (means to do that), let him fast two (lunar) months consecutively before they (the spouses) touch each other. And he that is not able to do so, (his penance shall be) to feed sixty destitute ones (two meals). This is in order that you may perfect your faith in God and His Messenger (so that you believe in the truth of whatever God has enjoined and His Messenger has conveyed to you, and live accordingly). These are
the bounds of God. And for the unbelievers there is a painful punishment.

5. Those who oppose God and His Messenger (in the observance of God’s bounds) will certainly be abased (in the world) even as those (who did likewise) before them were abased. We have certainly sent down clear Revelations (to guide you to happiness in both worlds). And for the unbelievers there is a humiliating punishment.

6. On the day when God will raise them all from the dead, and make them truly understand all that they did (in the world, and call them to account): God has had it written down, though they have forgotten it. God is witness over everything.

1. There is reference here to a pre-Islamic custom among the pagan Arabs. A husband would say to his wife, “You are henceforth as my mother’s back to me,” thus forbidding himself from conjugal relations with her. This meant an irrevocable divorce, but a woman thus divorced was not allowed to remarry. In Sūrat al-Abzdāb (verse 4), which was revealed before this sūrah, the Qur’ān took the first step towards abolishing this custom (it was called zihār), by declaring that a woman, whose husband had pronounced her to be as his mother’s back, was in no way his mother in reality. Aws ibn Sāmit, from the Aws tribe, among the Muslims of Madīnah, was angry with his wife for some reason, and declared that she was as unlawful to him as his mother’s back. Afterwards, he regretted having done so, but according to custom, he was not able to remarry to his wife. So his wife, Hawlah bint Tha’labah, appealed to God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and told him about the case. She added that her children had grown up and she lived alone with her husband. So if her husband left her, she would have been left alone without anyone to protect her, and she added that her husband would agree to re-accept her as his wife. During her conversation with the Messenger, God revealed this and the following verses concerning the same subject, thereby decisively and permanently abolishing the pagan custom.

2. The verse concludes: “God is All-Hearing, All-Seeing.” God hears everything, even the conversation between a woman and the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, about a particular, personal, and private matter between her and her husband. A woman is generally more compassionate than a man, and is a source of care and tenderness that inspires self-sacrifice. As a requirement of His being All-Compassionate, Almighty God heard her complaint and considered it a matter of great importance through His Name, the Truth. In that He expresses a universal principle in relation to a particular event, we may realize that the One Who hears, sees, and weighs a particular, minor incident must hear, see, and weigh all things. One Who claims Lordship over the universe must be aware of the troubles of any creature who has been wronged and hear its cries, for one who cannot do so cannot be Lord. Thus, God being All-Hearing and All-Seeing, establishes these two mighty truths. (See The Words, “The 25th Word,” 446.)

3. The verse is clear enough in warning that the communities that oppose God and His Messenger(s) in their ordering of life, those who do not observe the rules they have laid down, will inevitably suffer abasement (manifested as total or partial destruction through “natural” calamities, internal or external wars, famine, drought, pestilence, etc.); and what awaits those who obstinately reject them in the Hereafter is a much more humiliating and shameful punishment (in Hell).
7. Have you not considered that God knows whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth? There is not a secret counsel between three persons but He is the fourth among them, nor between five but He is the sixth among them, nor less than that nor more, but He is with them wherever they may be. Thereafter, He will make them truly understand all that they do (and call them to account) on the Day of Resurrection. Surely God has full knowledge of everything.

8. Have you not considered those who were forbidden to hold secret counsels, and yet reverted to what they had been forbidden, and held secret counsels to commit sins (such as drinking alcohol, gambling, and evading the Prayer), and for (urging one another to) offensiveness and disobedience to the Messenger (in his commands and prohibitions). (It is these very people who) when they come to you, salute you with a salutation that God has never taught you and with which He has never saluted you, and say to one another (in derision): “Why does God not punish us for what we say (if Muḥammad is truly His Prophet)?” Hell will suffice them; they will enter it to roast. How evil a destination to arrive at!

9. O you who believe! If you hold secret counsels, do not hold secret counsels to commit sins, or for (urging one another to) offensiveness and disobedience to the Messenger; but rather, hold counsels for godliness, and righteousness, and piety. Keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, to Whom you will be gathered.

10. Secret counsels (held for other reasons) are only (a provocation) from Satan, in order that he may cause grief to the believers; yet he cannot harm them in anything unless by God’s leave; and in God, let the believers put their trust.

11. O you who believe! When you are told, “Make room in the assemblies (for one another and for newcomers),” do make room. God will make room for you (in His Grace and Paradise). And when you are told, “Rise up (and leave the assembly),” then do rise up. God will raise (in degree) those of you who truly believe (and act accordingly), and in degrees those who have been granted the knowledge (especially of religious matters). Surely God is fully aware of all that you do.
4. Generally, the disbelieving Jews and hypocrites in Madinah, instead of saying the words of greeting as ordered by God (sūrah 24: 61), used to and pronounce the word salām (“peace”) in a manner to make it indistinguishable from sām (death). They also vented their spite by using ambiguous expressions in their conversations. They either used words with double meanings, one innocent and the other offensive, or changed the pronunciation of the expressions used by the Companions (see sūrah 2: 104, note 94). The verse refers to their enmity and that of the hypocrites which were displayed in such ways.

5. Believers always pursue godliness and piety, and therefore God’s approval and good pleasure. So, if believers come together privately or publicly, they do so only to discuss and solve matters in godliness and piety, and their conversations are conducted around these values.

Further, as pointed out in sūrah 4: 114, *No good is there in most of their secret counsels except for him who exhorts to a deed of charity, or kind equitable dealings and honest affairs, or setting things right between people. Whoever does that seeking God’s good pleasure, We will grant to him a tremendous reward.*

6. Merit is not to be sought only in sitting in the assembly of a scholar or spiritual guide. Merit lies in faith and knowledge. So, one should seek the assemblies of scholars and/or guides only with the intention of visiting them for God’s sake, and with their permission, and only in order to increase in faith and knowledge. When (true) knowledge, which leads one to greater piety and a better religious life, and from which others benefit, is added to faith, God will exalt its owner in many ranks.
12. O you who believe! When you intend to consult the Messenger in private, offer something in alms (to the needy) before your consultation. That is better for you and purer. Yet if you do not find (means to do so), then God is surely All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

13. Is it that you are afraid of offering something in alms before your consultation (with him)? (If so) and you have not done it, and God has turned to you in forgiveness, then establish the Prayer in conformity with its conditions, and pay the Prescribed Purifying Alms, and obey God and His Messenger. God is fully aware of all that you do.

14. Have you not considered those who take for confidants and guardians a people whom God has condemned to punishment? They are neither of you (O believers), nor of the others (whom they take for confidants and guardians). They swear to a lie (that they are of you), while they know (it to be a lie).

15. God has prepared for them a severe punishment. Evil indeed is that which they do habitually.

16. They take their oaths as a covering (to screen their misdeeds and themselves from accusation), and bar (people) from God’s way. Therefore there is for them a humiliating punishment.

17. Neither their wealth nor their children will avail them anything against God. They are companions of the Fire: they will abide therein.

18. The Day when God will raise them all from the dead, they will swear to Him as (now) they swear to you. They fancy that they will have some standing (through their oaths). Be aware: they are but liars.

19. Satan has subdued them and so caused them to forget remembrance of God. Those are the party of Satan. Be aware: the party of Satan, they are the losers (the self-ruined).

20. Those who oppose God and His Messenger – surely those will be among the most abased.

21. God has decreed: “I will most certainly prevail, I and My Messengers.” Surely God is All-Strong, All-Glorious with irresistible might.
7. It is clear that this verse was revealed to train and educate the believers in their relations with the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings. Some people frequently appealed to him in private concerning their affairs, some with the hope of nearness to him, and still some others in order to appear to be near to him. Since the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, refused nobody, this caused him a lot of trouble; and since most of those who appealed to him were from among the wealthy, it caused grief for the poor. In order to train and educate the believers and make them more sincere in their relationship with him, and to purify their hearts, the Qur'an ordered them to spend something in charity before their appeal to him. When this order had the desired effect, God annulled it. However, it still retains its spirit, meaning, and importance in educating people in their relationship with the leaders of Muslims.
22. You never find a people who truly believe in God and the Last Day loving towards those who oppose God and His Messenger, even if they be their (own) parents, or their children, or their brothers (and sisters), or their clan. Those (are they) in whose hearts God has inscribed faith and has strengthened them with a spirit from Him (which is the source of their spiritual vigor and intellectual enlightenment). And He will admit them into Gardens through which rivers flow, therein to abide. God is well-pleased with them, and they are well-pleased with Him. Those are the party of God. Be aware: the party of God are those who are the prosperous.

8. As pointed out by Hamdi Yazır in interpreting this verse, this Qur’anic statement should be understood in the light of or considered together with sûrah 60: 8–9. God never forbids the believers to be good and beneficial to others, even if they are unbelievers or hypocrites. He always orders goodness and justice. So what is forbidden in this verse concerning love is that a believer cannot love an unbeliever or the followers of other false religions because of their unbelief or false belief. The believers cannot prefer blood relations over the relationship created by faith. This means that the Qur’an categorically rejects racism. It also forbids loving and taking for friends those who fight against the Muslims because of their Religion and who try to violate the most fundamental rights of human beings, notably the right to believe in God and obey His commands.

**SÛRAH 59**

**AL-HASHR**

(The Gathering)

Madinah period

Revealed in Madinah, most probably in the fourth year after the Hijrah, this sûrah consists of 24 verses. It takes its name from the word ḥashr in verse 2, which means gathering people to dispatch them somewhere. The sûrah deals with the Muslims’ encounter with the Jewish tribe of Banū Nadir, and mentions the conspiracies of the hypocrites in alliance with some of the Jews. It gives instructions on the distribution of the war-gains obtained from the enemy without fighting. It also advises the believers to always be God-revering and pious, and describes God with some of His Attributes.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth glorifies God. He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.

2. He it is Who drove out those who disbelieve from among the People of the Book from their (fortified) homes as the
first instance of gathering (them for punish- 
ishment and banishment from the heart- 
land of Islam). You did not think that they 
would go forth (so easily), just as they 
thought that their strongholds would pro-
tect them against God. But (the will of) 
God came upon them from where they 
had not reckoned (it could come): He cast 
dread into their hearts. And so they were 
wrecking their homes by their own hands, 
as well as by the hands of the believers.¹ 
Learn a lesson, then, O people of insight. 
3. Had it not been that God had decreed 
banishment for them, He would certainly 
have punished them (with death and ex-
propriation) in this world. And for them 
in the Hereafter, there is the punishment 
of the Fire.

1. When God’s Messenger, upon him be peace 
and blessings, emigrated to Madinah, he signed 
a pact with the Jewish tribes living there. The 
pact stipulated that the Jews would remain 
neutral in the hostilities between the Muslims 
and the pagan Quraysh, but if there were to 
be an attack on Madinah, they would defend 
the city together with the Muslims. But the 
Jewish tribes were reluctant to honor their ag-
reements. During the Battle of Badr, they fa-
vored the Makkan polytheists; after Badr, they 
openly encouraged the Quraysh and other Arab 
tribes to unite against the Muslims. They also 
collaborated with the hypocrites, who were ap-
parently an integral part of the Muslim body-
politic. To sabotage the spread of Islam, they 
began to fan the flames of old animosities be-
tween the Aws and Khazraj, the two tribes of 
Madinan Muslims. Ka‘b ibn Ashraf, the chief 
of the Banu Qaynuqa‘, the most anti-
Muslim Jewish tribe, went to Makkah and recited 
stirring elegies concerning the Makkans killed 
at Badr to provoke the Quraysh into renewed 
hostile action. He also slandered the Muslims 
and satirized God’s Messenger in his poems.

The violation by the Jewish tribes of their 
obligations according to the treaty exceeded all 
reasonable limits. A few months after Badr, 
a Muslim woman was treated indecently by 
some Jews of Banu Qaynuqa‘, the most anti-
Muslim Jewish tribe. During the ensuing fight, 
a Muslim and a Jew were killed. When God’s 
Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, 
reproached them for this conduct and reminded 
them of their treaty obligations, the Jews 
threatened him: “Don’t be misled by your en-
counter with a people who have no knowledge 
of warfare. You were lucky. But if we fight 
you, you will know that we are men of war.”

Finally, God’s Messenger had to attack the 
Jewish Banu Qaynuqa‘; he defeated them and 
banished them from the outskirts of Madinah.

As for the Jewish Banu Nadir tribe, its 
members also secretly intrigued with the 
Makkan pagans and the Madinan hypocrites to 
destroy the Muslim community once and for 
all. They even tried to kill the Prophet while 
he was visiting them. God’s Messenger asked 
them to leave their strategic position, about 
three miles south of Madinah, and depart from 
the city. They would be allowed to return every 
year to gather the produce of their date groves. 
But when ‘Abdullāh ibn Ubayy, the chief of 
the hypocrites, promised them help in case of 
war, the Banu Nadir disagreed. They had great 
faith in their strongly built houses and other 
strongholds.

The Muslim army then besieged them 
in their fortresses. The Banu Nadir, seeing 
that neither the Makkan polytheists nor the 
Madinan hypocrites cared enough to help them, 
had to leave the city. They were dismayed, but 
their lives were spared. They were given ten 
days to remove themselves, their families, and 
all they could carry. Most of them joined their 
brethren in Syria and others in Khaybar (Ibn 
4. This is because they defied and opposed God and His Messenger. Whoever defies and opposes God, then surely God is severe in retribution.

5. Whatever (of their) palm-trees you may have cut down or left them standing on their roots, it was by God’s leave and so that He might disgrace the transgressors.

6. What of theirs God bestowed as gains of war on His Messenger – and you did not spur any horse or riding-camel for it, but God gives His Messenger mastery over whomever He wills. God has full power over everything –

7. What God has bestowed on His Messenger as gains of war from the peoples of the townships, (one-fifth of) it belongs to God, and to the Messenger, and his near kinsfolk, and orphans, and the destitute, and the wayfarer (lacking means to sustain a journey), so that it should not become a fortune circulating among the rich among you. Whatever the Messenger gives you, accept it willingly; and whatever he forbids you, refrain from it. Keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety. Surely God is severe in retribution.

8. It is also for the poor Emigrants, who have been driven from their homes and their property, seeking favor with God and His approval and good pleasure, and who help (the cause of) God and His Messenger. Those are they who are truthful (in their profession of faith and loyalty to its commands).

9. Those who, before their coming, had their abode (in Madinah), preparing it as a home for Islam and faith, love those who emigrate to them for God’s sake, and in their hearts do not begrudge what they have been given, and (indeed) they prefer them over themselves, even though poverty be their own lot. (They, too, have a share in such gains of war.) Whoever is guarded against the avarice of his own soul – those are the ones who are truly prosperous.
2. God allowed the Muslims to cut down the trees during their siege of the Banū Nadir to facilitate the operation. However, except for such strict military exigencies, the Prophet continually forbade the destruction of trees and crops. The Qurʾān’s special mention of this incident during the fighting against the Banū Nadir must refer to this extraordinary exemption.

3. For an explanation of this distribution, see surah 8: 41, note 8. The principle laid out in the sentence – *it should not become a fortune circulating among the rich among you* – is very important and is a basic characteristic of Islamic economy and social justice. Islam orders people to strive and be industrious; it does not commend begging. However, it is a fact that due to human facilities and capacities, people vary in their earning power and their wealth. But in Islam there should be no extremely rich people while there are destitute people. So, through ordinances such as those prescribed and recommended alms as a recompense for fasts that have been broken willingly, or that cannot be fulfilled due to extreme old age or permanent illnesses, and for broken oaths, and unlawful actions such as saying to one’s wife, “You are henceforth as my mother’s back to me,” (see surah 58: 1, note 1), it seeks as broad a distribution of wealth as possible, so that the standard of life will be balanced in the community.

4. These verses tell (and remind) us what praiseworthy qualities the Muhājirūn (Emigrants) and the Ansār (the Helpers – the Madinan Muslims) had and their degree in those qualities.
10. And all those who come after them (and follow in their footsteps) pray: “O Our Lord! Forgive us and our brothers (and sisters) in Religion who have preceded us in faith, and let not our hearts entertain any ill-feeling against any of the believers. O Our Lord! You are All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate (especially towards Your believing servants).

11. Have you not considered those who are hypocrites? They say to their brothers who disbelieve from among the People of the Book: “If you are driven away (from Madinah), we will certainly go out with you, and we will never obey anyone against you. If war is waged against you, we will most certainly help you.” God bears witness that they are indeed liars.

12. For if they are indeed driven away, they will never go out with them; and if war is waged against them, they will never help them. Even supposing that they would help them (in such an eventuality), they would most certainly turn their backs in flight, and so they would not receive help (from anywhere, and be destroyed because of their manifest treachery to the Muslims).

13. The dread they have of you in their hearts is more intense than their fear of God. This is because they are a people who are devoid of understanding and so cannot grasp the truth.

14. They will never fight against you as a united body (in alliance with the Hypocrites, with the Jews of Khaybar, and others), unless it be from within fortified strongholds or from behind high walls. Severe is their belligerent discord among themselves (except when not opportunistically allied in warfare against you). You think of them as one body, but in fact their hearts are at odds with one another. This is because they are a people who do not reason (and come to an understanding about the situations they face).

15. Just like those (the Jews of the Banū Qaynuqa') who, a short time before them (the Jews of the Banū Nadir), tasted the evil result of their own doings – and (in the Hereafter) for them there is (also) a painful punishment.

16. (The hypocrites have deceived them) just like Satan, when he says to human, “Disbelieve (in God)!” Then when he disbelieves, he says (to human): “Surely I am quit of you, for surely I fear God, the Lord of the worlds!”
5. Caliph ‘Umar understood from these verses that the spoils gained without fighting are for all the Muslims, including the Emigrants, the Helpers, and those succeeding them in later centuries. His view received a general welcome from other Companions.

6. As explained in note 1 above, when God’s Messenger asked the Jewish Banū Nadir tribe to leave their strategic position, about three miles south of Madinah, and depart from the city, ‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Ubayy ibn Salīl, the chief of the hypocrites, promised to help the Banū Nadir in case of war. However, when the Muslim army besieged them in their fortresses, neither the Makkan polytheists nor the Madīnan hypocrites dared to help them.

7. The hypocrites promised help to the Jews of the Banū Nadir and provoked them to fight against the Messenger. But when fighting began, the hypocrites did nothing. Their manners are like the manner of Satan. He makes promises to humans, and calls them to disbelieve or commit sins, but when they have done whatever he has urged them to do, he withdraws and derides them. Actually, he has no power to do anything to fulfill his promises. Before the Battle of Badr began, Satan told the Makkan army: “Today no power among humankind can overcome you, and for sure I am your supporter.” But when the two hosts came within sight of each other, he turned on his heels to run away and said: “Indeed I am quit of you; surely I see that which you do not see. Indeed, I fear God” ( sûrah 8:48). He had perceived that the Muslim army was supported by angels, and in fear of receiving harsh blows, he preferred to take flight. His words “Surely I am quit of you,” and “for surely I fear God,” were only excuses for his flight.
17. So the end of both (Satan and those whom he has deceived, and the hypocrites and those whom they have betrayed) is that they will find themselves in the Fire to abide therein. That is the recompense of the wrongdoers.

18. O you who believe! Keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, and let every person consider what he has forwarded for the morrow. Keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety. Surely God is fully aware of all that you do.

19. And do not be like those who are oblivious of God and so God has made them oblivious of their own selves. Those, they are the transgressors.

20. Not equal are the companions of the Fire and the companions of Paradise. The companions of Paradise, they are the triumphant.

21. If We had sent down this Qurʾān on a mountain, you would certainly see it humble itself, splitting asunder for awe of God. Such parables We strike for humankind so that they may reflect (on why the Qurʾān is being revealed to humankind, and how great and important their responsibility is).

22. God is He save Whom there is no deity; the Knower of the unseen (all that lies beyond sense-perception) and the witnessed (the sensed realm). He is the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

23. God is He save Whom there is no deity; the Sovereign, the All-Holy and All-Pure, the Supreme Author of peace and salvation, and the Supreme Author of safety and security Who bestows faith and removes all doubt, the All-Watchful Guardian, the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Compelling of supreme majesty, the One Who has exclusive right to all greatness. All-Glorified is God in that He is absolutely exalted above what they associate with Him.

24. He is God, the Creator, the All-Holy Maker (Who creates without any defects), the All-Fashioning. To Him belong the All-Beautiful Names. Whatever is in the heavens and on the earth glorifies Him, (declaring Him to be absolutely above having any defects). He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.
8. This verse is telling those who are oblivious of God and the believers: You are oblivious and unaware of yourselves. You do not want to remember death although you always consider others mortal. You hold back when confronting hardship and rendering service, but believe that you should be the first to be rewarded when it is time to collect the wages. You do not like obeying God in your lives and follow your lusts and caprices, and so are oblivious of the purpose for your worldly life. To purify yourselves of this, carry out your responsibilities, be prepared for death, and forget whatever reward you might obtain in the world. You should never forget why you are here in the world and what you should do, and for what end you are heading. You should know your true leader and follow him. Otherwise, (a Day will come and) it will be said: “We are oblivious of you today (so do not hope for forgiveness and favor), as you were oblivious of the encounter of this day of yours, and your (lasting) refuge will be the Fire, and you have no helpers (surah 45: 34).

9. For God’s Beautiful Names, see surah 7: 180, note 44; surah 17: 110, note 41.

10. It is sunnah to recite these last three verses after the Early Morning and Evening Prayers.
SŪRAH 60

AL-MUMTAHANAH

(The Woman to be Tested)

Madinah Period

Revealed in Madinah between the Treaty of Hudaybiyah and the conquest of Makkah, this surah has 13 verses. It derives its name from the 10th verse, which commands that women who have declared their conversion to Islam and emigrated to Madinah should be tested as to whether they are true. The surah also deals with what the Muslims’ relations with their disbelieving enemies should be.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. O you who believe! Do not take My enemies and your enemies for friends, offering them love and affection, while they have disbelieved in the truth that has come to you and driven the Messenger and yourselves away (from your homes) only because you believe in God, your Lord (Who has created you and sustains you). If you (now) have set forth (from your homes) to strive in My cause and to seek My approval and good pleasure, (then do not take them for friends). You reveal to them your secret in secrecy out of your love and friendship, but I am better aware (than yourselves) of what you do in secret as well as of what you disclose. Whoever does so among you has surely strayed from the right way.

2. Should they gain the upper hand over you, they will be to you as enemies (not friends), and stretch forth their hands and tongues against you with malice, and they long for you to disbelieve.

3. Your relatives will be of no benefit to you, nor even your children, on the Day of Resurrection. God will distinguish and part you from each other (according to how you believed and acted in the world). God sees well all that you do.

4. Indeed, you have had an excellent example to follow in Abraham and those in his company, when they said to their (idolatrous) people (who were their kin): “We are quit of you and whatever you worship besides God. We have rejected you (in your polytheism), and there has arisen between us and you enmity and hate forever until you believe in God alone (as the only One to be worshipped).” (So it was) except for Abraham’s saying to his father: “I most surely will plead for God’s forgiveness for
you, though I have no power at all to do anything for you against God.” (And their prayer was:) “O Our Lord! It is in You that We have put our trust, and it is to You that we turn in utmost sincerity and devotion, and to You is the homecoming.

5. “O Our Lord! Do not make us a prey to those who disbelieve (lest, in overcoming us they think their unbelief to be true and increase therein). And forgive us, our Lord (especially those of our sins that may cause us to fall prey to those who disbelieve). You are the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.”

1. When the Treaty of Hudaybiyah was violated by the attack of the Banu Bakr, an ally of the Makkas polytheists, on the Banu Khudâ‘ah, an ally of the Muslims, resulting in some of the latter being killed, God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, began to prepare for war. As always, he kept the affair quite secret and no one, including his wives and closest friends, knew where the campaign would be. However, an Emigrant named Khaṭīb ibn Abî Balta‘ah guessed the intention of God’s Messenger. He sent a letter to the Quraysh, informing them of the Messenger’s preparations. The Messenger was told of this through a Revelation, and ordered ‘Ali, Zubayr ibn al-‘Awwâm and Miqdâd ibn ‘Amr to take the letter from the woman to whom Khaṭīb had entrusted it. They did this successfully. When questioned about why he had written this letter, Khaṭīb excused himself by saying that he had family members in Makkah and desired their protection. Since this was not an ill-intended treachery and Khaṭīb was one who had proved that he was a sincere Muslim by participating in the Battle of Badr, the Messenger forgave him (Ibn Hishâm, 2: 39–42). The verse is about this incident and intends to warn the Muslims against similar events.

2. See sûrah 2: 166; sûrah 6: 94; sûrah 80: 37.

3. This saying of Abraham, upon him be peace, should be considered and evaluated together with 9: 114: The prayer of Abraham for the forgiveness of his father was only because of a promise which he had made to him. But when it became clear that he was an enemy of God, he (Abraham) dissociated himself from him. Abraham was most tender-hearted, most clement.” For the identity of Abraham’s father, see sûrah 9: 114, note 25.
6. You certainly have in them an excellent example to follow for everyone who looks forward to God and the Last Day. Whoever turns away, then (let him know that) God is He Who is the All-Wealthy and Self-Sufficient (absolutely beyond need), the All-Praiseworthy.

7. (When you obey God in His commands and prohibitions,) it may be that God will bring about love and friendship between you and those of them with whom you are in enmity. God is All-Powerful, and God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

8. God does not forbid you, as regards those who do not make war against you on account of your Religion, nor drive you away from your homes, to be kindly to them, and act towards them with equity. God surely loves the scrupulously equitable.

9. God only forbids you, as regards those who make war against you on account of your Religion and drive you away from your homes, or support others to drive you away, to take them for friends and guardians. Whoever takes them for friends and guardians, those are the wrongdoers.

10. O you who believe! When believing women come to you as emigrants, test them, (though only) God knows best their faith. Then, if you have ascertained that they are believers, do not return them to the unbelievers. They are not (being believers) lawful (as wives) for the unbelievers, nor are the unbelievers lawful (as husbands) for them. Whoever takes them for friends and guardians, those are the wrongdoers.

11. If anything of the bridal-dues of your (former) disbelieving wives (who remain among the unbelievers or have joined them) has passed to the unbelievers, and afterwards you have your turn (of victory) over them, then pay to those whose wives have gone away the equivalent of what they expended (as bridal-due). And keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, in Whom you are believers.
4. The events that are described here began after the Treaty of Hudaybiyah. The Muslims obeyed God's commands strictly, relayed to them by God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and it soon became clear that they were invincible by God's grace. In the atmosphere of peace brought about by the Treaty, many among the polytheists found opportunity to consider Islam clearly. They were finally awakened to the truth and Islam spread widely among the Arab tribes. After the conquest of Makkah in particular, nearly all the tribes embraced Islam.

5. Under the terms of the Treaty of Hudaybiyah, people or tribes could join or ally themselves with whomever they wished - the pagan Quraysh or the Muslims in Madinah - and any Makkan men who defected to Madinah would be returned. The Quraysh took this stipulation to include also married women. So when several Makkan women embraced Islam after the Treaty and emigrated to Madinah, their return to Makkah was demanded. However, since the word “men” was used in the stipulation mentioned, the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, responded that the stipulation included only the men, not the women, and he rejected the demand. This verse is concerned with these women and, of course, encompasses all women who take refuge in a Muslim land claiming that they have become Muslims and who have left their husbands on account of their religion.

6. In order to establish whether they were believers, they were asked to swear by God. It is clear that this is a procedure of legal form and effect. It is because of this that God reminds us that it is only He who can determine whether they are true believers.

7. Since a former husband who is not Muslim is not responsible for the breaking of the marriage contract, and it is the (newly Muslim) wife who is considered to be responsible, she has to refund the bridal-due that she received at the time of the marriage contract. If the woman is unable to do that, the Muslim community (or state on behalf of the community) is obliged to indemnify the former husband.

8. If the unbelievers did not return what the Muslim husbands had spent on their (former disbelieving) wives as dowry, the Muslims were to compensate this out of what the (former disbelieving) husbands had spent on their wives who had converted to Islam. Or, if the Muslims were to gain war-spoils from the unbelievers, the Muslim husbands were to be compensated out of this.
12. O Prophet! When the believing women (who have professed Islam) come to you to swear allegiance to you – that they will never associate partners with God in any way, and will not steal, and will not commit any illegal sexual intercourse, and will not kill their children, and will not indulge in slander (such as attributing any of their children to other than their own father) that they have willfully devised, and that they will not disobey you in anything that is proper – then accept their allegiance and ask God for their forgiveness. Surely God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

13. O you who believe! Do not take for friends and guardians a people who have incurred God’s condemnation and punishment: (people) who are bereft of any hope in the Hereafter (because of what their wickedness has earned), just as the unbelievers are bereft of any hope of (ever seeing again) those in the graves.

9. The stipulations are important in understanding the place of women in the Age of Ignorance and for what purposes they were employed at that time, i.e. before Islam. It may be said that the same is true in almost every age of ignorance.

AS-ṢAFF (THE RANKS)

Madinah Period

The name of this surah is derived from verse 4 where the word saff (ranks) is used in praise of the Muslims who fought in ranks, coming together as though they were a firm and solid building. This surah consists of 14 verses. It was revealed just before or just after the Battle of Uhud. It stresses the importance of striving hard in the cause of God after faith, and of the necessary concordance between professed belief and actual behavior.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. All that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth glorifies God. He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.
2. O you who believe! Why do you say what you do not do (as well as what you will not do)?

3. Most odious it is in the sight of God that you say what you do not (and will not) do.¹

4. God surely loves those who fight in His cause in ranks as though they were a firm and solid structure.

5. And (remember) when Moses said to his people: “O my people! Why do you affront me while you know indeed that I am the Messenger of God sent to you?” And so, when they swerved from the right way, God made their hearts swerve from the truth. God does not guide the transgressing people.

¹ The last two verses severely condemn saying one thing and doing another; i.e. breaking one’s promise, lying, and showing oneself to be different from what one really is. These are things that are incompatible with faith and which are signs of hypocrisy.

6. And Jesus son of Mary said: “O Children of Israel! Surely I am the Messenger of God sent to you, confirming (whatever of the truth is contained in) the Torah which was revealed before me, and bringing the glad tidings of a Messenger to come after me, whose name is Ahmad.” But when he came to them (the whole of mankind including the later generations of the Children of Israel) with the manifest signs (of his being God’s Messenger), they said: “This (which he preaches and does) is clearly (nothing but) sorcery.”

7. Who is more in wrong than him who fabricates falsehood in attribution to God, when he is being invited to Islam (which is what the promised Messenger is conveying to them)? God surely does not guide the wrongdoing people.

8. They long to extinguish God’s light with (a breath from) their mouths (as if it entailed no more than extinguishing a candle with a breath), but God will surely perfect His light, however hateful (it may be) to the unbelievers.

9. He it is Who has sent His Messenger with the guidance and the Religion of truth (based on truth, and embodying it), that He may make it prevail over all religions, however hateful it may be to those who associate partners with God.

10. O you who believe! Shall I direct you to a bargain (a deal) that will save you from a painful punishment?

11. That you believe in God and His Messenger, and strive hard in God’s cause with your wealth and persons. Doing so is what is to your own good, if you but knew it.

12. So that He may forgive you your sins and admit you into Gardens through which rivers flow, and into delightful dwellings in Gardens of perpetual bliss. That is the supreme triumph.

13. And yet another (blessing) which you love: help from God and a near victory soon to come (which will lead to further victories). Give glad tidings to the believers.

14. O you who believe! Be helpers of God’s cause and Messenger, even as Jesus son of Mary said to his disciples: “Who will be my helpers (on this way) to God?” The disciples said: “We are the helpers (in the cause) of God.” And so it happened that some of the Children of Israel believed (in him and his Message) and others disbelieved (thus becoming two groups). So We strengthened those who believed against their enemies, and they became the uppermost.

3. Jesus did not come with a new religion or message from God. He communicated the same message as all the previous Prophets had done, and the Shari'ah of Moses; the only difference was that he made lawful for them certain things that had been forbidden to them (3: 50). He also
made clear to them some of the matters in which they differed (sūrah 43:63). For Jesus and other dimensions of his Messengership, see sūrah 3:48–51, notes 8–9; sūrah 5:46–47, 110, 116–118; sūrah 19:30–34.

4. Every Prophet gave the glad tidings of the Messenger to come after him and declared his faith in him. (For the mission of the Messengers and the preceding Messenger’s giving the tiding of the advent of the one to follow, see 3:81, note 15; and for why God sent a Messenger with a Book after the others, see sūrah 5:48, note 11.)

So, it is natural that Jesus gave the glad tidings of the Prophet Muhammad, upon them be peace. It is also clear in the Gospel of John that the Children of Israel had been expecting another Prophet besides Jesus:

Now this is the testimony of John, when the Jews sent priests and Levites from Jerusalem to ask him, “Who are you?” He confessed, and did not deny; but confessed, “I am not the Christ.” And they asked him, “What then? Are you Elijah?” He said, “I am not.” “Are you that Prophet?” And he answered, “No.” Then said they to him, “Who are you, that we may give an answer to those who sent us? What do you say about yourself?” He said: “I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness: ‘Make straight the way of the Lord,’ as the prophet Isaiah said.” (John, 1:19–23)

As understood from this passage, the Children of Israel had been expecting the coming of the Christ (Messiah), Elijah, and another Prophet (that prophet) who must have been known and who was expected by everyone at that time.

As explained in Appendix 1, this prediction is supported by several references. Paráklētos (differently rendered as Counselor, Helper, or Comforter in different versions of the New Testament) is, in fact, a corruption of Períklytos (the “Much-Praised”). Its Aramaic counterpart is Mawhamana, which means Ahmad. Ahmad and Muhammad are derived from the same root verb, “Ha-Mi-Dā” meaning to praise. However, Ahmad also means one who praises. In many Prophetic Traditions, it is stated that one of the Prophet Muhammad’s names is Ahmad, and this is mentioned by Hasan ibn Thābit, a famous poet during the Prophet’s time, in one of his poems. So the Prophet Muhammad was also known and mentioned as Ahmad during his own lifetime. Though the name Ahmad had not been known and used before him among the Arabs, this name became widely known and used during his time. It is of interest that Bediuzzaman Said Nursi records that the Prophet Muhammad was mentioned in the Torah also with the name Munhamanna, meaning Muhammad, the praised one. (For other predictions of the Prophet Muhammad in the Old and New Testaments, see Appendix 1.)

Concerning the Prophet Muhammad’s mission regarding the People of the Book, and their relationship with him, the Qur’ān states: They follow the (most illustrious) Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, whom they find described (with all his distinguishing features) in the Torah and the Gospel (that are) with them. He enjoins upon them what is right and good and forbids them what is evil; he makes pure, wholesome things lawful for them, and bad, corrupt things unlawful. And he relieves them of their burdens (remaining of their own Law) and the restraints that were upon them. So those who believe in him (with all sincerity), honor and support him, and follow the Light (the Qur’ān) which has been sent down with him ~ those, they are the truly prosperous (7:157).

5. It is clear that God’s light is Islam, which removes “the veil of darkness” from the surface of the entire universe, a veil put there by other systems or false religions or philosophies; Islam illuminates minds, hearts, and the ways of humanity in all spheres of life and from birth to eternity.

6. For an explanation, see sūrah 9:33, note 9.

7. The bargain and the glad tidings mentioned in the verses are stated in 9:111 thus: God has bought from the believers their selves and wealth because Paradise is for them. They fight in God’s cause, and they kill or are killed. This is a promise with which God has bound Himself in the Torah and in the Gospel and in the Qur’ān. Who could be more faithful to his covenant than God? So (O believers) glad tidings to you because of the bargain you have made with Him! That indeed is the supreme triumph.
This surah of 11 verses takes its name from verse 9, in which the Jumu’ah Congregational Prayer is made obligatory. It was revealed in the early part of the Madinan period of the mission of God’s Messenger. It orders the believers to hasten towards the remembrance of God when they are called on Friday (the day of Jumu’ah). It also mentions some fundamentals of the mission of God’s Messenger, and criticizes the Jews who claimed that they alone were God’s friends.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. All that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth glorifies God, the Absolute Sovereign, the All-Holy and All-Pure, the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.

2. He it is Who has sent among the unlettered ones a Messenger of their own, reciting to them His Revelations, and purifying them (of false beliefs and doctrines, and sins, and all kinds of uncleanness), and instructing them in the Book and the Wisdom, whereas before that they were indeed lost in obvious error.

3. And (with the same mission, He has sent him) to other peoples than them who have not yet joined them (in faith). He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.

4. That is God’s grace. He grants it to whom He wills. Surely God is of tremendous grace.

5. The parable of those entrusted to carry the Torah, who subsequently do not carry it out in practice, is that of a donkey carrying a load of books (it transports what it does not understand). How evil is the example of those who (ignore what their Book teaches and) deny God’s Revelations (sent down for them and containing news of the Last Messenger)! God does not guide the wrongdoing people.

6. Say: “O you who are Jews! If you claim that you are the favorites of God to the exclusion of all other people, then wish for death, if you are truthful (in your claim).”

7. But they will never wish for it because of what they have forwarded (to the Hereafter of sins and offenses) with their own
hands. God has full knowledge of the wrongdoers.

8. Say: “Death, from which you flee, will surely meet you in any case. Then you will be returned to the Knower of the Unseen and the witnessed (all that lies beyond human sense-perception, and the sensed realm), and He will make you understand all that you were doing (and call you to account).”

1. The Jews are a people to whom the Divine Book (the Torah) was given. Most of them knew how to read and write during the Prophet’s time. But as will be pointed out in verse 5 below, although they were instructed in the Torah, they acted as if they were unaware of the value of what they had been entrusted with, just as a donkey laden with books does not understand the value of its load. On the other hand, the Arabs, who were unlettered in the sense that they had not been given the Book, or that most of them did not know how to read and write, greatly appreciated the Book sent to them through the Prophet Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, and made it the guide for their lives.
9. O you who believe! When the call is made for the Prayer on Friday, then move promptly to the remembrance of God (by listening to the sermon and doing the Prayer), and leave off business (and whatever else you may be preoccupied with). This is better for you, if you but knew.

10. And when the Prayer is done, then disperse in the land and seek (your portion) of God’s bounty, and mention God much (both by doing the Prayer and on other occasions), so that you may prosper (in both worlds).

11. Yet (it happened that) when they saw (an opportunity for) business or pastime, they broke away for it and left you standing (while preaching the sermon). Say: “What is with God is better (for you) than pastimes and business. God is the Best to be sought as provider with the ultimate rank of providing.”

2. The Friday Congregational Prayer is obligatory and a major Islamic symbol. God’s Messenger declared that God seals the heart of one who misses it three consecutive times without a valid excuse (Abū Dāwūd, “Ṣalāḥ,” 215; at-Tirmidhī, “Ṣalāḥ,” 359). There are also elements in the Friday Prayer that concern the Muslim community’s political freedom and condition, and it cannot be offered alone.

This prayer is offered during the time of the Noon Prayer, and the normal Noon Prayer is not performed on Friday. Every free, adult, sane, and resident Muslim male who can attend must attend, unless he has a valid reason not to do so. It is not obligatory upon women, children, those with valid excuses (e.g., illness, lack of security, extreme cold), and travelers.

A sermon must be made before the Friday Prayer. (The remembrance of God in the verse includes both the sermon and the Prayer itself.)

The imām gives the sermon from a pulpit while standing. He begins by praising God and calling God’s blessings and peace upon God’s Messenger and his family. Next, he gives a sermon in which he exhorts Muslims to good deeds, discourages them from evil, advises them, and seeks to enlighten them mentally and spiritually and to guide them. He should not make the sermon too lengthy. After this part of the sermon, he sits for a short while and then, standing up, praises God, calls for God’s blessings and peace upon God’s Messenger and his family, and prays for all Muslims. The congregation must listen carefully and silently.

The Friday Prayer consists of two rak’ahs. It is a sunnah to offer four rak’ahs before it, just like the four rak’ahs offered before the Noon Prayer. After the Prayer, another (supererogatory) prayer of four rak’ahs is recommended.
Particularly the scholars of the Hanafi School of Law have had some doubts about the Friday Prayer's validity under certain (political) conditions of the Muslim community. In some parts of the world, Muslims are under the general control of non-Muslims (literally and explicitly, or by indirect means), and so do not have the absolute freedom to offer their Jumu'ah Congregational Prayer and/or give the sermon in the manner that would make the Prayer and sermon valid. Therefore, to be certain that the performance of the prescribed Noon Prayer has been carried out correctly, they have ruled that another Prayer of four rak'ahs, just like the prescribed Noon Prayer, along with the intention of offering a later noon prayer, should be offered after the four-rak'ah supererogatory Prayer. They also advise following this with another supererogatory Prayer of two rak'ahs with the intention of offering the sunnah Prayer for that time.

3. This verse alludes to an event that took place during the time of the Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings. There had been a famine in Madinah when a long-expected caravan arrived from Syria. The Messenger was giving the Jumu'ah sermon, and on hearing the trumpet sound to proclaim the coming of the caravan, most of the congregation left the mosque. So the verse warns all Muslims to be attentive to the remembrance of God during the Prayer.

SŪRAH 63
AL-MUNĀFIQŪN
(The Hypocrites)

Madinah Period

Revealed in Madinah, most probably in the 6th year after the Hijrah, this surah has 11 verses, and it takes its name from the word al-munāfiqūn (hypocrites) in the first verse. It reveals the inner world of the hypocrites and their plots against Islam. It orders the believers not to cling to the passing delights of the world and to remain free of hypocrisy.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. When the hypocrites come to you, they say: “We bear witness that you are indeed God’s Messenger.” God knows that you are indeed His Messenger, and God bears witness that the hypocrites are certainly lying (they do not believe in the truth of what they say). ¹

2. They make their oaths a shelter (to hide their inner unbelief and protect themselves in the Muslim community), and so divert themselves (and seek to bar others) from God’s way. Evil indeed is what they habitually do.

3. That is because they declared faith but thereafter (inwardly) disbelieved, so a seal has been set on their hearts so that they do not grasp the truth (and cannot recover the ability to reach it).

4. When you see them, their outward form pleases you, and (their posture and speech are attractive and effective, so that) you give ear to their words when they speak. (In reality) they are like blocks of wood propped up and (draped over) in striped cloaks. ² They think (being themselves treacherous) every shout (they hear) to be against them. They are the enemies themselves, so beware of them. May God destroy them (they are liable to destruction by God)! How they are turned away from the truth (and pursue evil purposes)!
1. The hypocrites who emphatically bore witness to the Messengership of God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, in his presence, upon him be peace and blessings, were lying, saying what they did not believe in or what was contrary to their hearts. They did so in order to hide their hypocrisy and the unbelief in their hearts. One who declares something true to be true frequently, emphatically, and without any reason incurs doubt and should be doubted.

2. This description also implies the hypocrites’ manner of sitting. Due to the inferiority complex that they had developed through constant hypocrisy, they sat reclining on cushions in a manner as if they were extremely important persons. The verse also draws attention to their manner of dressing, and hints at the secret organizations of hypocrisy. Hypocrisy is always the same, and hypocrites are of the same character in different ages.
5. When it is said to them, “Come, and let the Messenger of God ask forgiveness for you (from God),” they turn away their faces, and you see them drawing back in arrogance.

6. It is alike for them whether you ask forgiveness for them or do not ask forgiveness for them: God will never forgive them (so that they might return to guidance and hope for happiness in both worlds). God surely does not guide transgressors (whose hearts are infected with irremediable hypocrisy).

7. It is they who say (to their comrades): “Do not spend on those (impoverished Muslims) who are with God’s Messenger, so that they may disperse (from around him).” But the treasures of the heavens and the earth belong to God (Who provides for whom He wills as He wills, so the hypocrites have no power to withhold anything from those impoverished Muslims). But the hypocrites do not grasp this (being incapable of truth).

8. They say: “For certain, if we return to Madinah, those with more status and power will drive out from it the weaker and lowlier ones.” But all glory and might belong to God, and (by His leave) to His Messenger and the believers. But (being incapable of knowledge of the truth) the hypocrites do not know this.

9. O you who believe! Let not your wealth nor your children (distract and) divert you from the remembrance of God. Those who do so, they are the losers.

10. And spend (in God’s cause and for the needy) out of whatever We provide for you before death comes to any of you and he says: “My Lord! If only You would grant me respite for a short while, so that I may give alms, and be one of the righteous!”

11. But never will God grant respite to a soul when its appointed term has come. God is fully aware of all that you do.
3. In fact, the hypocrites were expected to come to the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, to beg his pardon and ask for God's forgiveness because of their continuous scheming, and their plots that were revealed each time. Not only did they not do this, they even arrogantly refused the call to approach the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, so that he might pray to God for their forgiveness.

4. When God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, emigrated to Madīnah, the Arab peoples of al-Aws and al-Khazraj of Madīnah were preparing to crown ‘Abdullāh ibn Ubayy ibn Salūl as their king. So Ibn Ubayy never forgave the Messenger, and though he accepted Islam outwardly, he was always a fierce enemy of the Prophet and Islam. He collaborated with the Makkah polytheists and Madīnah Jews, and tried to bring about dissension among the Muslims. The events described in these verses happened during the return from the military expedition against the Bānū Mustaliq in the 5th year of Hijrah. Availing himself of a quarrel that had broken out between two Muslims, one from Madīnah and the other from Makkah (an emigrant), when the army had halted halfway for a rest, he tried to instigate the Ansār (Helpers) against the Muhājirūn (Emigrants). But the sagacity of the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, who ordered the army to march without halting until they reached Madīnah, was enough to extinguish the fire of dissension before it was kindled.

Verse 8 emphasizes that all glory and real power rest first with God, then with the Messenger, and then with the believers because of their faith in and submission to God. So the believers must always seek these with God and by being good, sincere Muslims.
SŪRAH 64

AT-TAGHĀBUN
(GAIN AND LOSS)

Madinah Period

This sūrah of 18 verses was revealed in Madinah. It takes its name from the phrase in verse 9, yawm at-taghābun (the day of loss for some and gain for some). The sūrah concentrates on faith in God and the Hereafter, doing one’s duty to God in reverence for Him, on sincerity, contentment, and obedience to God, and on spending in His cause.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth glorifies God. To Him belongs the sovereignty (absolute ownership and dominion of everything), and for Him are all praise and gratitude; and He has full power over everything.

2. He it is Who has created you, but among you are those who are unbelievers, and among you are those who are believers. God sees well all that you do.

3. He has created the heavens and the earth with truth (meaningfully, for a definite purpose, and on solid foundations of truth), and has formed you, and made your forms so well. And to Him is the homecoming.

4. He knows all that is in the heavens and on the earth, and knows all that you keep concealed, as well as all that you disclose. God has full knowledge of whatever lies hidden in the bosoms (of His creatures).

5. Have there not come to you the illustrative histories of those who disbelieved before, and therefore tasted the evil results of their deeds? And (in the Hereafter) there is for them a painful punishment.

6. This is because the Messengers (appointed for them) came to them consistently with manifest truths (and clear proofs of their being Messengers), but (consistently) they said, “Shall a mere mortal guide us?”, and so they disbelieved and turned away (from the warning and hope offered to them). God was independent (of any need of them: it was they who needed to believe in and obey Him). God is All-Wealthy and Self-Sufficient (on Whom the whole creation is dependent), All-Praiseworthy.

7. Those who disbelieve claim that they will never be raised from the dead. Say: “Yes indeed, by my Lord, you will certainly be raised from the dead, then you will certainly be made to understand all that you did (in the world and called to account for it).” That is easy for God.
8. Believe, then, (O humankind) in God and His Messenger, and the Light (i.e. the Qur’ān) that We send down! God is fully aware of all that you do.

9. On the Day when He will assemble you all for the Day of Assembly – that will be the day of loss (for the unbelievers) and gain (for the believers). Whoever believes in God and does good, righteous deeds, He will blot out from them their evil deeds (which they sometimes happen to commit), and admit them into Gardens through which rivers flow, therein to abide forever. That is the supreme triumph.

1. It is God Who creates everything and every event, including the actions of human beings. Whatever He creates is, in fact, beautiful in that it is His creation. His creation of humankind is also beautiful. He creates every human being with the capacity and ability to believe, but some humans misuse this capacity and ability, choosing instead to disbelieve. Since in this world people are generally judged outwardly according to their verbal profession and actions, some may be regarded and treated as believers although they are inwardly unbelievers. However, God sees fully whatever everybody does and knows them with their inner worlds, and therefore He will judge them as they really are. So the verse contains a warning for the hypocritical ones and calls everybody to sincerity in belief and action.

2. Everything in the world occurs according to certain laws God has established, and whatever a person meets as a consequence of whatever they do is also according to these laws. It is God Who has established and created both the causes and the effects. However, He is never dependent on these laws and, if He so wills, He can create or bring about different things or nothing as a result of the same cause; or He can annul a law for whomever He wills. So, though things usually occur according to certain laws which God has established, and we should consider these laws in our lives, we should never hold back from praying to God because we think that these laws are absolute, or that whatever we do we cannot escape its consequences. Those who know that God has this power and believe in Him accordingly, or those who believe in God in the perception of how He acts, submit to Him wholly and find peace and rest in their hearts in this life. For the same meaning, see surah 57: 22–23: No affliction occurs on the earth (such as droughts, famines, and earthquakes) or in your own persons (such as diseases, damages to your property, and the loss of loved ones), but it is recorded in a Book before We bring it into existence – doing so is surely easy for God – So that you may not grieve for what has escaped you, nor exult because of what God has granted you: God does not love anyone proud and boastful. Also see notes 12 and 13 concerning these verses.
10. But as for those who disbelieve and deny Our Revelations, they will be the companions of the Fire, therein to abide: how evil a destination to arrive at!

11. No affliction befalls except by God’s leave. Whoever believes in God (truly and sincerely), He guides his heart (to true knowledge of His eternal Will, and how He acts with regard to the life of His creatures, and so leads him to humble submission to Him, and to peace and serenity). God has full knowledge of all things.

12. Obey God and obey the Messenger. If you turn away (from that command, know that) what rests with Our Messenger is only to convey the Message fully and clearly.

13. God, there is no deity but He: so in God let the believers put their trust.

14. O you who believe! Among your spouses and children there may be enemies for you, so beware of them. Yet, if you pardon, forbear, and forgive (their faults towards you and in worldly matters), then (know that) God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

15. Your worldly possessions and your children are but a source of temptation and trial (for you); and God it is with Whom is a tremendous reward.

16. Keep, then, from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety as far as you can, and listen attentively and submit (to His commands), and obey Him, and spend (in His cause and for the needy) as it is to the betterment of your souls. Whoever is guarded against the avarice of his soul, those are they who are truly prosperous.

17. If you lend God a goodly loan, He will increase it manifold to you and will forgive you. God is All-Responsive (to gratitude), All-Clement (forbearing before many of the faults of His servants).

18. (And He is) the Know of the Unseen and the witnessed (all that lies beyond human sense-perception, and the sensed realm), the All-Glorious with irresistible might, the All-Wise.
3. The repetition of obey in the imperative mood for the Messenger indicates that he is also authorized to command or forbid, and that Muslims must do what he says.

Obedience to God means unconditional obedience to what has been revealed in the Qur’ān. Obedience to the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, means following his way of life (Sunnah) as closely as possible and obeying what has been enjoined and prohibited in the Qur’ān and by him. The Sunnah is a comprehensively detailed account of the life of God’s Messenger, who said: “Take care! I have been given the Book and its like [i.e. my Sunnah] together with it” (Abū Dāwūd, “Sunnah,” 5).

The Sunnah defines what is stated in general terms by referring to particular instances, and it defines the general principle underlying statements in the Qur’ān that are in themselves specific and particular. Also, the Sunnah (like the Qur’ān which it embodies) is also concerned with moral guidance, so the Sunnah provides inspiration and the horizons for moral and spiritual instruction in all spheres of life, as well as providing the inspiration and horizons (limits) within which Islamic legislation may be affected. Everything it teaches, every legal ruling, and every piece of moral instruction, which is derived from the Sunnah, remains within the framework, the spirit, the “color” and temperament, of the Qur’ān.

As stated in surah 8: 20 as well, Muslims must not turn away from the Messenger. Therefore, willful disobedience to the Sunnah, even belittling or criticizing it, is to approach heresy or apostasy.

4. Spouses are dutiful towards each other, and parents have intrinsic love for and duties towards their children. However, the love of spouses for each other and the love of parents for their children should be regulated according to the commandments of the Religion. Love of family may sometimes bar a person from his or her religious duties or cause him or her to indulge the family excessively or to work for the children and their future without considering the children’s duties towards God and their afterlife, whereas true love necessitates that parents should first consider the afterlife and the religious duties of their children. They should consider their worldly welfare within the framework of the Religion. Unfortunately, many spouses and parents neglect this cardinal principle and they misuse their love and compassion for each other and for their children. In addition to this, some spouses and children may put pressure upon each other and their parents to act without considering the religious commandments and cause each other or themselves to lose in the Hereafter. This is, in fact, enmity. So the Qur’ān draws the attention of spouses to this fact and warns them. However, despite such enmity, parents should be careful, patient, and tolerant in their mutual relations and in their approach to the conduct of their children. They can be forbearing and pardon their mutual faults towards each other and the faults of their children towards themselves. (This is what is expected from parents, but children must be extremely careful about observing the rights of their parents.) They should also overlook any faults concerning worldly matters and be able to act as educators concerning religious matters. They should always give precedence to religious matters over worldly ones.

The next verse concisely expresses this truth.

5. This statement is not contradictory with Keep from disobedience to God in reverent piety with all the reverence that is due to Him (surah 3: 102), nor does the former abrogate the latter. God should be revered and obeyed as He should because His position as God requires this. In fact, every position requires respect and obedience to the extent of its greatness. However, each human being has a capacity for respect and obedience particular to him/herself; s/he cannot go beyond this. But as we cannot know the limits of our own capacity, we must try to revere and obey God as His being God requires us to do to the utmost of our capacity.

6. This verse explains how people can be saved from the enmity of their spouses or children and be successful in the trial of their worldly possessions and children.

7. See surah 57: 11, note 7.
This surah of 12 verses was revealed in Madinah. It takes its name from its subject matter as well as from the first verse, where the verb Ṭallāqā (“to divorce”) occurs. It contains rules additional to those mentioned in Sūrat al-Baqarah concerning divorce, the waiting period, alimony, and habitation.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. O (most illustrious) Prophet! When you (Muslims) intend to divorce women, divorce them considering their waiting-period (as appointed in Law), and reckon the period (with due care), keeping from disobedience to God, your Lord, in reverence for Him and piety. (While the divorce is taking effect, during their waiting-period) do not drive them out from their houses (where they have lived with their husbands), nor shall they themselves leave, except in case they have committed an open indecency. These are the bounds set by God. Whoever exceeds the bounds set by God has surely wronged his own self. You do not know: it may be that afterward God will enable some new situation (to come about between the concerned parties).

2. Then, when they reach the end of their waiting-term, either retain them in a fair manner and in observance of their rights, or (the waiting-period having ended) part with them in a fair manner and in observance of their rights. And (as the commended way, in either case) call upon two (Muslim) men of probity from among you as witnesses, and establish the testimony for God (with due consciousness of your responsibility to Him). Anyone who believes in God and the Last Day is exhorted to act so. Whoever keeps from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, He enables a way out for him (of every difficulty).

3. And provides for him from where he does not reckon. Whoever puts his trust in God, He is sufficient for him (for all his needs). God surely executes what He decrees; assuredly God has appointed a measure for everything.

4. Those of your women who have passed the age of monthly courses (or those who for some reason do not have monthly periods) – if you are in uncertainty about it – their waiting-period is three (lunar) months. As for the women who are pregnant (whether divorced or widows), their
Firstly, the waiting period is until they deliver their burden. Whoever keeps from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, He makes his affair easy for him.

5. All that (which has been said) is God’s commandment which He has sent down to you. Whoever keeps from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, He blots out from him his evil deeds, and vastly enlarges reward for him.\(^5\)

1. While all the other Prophets are mentioned in the Qur’an with their names, the Qur’an usually addresses God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, by his mission. This is done in order to refer to the fact that his mission has the greatest importance and that his position is unequaled among the Prophets. According to a rule of Arabic grammar, mentioning something (a position, reputation, or an attribute) without specifying to whom it belongs, means that he who possesses this possesses it in the greatest degree. Therefore, this implies that God’s Messenger (the Prophet Muhammad), upon him be peace and blessings, is the greatest representative of the office of Prophethood.

2. Islam orders that if a man wishes to divorce his wife he should do so during the time when she is not in the course of a monthly period and he has had no intercourse with her. The wife is then to wait for three monthly courses, during which the husband is obliged to provide for her and cannot force her to leave the home. They can turn to each other during this period. If they do so, they do not have to renew the marriage contract. If they turn to each other after the end of this period, they have to renew it. This divorce can also occur for a second time; but if it is repeated for a third time, they can no longer turn to each other, unless the woman first marries another man and divorces him or is divorced by him. For other ordinances concerning divorce, see surah 2: 228-232, 234, notes 152-154; surah 33: 49, note 23.

3. That is, there may be reconciliation between the divorced spouses and they may resume their marital relations before the final divorce occurs. This statement is a warning to observe the bounds set by God. If we observe them strictly, God may bring about a new thing that will please us. So we must submit to God and carry out His orders without transgressing the limits set by Him.

4. That is, God has established certain causes, conditions, and limits, and a certain frame and, therefore, a certain result for everything. Nothing occurs beyond the limits which He has established.

5. Blotting out evil deeds means forgiving the minor sins that may have been committed in obeying God’s commandments. It is as stated in: If you avoid the major sins which you have been forbidden, We will blot out from you your minor evil deeds and make you enter by a noble entrance (to an abode of glory) (4: 31). So it may be inferred that disobedience to the orders and prohibitions of the Qur’an concerning divorce and the waiting-period in these verses, within the framework of taqwā (piety and reverence for God), is a major sin. It may also be inferred that a believer should be careful concerning all of God’s commandments (orders and prohibitions).
6. House them (the divorced women during their waiting-period in a part of the house) where you dwell and provide for them, according to your means; and do not harass them so as to straiten conditions for them (thus forcing them to leave). If they are pregnant, maintain them until they deliver their burden; and if (after the delivery and the waiting-period has ended) they suckle (the baby) for you, give them their due payment. Take counsel with each other (about the matter and payment for suckling) according to customary good and religiously approvable practice. If you find yourselves making difficulties (and so unable to come to an agreement), then let another (woman) suckle (the baby) on behalf of him (the baby’s father, who must settle the expense).

7. Let him who has abundant means spend accordingly; and whoever is granted his provision in (narrower) measure, let him spend out of what God has granted him. God does not charge a soul with a duty except in what He has (already) granted it (of capacity to discharge that duty). God will bring about, after hardship, ease.

8. How many a township has turned in arrogance from the commandment of its Lord and His Messengers, and so We called them to account with a severe reckoning (by exposing them to awesome calamities), and punished them with a dire punishment.

9. So they tasted the evil result of their own doings, and the outcome of their doings was ruin.

10. God has prepared for them a severe punishment (in addition, in the Hereafter). So keep from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety to deserve His protection, O people of discernment who have believed! Indeed, God has sent down to you a Reminder (this Book of guidance to what is true, instructing you in what is for your good and what is against it).

11. (And as its embodiment, He has also sent you) a Messenger reciting (and so conveying) to you God’s signs and Revelations, which show the truth clearly and illuminate your way, so that He may lead you out of all kinds of darkness into the light, and keep you firm therein. Whoever (truly and sincerely) believes in God and does good, righteous deeds, He will admit him into Gardens through which rivers flow, therein to abide forever. God has indeed granted him an excellent provision (as faith and good deeds in this world, and Paradise in the Hereafter).
12. God is He Who has created seven heavens and of the earth the like of them; His commands (concerning the creation and its operation, and the life of the inhabitants of the heavens and earth) descend through them, so that you may know for certain that surely God has full power over everything, and that God indeed encompasses all things in (His) Knowledge.

6. This, as well as the following verse, is, in one respect, the summation of what befell the Jews, Christians, and Muslims when they broke with God’s commandments in their daily lives.

7. The earth and the heavens are like two countries under one government that conduct important relations and transactions. For example, He directs the affair from heaven to the earth; then the affair ascends to Him in a day the measure of which is a thousand years of what you reckon (Sūrah 32: 5; and see note 4). Moreover, the earth needs the light, heat, blessings, and forms of mercy (like rain) sent from the heavens. Also, as all Revealed religions confirm, angels and spirit beings descend to the earth for certain purposes. Thus, we may deduce that the inhabitants of the earth can ascend to the heavens.

People can travel to the heavens via their minds, visions, and imaginations. Freed from or purified of their carnal and material being’s gross heaviness, the spirits of Prophets and saints travel in such realms; our Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings, traveled through all the realms of the heavens with his spirit and body, which gained the refinement of spirit; this is what we call the Ascension (Mi’rāj); and God lifted up the Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace, with both his spirit and body to the heavens. The spirits of ordinary people do so after death, and then are returned to the intermediate realm (between this world and the next). Since those who are “lightened” and have acquired “subtlety” and spiritual refinement travel there, certain inhabitants of the earth may go to the heavens if they are clothed in an “ideal” body, energetic envelope, or immaterial body or form, and are light and subtle like spirits. And also, humankind can physically travel to the heaven.

The earth, as Said Nursi describes it (The Words, “The 15th Word,” 195), despite its small size and insignificance when compared with the heavens, is the heart and center of the universe with respect to its meaning and art, for it is our cradle and dwelling place. Moreover, it exhibits all the miracles of the Divine Names and concentrates and reflects God’s infinite activity as the Master, Sustainer, Trainer, and Ruler of all beings. It is also the center and pivot of the endless Divine creativity displayed in infinite liberality, particularly in the numerous small plant and animal species, as well as in the microcosm of samples of all that is found in the Hereafter’s truly vast worlds: the speedily operating workshop for eternal textiles, the fast-changing place of copies of eternal scenes, and the narrow, temporary field and tillage that rapidly produces seeds for the permanent Gardens (in the Hereafter).

Due to this immaterial greatness and importance with respect to art, the wise Qur’ān puts the earth on a par with the heavens, although it is like the tiny fruit of a huge tree when compared with the heavens. It places the earth on one side of the scales and the heavens on the other, and repeatedly says, the “Lord of the heavens and the earth” (mentioning both together).
Sūrah 66

AT-TAHRĪM (PROHIBITION)

Madinah period

Revealed in Madinah seven or eight years after the Hijrah, this sūrah of 12 verses takes its name from the infinitive form of the verb ḤarRaMa (forbid, make something unlawful) that occurs in the first verse. It warns against any disrespect towards God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and that righteousness lies not in belonging to a certain family but in one’s faith and good deeds. It also calls believers to repentance for their misdeeds.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. O (most illustrious) Prophet! Why do you forbid (yourself) what God has made lawful to you, seeking to please your wives? And God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate.

2. God has already decreed for you (O believers) on the breaking of your oaths (of not fulfilling what is not just and right, and the expiation thereof). God is your Guardian, and He is the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.

3. (It so happened that) the Prophet confided something to one of his wives, and when she divulged it (to another), and God acquainted him of it, he made known part of it, and missed out part. And when he informed her of it, she asked: “Who has told you this?” He said: “He informed me Who is the All-Knowing, the All-Aware.”

4. If you two (wives of the Prophet) turn to God in repentance (then that is indeed what you should do); for the hearts of both of you swerved (from what is right). But if you back each other up against him, (be mindful that) God Himself is His Guardian, and that Gabriel, and the righteous ones among the believers, and all the angels besides, are his helpers.

5. It may happen that his Lord, if he should divorce you (O wives of the Prophet), will give him in your place wives better than you – submissive to God (muslimah), true in faith (mu’minah), devout in obedience to God, penitent, dedicated to worship and fasting – widows or virgins.

6. O you who believe! Guard yourselves and your families (through the enabling discipline of the Islamic faith and worship) against a Fire whose fuel is human beings and stones. Over it are angels stern and strict (in executing the command to punish), who do not disobey God in whatever He commands them, and carry out what they are commanded (to carry out).

7. “O you who disbelieve! Do not offer excuses for yourselves this Day! You are only being recompensed for what you used to do (in the world).”
1. Although there are some reports about what the Messenger had forbidden himself, that God had made lawful to him, the gist is as follows:

   The Messenger was extremely kind. He was particularly kind towards his wives. In order not to cause any trouble for anybody, he had to bear many hardships. God established exceptional rules for him, particularly in relation to his family life, so that there would not be any undue problems for him (in fulfilling his mission) (33: 50). Therefore, the statement, "Why do you forbid (yourself) what God has made lawful to you?" expresses a consolatory warning. It is interesting that both this verse and verse 33: 50, which contains exceptional rules for the Messenger, end with the phrase, *God is All-Forgiving, All-Compassionate*. This means that God had willed ease for him and was particularly compassionate towards him.

2. See surah 2: 224–225; surah 5: 89.

3. This explicitly shows that the Revelations that the Messenger received did not consist only of what is in the Qur’an. In addition to the Qur’an, he received many other Revelations, and declared: “Take care! I have been given the Book and its like together with it” (Abū Dāwūd, “Sunnah,” 5).

4. This verse teaches us four important things:
   • Doing something which will affront the Messenger causes one’s heart to swerve, as declared in 61: 5: *And (remember) when Moses said to his people: “O my people! Why do you affront me while you know indeed that I am the Messenger of God sent to you?”*. And so, when they swerved from the right way, God made their hearts swerve from the truth. God does not guide the transgressing people.
   • Any disloyalty from inside a home or country is usually more dangerous than that from outside.
   • Whatever scheme is made against God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, God will absolutely protect him. In addition, Gabriel, who brings him God’s Revelation, those who are advanced in righteousness among the believers, and all other angels are also his helpers. So no one can cause any harm to him or his mission.
   • Even being a wife of a Prophet is not enough to save one unless one believes and does good deeds. Rather, according to the rule, responsibility is proportionate to authority or blessing; the greater the favor God blesses one with, the greater the responsibility. (Also see surah 33: 29–32.)

5. This is the second warning in the Qur’an to the wives of God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, (for the first one, see surah 33: 29–33, and for the Messenger’s relationship with his wives, see surah 33, note 16). This verse does not mean that his wives did not have the praiseworthy qualities mentioned. Rather, it reminds them that both as Muslim women and, especially, as the wives of the Messenger, they should set an example for all other believing women; thus, they should have these qualities in the highest degree and retain them.

6. This verse, which addresses the unbelievers, contains a severe warning for the Muslims also. It warns that any disobedience to God and His Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and doing things that will affront either of them may drive them to unbelief and therefore to the Fire in the Hereafter. So, they must also be on the alert against sins.
8. O you who believe! Turn to God in sincere and reforming repentance. It is hoped that your Lord will blot your evil deeds from you and admit you into Gardens through which rivers flow, on a Day when God will not disgrace nor disappoint the Prophet and those who believe in his company. Their (the believers') light will shine and spread before them, and on their right hands, as they say: “Our Lord! Perfect our light (by Your grace so that we may reach Paradise), and forgive us. Surely You have full power over everything!”

9. O Prophet! Strive hard against the unbelievers and the hypocrites (as occasion and conditions require), and be stern against them. Their final refuge is Hell: how evil a destination to arrive at!

10. God presents the wife of Noah and the wife of Lot as an example for those who disbelieve. They were married to two of Our righteous servants yet betrayed them (by rejecting the Messages they brought from God and collaborating with the unbelievers). But they (their husbands) availed them nothing against God, and it was said to them: “Enter the Fire with all those who enter it!”

11. And God presents the wife of the Pharaoh as an example for those who believe. She prayed: “My Lord! Build for me a home in Paradise in nearness to You, and keep and save me from the Pharaoh and his conduct, and save me from the wrong-doing people.”

12. And also Mary, the daughter of 'Imrān, who kept herself chaste (body and soul), so We breathed into it out of Our Spirit, and who affirmed the truth of the words of her Lord (His Revelations – commandments, promises and warnings – to His Messengers), and His Books; and she was of those devoutly obedient to God.
7. ‘Ali, the Prophet’s cousin and son-in-law and the fourth Caliph, may God be pleased with him, describes a sincere, reforming repentance as follows:

In order that your repentance can be a sincere, reforming, and valid one, you should (1) sincerely feel remorse for the sin you have committed; (2) fulfill all the obligatory religious duties and make up the missed ones; (3) return any right you have usurped to its owner; (4) beg the pardon of those you have offended; (5) resolve not to commit again the sin you have committed; and (6) make your carnal soul taste the difficulty of obedience to God as you have caused it to taste the pleasure of sinning (Yazır, Zamakhşarī).

8. God is never obliged to accept repentance, but a repentant one should sincerely hope that He will accept it and forgive them.

9. This means that human beings are fallible, and except for the Prophets, almost everyone goes to the other world with some sins. In addition, the good deeds of human beings will not be enough for them to provide the light that they will need in order to reach Paradise from the very moment they will be resurrected. So they will pray to God to complete their light purely out of His grace (ṣūrah 57: 12, 19). They will also need forgiveness in order to be saved from the darkness of their sins. On the other hand, the hypocrites will not be able to advance towards Paradise and will be enveloped by the darkness of their hypocrisy (ṣūrah 57: 13).

10. For an explanation, see ṣūrah 9: 73, note 15; verse 123, note 28.

11. This is the final judgment against them, and also a reference to their condition in the grave.

12. Some reports say that the name of the Pharaoh’s wife was Āṣyā. The prayer the Qur’ān quotes from her explains her sincere and deeply established faith in and devotion to God, and her keeping away from the wrongdoings of the Pharaoh and the rebellion of his people against God. Some interpreters infer from “his deeds” that God also saved her from intercourse with the Pharaoh. The Pharaoh may have been (sexually) impotent and had no offspring, as many Pharaoh-like tyrants have been throughout history. This carries the implication that their tyrannical rule will not last long.


14. God not only breathed into Mary to conceive of Jesus, upon him be peace, a “spirit” from Him, but also breathed it into the “body” He fashioned out of clay so that Adam, upon him be peace, might come to the world. For the meaning of God’s breathing out of His Spirit, see ṣūrah 4: 171, note 34; ṣūrah 15: 29, note 8. Even though the verse attributes the breathing into Mary to God, this is because it is God Who creates every act of every being. In fact, it was the Archangel Gabriel or another, angel-like Spirit (see ṣūrah 19: 17, note 3).
Sūrah 67
AL-MULK
(THE SOVEREIGNTY)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 30 verses was revealed in Makkah. It derives its name from the first verse where the word al-mulk (sovereignty) occurs. The basic points the sūrah deals with are the testimony of the universe to God’s Oneness, the end of the unbelievers who pay no heed to God’s Messages, God’s favors to humankind, and human dependence on God in both worlds.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Blessed and Supreme is He in Whose Hand is the Sovereignty; and He has full power over everything.

2. He Who has created death and life, so that He may try you (and demonstrate to yourselves) which of you is better in deeds; and He is the All-Glorious with irresistible might (Whose will none can frustrate), the All-Forgiving (Who forgives many of His servants’ sins so that they learn from being tested);

3. He Who has created seven heavens in harmony. You do not see any fault or incongruity in the creation of the All-Merciful. Look yet again: can you see any rifts?

4. Then look again and yet again (and however often you do so, with whatever instruments to aid your looking), your sight will fall back to you dazzled (by the splendor of God’s creation), and awed and weakened (being unable to discern any flaw to support any excuse for claiming that there could be any sharing in the dominion of the universe).

5. And, indeed, We have adorned the lowest heaven (the heaven of the world) with lamps (stars), and made (out of) them missiles to drive away devils; and for them We have prepared (in the Hereafter) the punishment of the Blaze.

6. And also for those who disbelieve in their Lord is the punishment of Hell. How evil a destination to arrive at!

7. When they are cast into it, they will hear its raucous breath (by which they are sucked in) as it boils up,

8. Almost bursting with fury. Every time a group is cast into it, its keepers will ask them: “Did no warner ever come to you?”

9. They will say: “Yes, indeed, a warner came to us but we denied (him) and said (to him): “God has never sent down anything; you are only in a great error.”

10. They will say: “If only we had listened (to him) or reasoned (and distinguished what was to our benefit from what was to our harm, and acted accordingly), we would not (now) be among the companions of the Blaze.”
11. Thus will they acknowledge their sins, but God’s mercy will (then) be far from the companions of the Blaze!
12. As for those who stand in awe of their Lord though unseen (beyond their perception), for them there is forgiveness (to bring unforeseen blessings), and a great reward.

1. Death is not the end of a life or the removal of life from living things or beings. Rather, it is something that is created, like life. God creates death in a living thing or being and so that thing or being dies. Since God’s creation is at all times beautiful, death is also beautiful. This is because all human beings have an intrinsic feeling of eternity, and so feel imprisoned in the narrow confines of the material world as they yearn for eternity. Whoever is aware of their conscious nature will hear it pronouncing eternity, over and over again. If we were given the whole universe, we would still hunger for the eternal life for which we have been created. This natural inclination towards eternal happiness comes from an objective reality: the existence of eternal life and our desire for it. Death is the door that opens onto eternity.

Those who believe and live righteous lives are greeted with opened windows from the places reserved for them in Paradise. The Prophet Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, stated that the souls of the righteous are drawn out as gently as flowing water from a pitcher. Even better than that, martyrs do not feel the agony of death and do not even know that they are dead. Instead, they consider themselves as being transferred to a better world and enjoy perfect happiness.

Although death seems to bring decomposition, extinguish life, and destroy pleasure, in fact, it represents a Divine discharge from the heavy duties of worldly life. It is no more than a change of residence, a transference of the body, and an invitation to and the beginning of everlasting life. It releases us from the hardships of this worldly life, which is a turbulent, suffocating, narrow dungeon that gradually becomes harder with old age and illness, and admits us to the infinitely wide circle of the mercy of Eternal, Beloved One. There we may enjoy the everlasting company of our beloved ones and the consolation of a happy, eternal life.

The world is continually enlivened through acts of creation and death. Death leads to a more perfect life. The dying of plants, the simplest level of life, proves itself a work of Divine artistry, like their lives, but one that is more perfect and better designed. When the seed of a fruit dies in the soil, it seems to decompose and rot away. But in reality, it undergoes a perfect chemical process, passing through predetermined stages of re-formation, and ultimately grows again into an elaborate, new tree. So a seed’s death is really the beginning of a new tree, a new, more perfect and elaborate life. Since the death of fruit, vegetables, and meat in our stomachs causes them to rise to the degree of human life, in this sense their death can be regarded as more perfect than their lives. Since the dying of plants is so perfect and serves so great a purpose, our deaths, given that we are the highest form of life, must be much more perfect and serve a still greater purpose. Once we have gone underground, we certainly will be brought into eternal life.


3. Said Nursi describes the splendor of the universe in his inimitable style as follows:

The universe is like a magnificent palace, a well-ordered factory, a well-planned city, all of whose elements or parts are interrelated with one another and with the whole of it, all at the same time, and which work together for great purposes. Even over long distances, elements hasten to help each other when needed and do not get lost. For example, the sun and the moon, day and night, and summer and winter work with plants to help animals and to help convey their food to them, which they take from the treasury of Mercy. Animals hasten to help human beings. For example, honeybees and silkworms take honey and silk from the treasury of the All-Merciful and prepare them for the use of humankind. Particles of soil, air, and water help fruit and vegetation, each of which has a different taste and quality of nourishment. In turn, they help the body’s cells in perfect orderliness and for great purposes.
This perfect, purposeful, and well-arranged mutual helping is manifested by all of those things, especially inanimate objects. It is also an evident proof and clear argument that they are servants of an All-Wise Sustainer, workers controlled by a Munificent Manager, who all work by His command and leave, and by His Power and Wisdom.

On the surface of this planet, we observe acts of ever-original and purposeful creation. These occur in infinite abundance together with beautiful and perfect artistry; with absolute ease and in perfect order and arrangement; at incredible speed with no loss of proportion, firmness, or substantiality; and in an infinite distribution of species together with each individual’s infinite beauty. These acts occur with the greatest economy or lowest cost imaginable, yet every individual is priceless, distinguished perfectly from everything else while having the highest correspondence and similarity between and among species, despite the vast distances of time and space. They are in balance with an absolute variety, a perfect individualization of characters and features, though generated from similar or even the same materials, structural principles, and organization. Each thing is enough to manifest the stamp of the One and Single Creator and Lord. Perfect artistry despite abundance, perfect order despite absolute ease, perfect measure, proportion, and firmness despite incredible speed, perfect individualization despite world-wide distribution, the highest price and value despite the greatest economy, perfect distinction despite absolute integration and similarity – all point to the One, Single Creator and Lord, Who has absolute Will, Power, and Knowledge (Mathnawi an-Nuriyah, 51–52).

4. Concerning these “missiles” thrown to drive away devils, Said Nursi writes:

The earth and the heavens are interconnected like two countries under one government, and there are journeys between them (See also surah 65, note 7). Important necessities for the earth are sent from the heavens, pure spirits travel to the heavens, and evil spirits, in imitation of pure ones, attempt to travel to the heavenly abode. Physically, these are subtle beings made of smokeless fire. However, they will certainly be repulsed and repelled, for by nature they are evil and unclean. As the silence and tranquility, the order and serene regularity of the heavens, and their vastness and radiance show, their inhabitants are not like those of the earth; they are all obedient to God and do whatever He commands them. There is nothing to cause quarrels or disputes among them because they are innocent, their realm is vast, their nature is pure, and their stations are fixed. So when devils or evil spiritual beings attempt to ascend to the heavens, the pure inhabitants there are mobilized to repel them.

Without a doubt, there must be a sign or reflection in the visible, material world of this important interaction and contest. For the wisdom of the sovereignty of Divine Lordship requires that the Lord should put a sign, an indication, for conscious beings, particularly for humankind, whose most important duty is observing, witnessing, supervising, and acting as a herald to His significant disposals in the realm of the Unseen. This is just as He has made the rain and the sun’s heat a sign for them to explain, in physical terms, His countless miracles in spring, and has also made apparent (natural) causes as the indications of the wonders of His art, so that He may call the inhabitants of the visible, material world to witness them, indeed to attract the attentive gaze of all the inhabitants of the vast heavens and the earth to that amazing exhibition. That is, He displays the vast heavens as a castle or a city arrayed with towers on which sentries are posted, so that those inhabitants of the heavens and earth may reflect on the majesty of His Lordship.

Since wisdom requires the announcement of this elevated contest, there will surely be a sign for it. However, other than the fact that some stars are being used as “missiles” against the devils, no event among those of the atmosphere and heavens seems to be appropriate to this announcement. For it is evident how suitable these stellar events are for the repulsion of the devils, events that resemble missiles and rockets fired from the formidable bastions of high castles. Furthermore, unlike other events that take place in the heavens, no other function is known for such stellar
events. In addition, this function has been widely recognized since the time of Adam, and witnessed by those who know the reality of things and events.

Like angels and other creatures, there are also many different varieties of stars. Some are extremely small, and some are extremely large. Everything that shines in the sky can be called a star. Some are extremely small, and some are extremely large. Everything that shines in the sky can be called a star. One sort of star is that which the Majestic Creator, the Gracious Maker, has created as a sort of jewel on the face of the sky or like the shining fruit of a vast tree. He has also made them places of excursion or mounts or dwelling-places for His angels. He has made one sort of small star a missile to drive off devils and kill them. Thus, firing these shooting stars to repulse devils may have three meanings:

The first: It is a sign that there is a contest (among conscious beings) in the vastest sphere of existence.

The second: It indicates that in the heavens there are watchful guards and obedient inhabitants, i.e., Divine forces, who do not like the earthly evil-doers to mix with and eavesdrop on them.

The third: The spying devils, who are representatives of the futility of the wickedness of the earth, attempt to soil the clean and pure realm of the heavens inhabited by pure beings, and spy on the conversations of their inhabitants in the name of evil spirits (disbelieving jinn and their human companions who try to mislead people, particularly through sorcery, mediumship, and soothsaying). Shooting stars are fired to prevent these and to repulse them from the doors of the heavens. (See The Words, “The 15th Word,” 192–199.)

At this point, it will be useful to write about meteor showers. The Perseid meteor shower, for example, which is observed almost every year suggests that such meteors are shot for certain, yet unknown, important purposes. The observations made in 1993, for example, demonstrate the fact that the structure of the shower is yet little understood.

According to information given by the International Meteor Organization about the events of the 1993 shower (Astronomy, October 1993), the first results posted for the night of August 11th-12th of that year came from Japan. Up to 20:30 UT, 11 on August 11th, the meteor rates were found to be normal. A zenithal hourly rate (ZHR) of 40 meteors per hour (m/h) was tentatively assigned to the shower at that time.

However, preliminary data from European observers indicated that the rates gradually increased to a ZHR of order 100 m/h between 20:00 on August 11th and 01:00 on August 12th. Observers in France also reported a noticeable increase in rates after 00:30, on August 12th, with the rate being about twice the “normal” rate. The rates continued to climb between 01:00 and 03:00, and a preliminary ZHR of 200–250 m/h was ascribed to this period. The rates appeared to reach a maximum between 03:00 and 03:30. The ZHR at its maximum was estimated to be of the order of 500 m/h. Later observations from the Canary Islands indicated that the rates began to decline after 04:00.

Higher than normal rates were also reported by many observers in the United States and Japan. As observed by Martin Beech in Astronomy, 1993 (p. 11), the results clearly indicated that the shower did not behave as predicted. Speculation about a possible meteor storm proved incorrect. Another unexpected feature in 1993 was the high number of bright fireballs observed. Observers reported something like five times the normal level of Perseid fireballs on the night of August 11th-12th. The Perseid shower once again demonstrated how difficult it is to predict meteor shower activity.

A. Cressy Morrison (p. 100) mentions, as a typical human characteristic, the reluctance to give up fixed ideas and the stubborn resistance to accepting unfamiliar truths. The early Greeks knew that the earth was spherical, but it took two thousand years to convince (Western) men that this fact was true. New ideas encounter opposition, ridicule and abuse, but truth survives and is verified. Neither scientific studies nor developments in science can offer any excuse not to accept God. What we observe in nature, and what we obtain from it, must encourage us to know Him more closely and to see the strong bridge between science and religion, the world and the Hereafter, and between reason and spirit.

5. See surah 8: 37; surah 39: 71.
13. Whether you keep concealed what you intend to say or speak it out loud, He surely has full knowledge of all that lies in the bosoms.

14. Is it conceivable that One Who creates should not know? He is the All-Subtle (penetrating to the most minute dimensions of all things), the All-Aware.

15. He it is Who has made the earth subservient to you (as if a docile animal), so go about through its shoulders (uplands) and eat of His provision; but (be ever mindful that) to Him will be the Resurrection.

16. And yet, are you secure that He Who is above everything will not cause the earth to swallow you up then, when it is in a state of commotion?

17. Or are you secure that He Who is above everything will not send against you a deadly sand-storm? Then you will know how My warning is.

18. Indeed, those before them denied (the truth and were destroyed). So (reflect on) how awesome was My disowning them!

19. Have they never considered the birds above them, flying in lines with wings they spread out and fold in? Nothing holds them up except the All-Merciful. He indeed sees everything very well.

20. Who is there that will be an “army” for you, (a means of strength and support) to help you (to survive or succeed), apart from the All-Merciful? The unbelievers are surely in nothing but delusion.

21. Who is there that can provide for you if He should withhold His provision? No, but they persist in disdain and aversion (in obstinate flight from truth and reality).

22. (Now consider:) Is one who goes prone upon his face (with no breadth or depth to his line of sight, barely seeing what is touching his face) better guided, or one who goes upright (with a clear line of sight to what is ahead of him) on a straight path?

23. Say: “He it is Who has brought you into being and endowed you with hearing, and eyes, and hearts. How little you give thanks!

24. Say: “He it is Who has multiplied you on the earth, and (it is) to Him you will be gathered (to give account of your life on that earth).

25. They say (questioning with derision): “When is this promise (of gathering) to be fulfilled, if you are truthful (in your claim)?”

26. Say: “The knowledge (of that, and true and full knowledge of all things) is with God. And I am but a plain warner.”
6. This is of high significance. Humans who manufacture something prepare a manual to describe how it must be used and we use it according to that guide. This means that one who manufactures it knows it best, and that only one who truly knows can manufacture it. So God, being the All-Knowing, creates; and being the Creator, He knows all that He creates. Thus, we must conclude that One Who knows and creates is entitled to and should control and govern it, because only the One Who creates and knows can govern what He creates in the best way. However, it shows the injustice and ignorance of humankind that while they claim authority over what they make or manufacture, they deny God’s authority over what He creates.

7. The phrase, *going about through the shoulders of the earth* means that although it is impossibly difficult to travel on the shoulders of a horse or camel, the earth is more compliant to humankind than a trained camel or horse. In addition, the verse implies that God’s provision exists more on the shoulders of the earth (the mountains and uplands) and the plains among them. So the verse calls humanity to explore the mountains for the provision God has created in them.
27. But then, when they see it close at hand, the faces of those who disbelieve turn black with grief, and it will be said to them (who had been so mocking): “This is what you were calling for (derisively).”

28. Say: “Have you ever considered (this): whether God destroys me and those in my company or He has mercy on us (and enables us to triumph), then who is there that can protect the unbelievers from a painful punishment?”

29. Say: “He is the All-Merciful. In Him We believe, and in Him we put our trust, so you will soon come to know who it is that is lost in obvious error.”

30. Say: “Have you ever considered (this): If your water should vanish underground (leaving you with no source of water), who is there that can bring to you (a source to replace it of) gushing water?”

8. The last verses contain a strong argument for God’s Existence and Oneness, silencing the opponents. “We have believed in God and do rely on Him. If, supposing the inconceivable, we were mistaken, what harm would we suffer? But if we are true and you deny a truth, which is the greatest and most important truth of life and being, then who will be able to save you from the consequence of your denial, which is eternal punishment?”

SŪRAH 68

AL-QALAM (THE PEN)

This sūrah of 52 verses is one of the earliest Revelations in Makkah. It takes its name from the word al-qalam (the Pen) in the opening verse. It categorically refutes some allegations of the polytheists against God’s Messenger and proves the office of Prophethood. It cites the perfect character of the Messenger as the most visible and undeniable proof of his Prophethood. It warns against the evil consequences of ingratitude and unbelief, and promises the believers a happy, eternal life in the Hereafter.
6. Which of you is afflicted with madness.
7. Surely your Lord is He Who knows best who is astray from His way, and He knows best those who are rightly guided.
8. So pay no heed to (the desires of) those who persistently deny (God's Message).
9. They wish you to compromise (with them in matters of faith), so they would compromise (with you).
10. Pay no heed to any contemptible oath-maker (who swears much with no consideration of truth, and no will to act on his word);
11. A defamer, circulating slander (in all directions),
12. Who hinders the doing of good, transgressor of all bounds (of sense or decency), one addicted to sinning,
13. Cruel and ignoble, and in addition to all that, morally corrupt,
14. Because he has wealth and many sons.
15. When Our Revelations are recited to him, he says: “Fables of the ancients.”

1. Endowing humankind with the capacity of speech is one of God's greatest blessings. The greatest expression is the Qur'an, which is also God's greatest blessing on humankind (sūrah 55: 1–4). God also draws attention to the fact that He has taught humans to write with the pen (96: 4). One of the basic reasons for which the Qur'an has come down to us unchanged is that God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, had it written down by scribes, verse by verse. Writing is the most important means of both storing and transmitting information. So due to this great importance, God swears by the Pen – especially the pens with which the Qur'an was written down – and what is written with the pen – especially the Qur'an. Nūn is one of the abbreviated or isolated letters, concerning which see sūrah 2, note 1. In addition to its other meanings or implications, nūn may be referring to the inkpot or similar equipment used in writing. In addition, the Qur'an calls the Prophet Jonah Dhu 'l-Nūn (the owner of Nūn) in sūrah 21: 87 and verses 48–50 of this sūrah also mention him. So according to some, Nūn also refers to the fish which swallowed up the Prophet Jonah, upon him be peace.

2. The sublime character of God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and the praiseworthy qualities he had in the greatest degree are known to history and to everybody. Including his fiercest opponents in his time, no one, except some blind, willfully prejudiced orientalists, has ever been able to say anything that could taint his pure person. For an account of his most sublime qualities, see The Messenger of God: Muhammad, pp., 279–309.

With his every act and word, he represented the Qur'an. As his wife 'A'ishah said, he was a perfect embodiment of the Qur'an. So the verse also points to this fact and means that every word and act of his is an embodiment of a Qur'anic principle.
16. We will brand him on the nose (to mark indelibly his disgrace).
17. For sure, We try them (with drought as they rely on their wealth and children We have granted them and reject Our call), just as We tried the owners of the garden. They swore that they would assuredly harvest its produce the next day.
18. They made no allowance (in their oaths, being oblivious of the rights of the needy and oblivious of God’s will).
19. Then a visitation from your Lord encompassed it while they were sleeping.
20. So by morning it had become bleak.
21. So they cried out to one another, having risen for the morning:
22. “Hurry to your cultivated land if you mean to harvest (its produce)!”
23. So they set out, confiding to one another:
24. “(Take care) that no destitute enter there on you today.”
25. So early they went, firmly resolved in intent (to collect the harvest and not share it with the destitute).
26. But when they saw it, they said: “We have assuredly arrived at the wrong place!”
27. (Then when they realized that it was indeed their garden:) “No, rather we are made destitute!”
28. The one more equitable among them said: “Did I not say to you: ‘Will you not glorify God?’”
29. They said: “All-Glorified is our Lord! Indeed we have done wrong (by regarding ourselves as self-sufficient and not dependent on Him).”
30. Then they approached one another, reproaching themselves.
31. They said: “Oh, woe to us! We were habituated to arrogance and rebellion.
32. “It may be that our Lord will grant us something better than this instead. Surely to our Lord do we turn with hope.”
33. That is (an example of) the punishment (such as the ingrate rebellious may be made to endure in the world); and certainly, the punishment of the Hereafter is greater, if they but knew!
34. For the God-revering, pious there are Gardens of bounty and blessing with their Lord.
35. Do We ever treat those who have submitted to God like the disbelieving criminals (who have submitted only to their own lusts and fancies)?
36. What is the matter with you (that you can judge so)? How can you judge (that all are valued alike in God’s sight whether
they are as Muslims, wholly submitted to God or not)?

37. Or do you have a Book (revealed by God) that you read,

38. Wherein you find that you will indeed have whatever you prefer (to have)?

39. Or do you have a covenant with Us confirmed by Us on oath as binding until the Day of Resurrection, that you will have whatever you judge (should be yours)?

40. Ask them (seeing that they do not have such a covenant) which of them will vouch for that?

41. Or do they have partners (with God who guarantee them whatever they wish for themselves)? Then let them produce their partners if they are truthful (in their claim).

42. On the Day when the truth will be manifest and they are in trouble, and being called to prostrate, they will be incapable of it:

3. That is, ‘Why do you not acknowledge Him as Lord, Who alone sustains and provides all that we are and have? Why do you not hold Him in awe, Who does not admit any partner in His authority, and is not pleased with arrogance and wrongdoing?’
43. Downcast will be their eyes, with abasement overwhelming them. Assuredly they were called to prostrate while they were yet safe and whole (in the world, but they did not).

44. So leave Me with such as deny this Word (the Qur’ān). We will lead them on to perdition step by step from where they do not know.

45. But I grant respite to them (so that they may mend their ways). My scheme (all that is willed for them) is firm and unfailing.

46. Or is it that you ask them for a wage (in return for your calling them to Our Word), and so they are weighed down with debt?

47. Or do they have the authority to determine what will happen in the future that they prescribe and stipulate (what is to come, and how they are to be judged)?

48. So wait patiently for your Lord’s judgment, and do not be like the companion of the fish, when he called out choking inwardly (with distress).

49. If there had not reached him grace from his Lord (Who accepted his repentance), he would indeed have been cast forth on the desert shore, being reproached.

50. But his Lord chose him and enabled him to be among the specially chosen, righteous servants.

51. Those who disbelieve would (if they could) strike you down with their looks because of hatred and enmity, when they hear the Reminder, and they say: “Surely he is a man possessed.”

52. But it is not other than a Reminder for all beings.

4. The companion of the fish is the Prophet Jonah, upon him be peace. For a detailed explanation of his story, see sūrah 10: 98, note 20; sūrah 21: 87–88, note 18; sūrah 37: 139–148.

5. He called out in the abdomen of the fish: “There is no deity but You, All-Glorified You are (in that You are absolutely above having any defect). Surely, I have been one of the wrongdoers (who have wronged themselves)” (sūrah 21: 87). For the meaning of this, see sūrah 21, note 18.

6. Verses 37: 143–145 say: Had it not been that he was one who glorified (God, declaring Him absolutely above having any defects and partners), he would certainly have remained in its belly (serving as his grave) until the Day when all will be raised (from the dead). But We caused him to be cast forth on a desert
shore, sick as he was. However, this verse says that if there had not reached him grace from his Lord, he would indeed have been cast forth on the desert shore, being reproached. Yet there is no contradiction between these verses. Verse 37: 143 says that if the Prophet Jonah, upon him be peace, had not been one who always glorified God, he would have remained in the belly of the fish until the Day of Resurrection. His being one who always glorified God caused him to be cast forth. This verse says that if he had not glorified God in the belly of the fish, he would have been cast forth, being reproached. His special glorification in the belly of the fish caused him to be cast forth, forgiven, preserved on desert land and returned to his people, who accepted his message.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. The Sure Reality.
2. What is the Sure Reality?!
3. And what enables you to perceive what the Sure Reality is?
4. The (tribes) of Thamūd and ’Ād denied the Sudden, Mighty Strike.
5. Now as for the (tribe of) Thamūd – they were destroyed by the overwhelming (catastrophe).
6. And the (tribe of) ’Ād – they were destroyed with a furious, roaring windstorm,
7. Which God made to prevail against them for seven nights and eight days, uninterruptedly,
8. So that you could have seen people lying overthrown in it, as though they were hollow trunks of palm-trees.
9. Now do you see any of them remaining?

1. The phrase What enables you to perceive denotes that the thing being asked about is unusual and that it is impossible for anyone to perceive it unless God makes it known.
2. The Sure Reality (which will undoubtedly take place and make every truth perfectly clear) signifies the Day of the Resurrection and Judgment. It warns those who associated partners with God and indulged in committing sins, reminding them of what befell some early wrongdoing communities, and draws attention to the Day of Resurrection and Judgment. It also offers evidence to establish the Divine origin of the Qur’ān and the Prophethood of Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings.
3. For the peoples of ’Ād and Thamūd, see sūrah 7: 65–79, notes 16–17, sūrah 11: 50–68, and sūrah 26: 123–158. The Qur’ān uses several words for the punishment that struck the Thamūd, such as the awful blast (sūrah 11: 67), a shocking catastrophe (sūrah 7: 78), and the lightning-like punishment of humiliation (sūrah 41: 17). These are aspects of the punishment that the Qur’ān describes, being suited to the subject and style of the sūrah where they are mentioned. In sūrah 29: 40, the Qur’ān sums up the kinds of punishment by which God destroyed many peoples.
9. And there was the Pharaoh, and many other communities before him, and the cities overthrown (where Lot’s people lived): all of them indulged in the unpardonable sins.

10. And they rebelled against their Lord’s Messenger (sent to each to warn them), and so He took hold of them with a severe seizing.

11. It was We Who, when the water (of the Flood in the time of Noah) burst beyond limits, carried you (i.e. your believing ancestors) in the on-moving Ark,

12. So that We might make it a reminder for you (to be transmitted from generation to generation), and that heeding ears might take it in and retain it.

13. And when (the Last Hour comes and) the Trumpet is blown with a single blast,

14. And the earth, and the mountains (on it) are removed and burst within, and are crushed with a single crushing –

15. It is on that Day that the Event to happen will happen:

16. And the sky split asunder, and so, on that Day it will be most frail;

17. And the angels will be at its ends, and above them, eight will bear the Throne of your Lord on that Day.

18. On that Day, you will be arraigned for judgment, and no secret of yours will remain hidden.

19. Then as for him who is given his Record in his right hand, he will say: “Here, take and read my Record!

20. “I surely knew that (one day) I would meet my account.”

21. And so he will be in a state of life pleasing to him,

22. In a lofty Garden,

23. With clusters (of fruit) within easy reach.

24. “Eat and drink to your hearts’ content for all that you sent ahead in advance in days past (in anticipation of this Day).”

25. But as for him whose Record is given in his left hand, he will say: “Ah, would that I had never been given my Record,

26. “And that I had known nothing of my account!

27. “Oh, would that death had been (and nothing thereafter had followed).

28. “My wealth has availed me nothing,

29. “And all my authority (my power over all that I had) has gone from me!”

30. (And the command will come): “Lay hold of him and shackle him (by the neck, the hands, and the feet)!"
32. “Then, fasten him with a chain the length of which is seventy cubits.”
33. For he surely did not believe in God, the Supreme,
34. And did not urge the feeding of the destitute.

4. By many other communities before that of the Pharaoh the Qur’ān is referring to the people of Noah, upon him be peace (see surah 7: 59–64; surah 11: 25–48; surah 23: 23–29; surah 26: 105–121; surah 71: 1–28, and the corresponding notes); the people of Shu‘ayb, upon him be peace (surah 7: 85–93; surah 11: 84–95; surah 15: 78–79; surah 26: 176–189, and the corresponding notes); and the companions of ar-Rass (surah 25: 38, note 8). There were, no doubt, other communities not mentioned in the Qur’ān, who were also destroyed for their wrongdoings.

5. For the Trumpet and its being blown, see surah 2, note 31; surah 6: 73, note 14, and surah 39: 68, note 22.

6. The Event to happen is a title of a Qur’ānic chapter (56). It also implies what will take place on the Day of Resurrection.

7. This statement may be considered together with verse (25: 25): On that Day the heaven will split asunder with the clouds (covering it) and the angels will be made to descend in a majestic descending.

8. As explained in surah 7, note 13, the Supreme Throne of God (‘Arsh), the exact nature of which we cannot know, signifies God’s absolute authority over the universe. Deducing from Bediüzzaman Said Nursi’s description of water as the ‘arsh (throne) of mercy and earth as the throne of life, we can say that the ‘Arsh (Throne) indicates primarily God’s Attributes of Knowledge, Will, Power, and Providence, and His Names originating in them, such as the All-Knowing, the All-Willing, the All-Powerful, and the All-Providing. As it encompasses the whole universe, it is also composed of God’s Names, the First, the Last, the All-Outward, and the All-Inward. These are His most prominent Attributes and Names relating to the creation and the actual rule of the universe. And as pointed out in surah 2, note 30, no event in the universe is conceivable without the operative intervention of the angels. The Qur’an mentions many types of angels (surah 37: 1–3; surah 77: 1–4; surah 79: 1–5; surah 82: 11). So those who bear God’s Throne may be Archangels whom He employs in the rule of the universe for some wise purposes and for the majesty of His rule, particularly those who are endowed with the greatest manifestation of the Attributes of God mentioned. According to some, based on a Prophetic Tradition recorded in ad-Durr al-Manthūr by as-Suyūtī, there are four beings that bear the Throne during the life of the world, and there will be eight on the Resurrection Day. According to Muhyi’ī-d-Dīn ibn al-‘Arabī and Ibn Maysarah al-Jīlī, these are the Prophets Muḥammad, Abraham and Adam, upon them all be peace, and the angels Rîdwan (the chief guard of Paradise), Mālik (the chief guard of Hell), Gabriel, Mikā‘il (Michael), and Isrā‘īl (Yazīr, 8: 5325–5326).

9. For this Record, see surah 17: 13–14, note 10.

10. As Hamdi Yazīr suggests in interpreting this verse (8: 5334), this chain of seventy cubits may be the result of the sins committed by a sinful unbeliever throughout their seventy years of life. So in addition to its apparent meaning, the verse may be referring to the average human life-span in the world, or to the years spent (after puberty) in unbelief and sins. Each year will be a link in the chain in Hellfire.
35. And so, he will have none to befriend him this Day,
36. Nor any food except foul pus.  
37. None eat it except the sinful (those guilty of denying God, or of associating partners with Him and oppressing people).
38. No indeed! I swear by all that you can see,
39. And all that you cannot see,  
40. It surely is the speech (conveyed to you by) an illustrious, noble Messenger (Gabriel),
41. And not a poet’s speech (composed in a poet’s mind). How little is what you believe! (It is so limited by the poverty of your souls and hearts.)
42. Nor is it a soothsayer’s speech (pretending to foretell events). How little it is that you reflect and be mindful! (It is so limited by the poverty of your minds.)
43. (No indeed!) It is a Revelation being sent down in parts from the Lord of the worlds.
44. If he (the Messenger) had dared to fabricate some false sayings in attribution to Us,
45. We would certainly have seized him with might;
46. Thereafter We would certainly have cut his life-vein.
47. Then not one from among you could have shielded and saved him from Us.
48. And it is a sure Reminder (bringing hope and guidance) for the God-revering, pious.
49. We are most certainly aware that among you are some who deny (it).
50. It will surely be a bitter regret for the unbelievers.
51. And this (the whole Qur’ān) is surely certain truth.
52. So glorify the Name of your Lord, the Supreme.

11. Since both the people of Paradise and the people of Hell prepare their eternal future with their deeds in the world, this foul pus must be the product of their denial of God or association of partners with Him and oppressing the poor and denying them any help.
12. This oath is very important in that neither the truth nor creation consists in what we observe and perceive is unobservable and imperceptible through our senses. It is because of this that the Qur’ān begins praising the believers by saying that they believe in the Unseen. With this oath, the Qur’ān draws attention to this fact and to the fact that the most fundamental and essential truths should not be looked for in the observable realm of creation. The truth of the Resurrection and the Final Judgment, and that of eternal life, both of
which are presented in the previous verses, and the truth of the Revelation and its communication by the Messenger are among such truths.

13. The unbelievers will see that the Qur'an is the truth from God; they will realize what a future it has prepared for the believers both in the world and, especially, in the Hereafter, and what a great loss its rejection has brought, and how those who have rejected it will greatly regret doing so.

14. We must declare God as the Lord of supreme authority over creation without any partner. This also refers to the majesty and supremacy of the Qur'an. This order teaches us how we should thank, praise, exalt, and glorify God, and in what circumstances we should do this.

SÚRAH 70

AL-MA‘ARÍJ

(THE STAIRS OF ASCENT)

Makkah Period

From the early years of the Revelation of the Qur'an in Makkah, this surah of 44 verses takes its name from the word al-ma‘arîj (the stairs of ascent) in the third verse. Its central concern is the rejection of the Makkah polytheists’ denial of the afterlife and of the Prophethood of Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. A questioner (in mocking denial of the Day of Resurrection) has asked about the punishment certain to befall,

2. (And prepared for) the unbelievers; none can ward it off (from them).

3. (It is) from God, Whose are the stairs of ascent.

4. The angels and the Spirit ascend to Him (thereby), in a day the measure of which is fifty thousand years (of your normal worldly years).

5. So (O Messenger), endure (their insolence) with becoming patience.

6. They see it (the punishment) as far off (beyond their reason),

7. But We see it as (certain to come and) near at hand:

8. The Day when the sky will be like molten metal;

9. And the mountains will be like multicolored tufts of wool;

10. And no loyal friend will ask after his friend –

1. “Reaching” God requires traversing great “distances” and ascending innumerable steps. So the stairs of ascent to God, and the measure of the day as being fifty thousand years, imply both our distance from Him despite His infinite nearness to Us and His indescribable “elevation” and transcendence (see also surah 32: 5, note 4). The day may also be referring to the Day of Judgment. In this case, its measure suggests the great distances between the stations or worlds of the Hereafter, and the dread and hardships the people of Hell will suffer while they are being driven through these stations and worlds to Hell. In this case, such a great distance constitutes a great threat. As explained in several places in this study, the angels are dutiful in conveying God’s commands throughout the universe. They also convey the worship and life-functions of all creatures before the Presence of God. So, by the stairs of ascent and a day measuring fifty thousand years, the verse may be referring to this fact. The Spirit mentioned in verse 4 is either Gabriel or another angel-like being that is greater than the angels. According to Imam Ghazzâli, he is an angel (or angel-like being) whom God employs in breathing an individual’s spirit into that individual’s body. Bedîüzzaman Said Nursî maintains that there is a spirit representing every thing, every being. So the Spirit may be the being responsible for all the spirits.
11. Though they will be in sight of each other. Every disbelieving criminal will yearn to ransom himself from the punishment of that Day even by his sons,
12. And his wife and his brother,
13. And all his kinsfolk who sheltered him,
14. And whoever else is on the earth – all of them – so that he might then save himself.
15. By no means! It is a furiously flaming fire,
16. Tearing away the skin.
17. It will call to itself those who turn their backs (on the call to faith) and turn away (from worship of God),
18. And amass wealth and withhold it (from spending in God’s cause and for the needy).
19. Surely human has been created with a restless, impatient disposition:
20. Fretful when evil visits him,
21. And niggardly when good visits him –
22. Except those who are devoted to the Prayer.
23. Those who are constant in their Prayer;
24. And those in whose wealth there is a right acknowledged (by them),
25. For such as have no means other than begging, and such as are denied help (because, having self-respect, they cannot beg and are thought to be well-off);
26. And those who affirm as true the Day of Judgment;
27. And those who are fearful of their Lord’s punishment (and live accordingly) –
28. Indeed, their Lord’s punishment is that of which no one can ever feel secure;
29. And those who strictly guard their private parts, and their chastity and modesty,
30. Save from their spouses, or (as a permission for men) those (bondmaids) whom their right hands possess – for with regard to them they are free from blame;
31. But whoever seeks beyond that, such are those who exceed the bounds (set by God).
32. And those who are faithful to their trusts (which either God or society or an individual places in their charge) and to their pledges (between them and God or other persons or society);
33. And those who are upholders (of right and justice) by bearing true witness and without avoiding giving testimony;
34. And those who safeguard their Prayers (including all the rites of which they are constituted) –
35. Those will be in Gardens, high-honored.
36. What is the matter with those who disbelieve, that (with the intent of mockery) they hasten on toward you with staring eyes fixed on you,
37. From the right and from the left, in crowds?
38. Does every one of them covet admission into the Garden of bounty and blessing (regarding himself as supremely deserving Paradise without the effort of faith)?
39. By no means! We have surely created them out of that (simple matter) which they know very well,

2. Each person has two aspects: one angelic, pure, and spiritual; and the other one turned to the elements, plants, and animals. All people are “children of the world.” We have been equipped with lust (e.g., for the opposite sex, children, income, wealth, and comfort), and anger, and intellect. By nature, we are fallible, forgetful, neglectful, fond of disputing, obstinate, selfish, jealous, and much more. Since our free will distinguishes us from other conscious beings, such as angels, these powers, faculties, and negative-seeming feelings are not restricted. However, to attain individual and collective happiness in both worlds, and to rise to higher ranks of humanity, we should restrict these powers according to certain precepts and channel them into virtues. For example, obstinacy can be channeled into steadfastness in defense of right and truth; and jealousy can become approvable competition in doing good things. Impatience and restlessness can be channeled into the virtue of alertness to danger, or the preemptive preparation against it; or into the virtue of promptness and impulsiveness towards what is best, when there is the occasion or opportunity to do good things.

Our human nature is no more than our struggle against the negative and/or negative-seeming aspects of our character, restricting or channeling these into virtues, and acquiring distinction with good qualities so that we may become good, worshipful servants of God and useful members of society. The Messenger of God, upon him be peace and blessings, said: “The most perfect in faith among the believers are the most perfect in conduct” (Ibn Hanbal, 2: 250); “A human can cross with good conduct the distances which he cannot with acts of worship and adoration” (al-Haythami, 8: 24).

4. While the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, was reciting the Qur’an at the Ka’bah, some leading polytheists would come and sit around him in separate circles and stare at him with enmity. They would mock the believers, who were lowly (in worldly wealth and status), and say: “If there is Paradise and people will enter it, then it is more fitting that it should be we who will enter it, not you.”
40. So, I swear by the Lord of the points of sunrise and sunset, that surely We are able

41. To replace them with (others) better than them (in respect of faith in God and in their worship of Him), and We are not to be frustrated (in doing what We will).

42. So leave them plunging in their falsehoods and amusements until the Day that they have been promised –

43. The Day when they come forth from their graves in haste as if they were hurrying to a goal:

44. Downcast will be their eyes, abasement overwhelming them. That is the Day that they have been repeatedly promised.

5. These verses emphasize the helplessness of humankind before God, and His full power and authority over every point of space and time with whatever takes place therein.

SŪRAH 71

NŪH (NOAH)

Makkah Period

From the early years of the Revelation of the Qur’an in Makkah, this sūrah of 28 verses takes its name from the word Nūh (Noah). It records how the Prophet Noah, upon him be peace, conveyed God’s Message to his people and how harshly they reacted against it. The sūrah ends with Noah’s appeal to God after ages of harshness, derision and persecution endured at the hands of his people.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. We sent Noah as Messenger to his people (and commanded him): “Warn your people before a painful punishment comes to them.”

2. He said: “O my people! I am indeed a plain warner to you (and I urge you):

3. “Worship God alone, and keep from disobedience to Him in reverence for Him and piety, and obey me,

4. “So that He may forgive you your sins (which you have committed so far) and grant you respite until a term appointed by Him (instead of destroying you because of your sins). The term appointed by God, when it comes, is never deferred. If you but knew!”

5. (After long ages spent in conveying God’s Message, he turned to his Lord in prayer and) he said: “My Lord, I have surely called my people night and day;

6. “But my call has only caused them to flee more and more (from accepting the truth).

7. “And every time I have called them so that You may forgive them, they have thrust
their fingers in their ears, and wrapped themselves up in their garments, and grown obstinate and more and more arrogant (in refusing my call).

8. “Then I have called them in a loud (emphatic) manner;

9. “Then again, I have called them in public, and I have spoken to them confidentially in private.

10. “I have said: ‘Ask your Lord for forgiveness, for surely He has always been All-Forgiving.

1. For God’s sparing and reprieving people over a term appointed by Him, see surah 10: 98, note 20. The term mentioned here is the final term, which normally is never altered, neither delayed nor brought forward. However, if a person (or people) persists in doing things that incur God’s punishment, then God may punish and destroy that person or group, as He has destroyed many peoples throughout history. This is also included in God’s Destiny, which relates to both cause and effect. If they had paid heed to God’s Message conveyed to them by His Messengers, upon them be peace, they would not have been destroyed.
11. ‘He will release (the rain-bearing clouds in) the sky over you, with abundance of rain;
12. ‘And will strengthen you by increasing you in wealth and children, and make for you gardens, and make for you running waters.’
13. ‘What is the matter with you that you do not want to see majesty in God (to worship Him),
14. ‘Seeing that He has created you in different, successive stages?’
15. ‘Do you not see how God has created the seven heavens in harmony?
16. ‘And He has set up within them the moon as a light (reflected), and has set up the sun as a lamp.
17. ‘And God has caused you to grow from earth like a plant (in a mode of growth particular to you).’
18. ‘Thereafter He will return you into it, and He will bring you forth from it in resurrection.
19. ‘God has made for you the earth a wide expanse,
20. ‘So that you may move on it along the ways through mountains and valleys.’”
21. Noah (turned to his Lord, and) said: “My Lord! They have disobeyed me and followed those whose wealth and children have increased them only in loss and self-ruin.
22. “And they have made tremendous schemes (to prevent my call and people’s acceptance of it).
23. “And they have said: ‘Do not abandon your deities; do not ever abandon (in particular) Wadd, nor Suwā’, nor Yaghūth, and Ya’ūq, and Nasr!’
24. “And they have indeed led many astray. And (O God,) increase not these wrongdoers in anything but further straying (by way of just punishment for all that they have done).”
25. And because of their (unforgivable) sins, they were drowned (in the Flood), and were made to enter a (punishing) Fire; and so they found none who could help them against God.
26. Noah also said: “My Lord! Do not leave on the earth any from among the unbelievers dwelling therein!
27. “If You do leave them, they will lead Your servants astray, and they will beget none but shameless and dissolute thankless unbelievers.’
28. “My Lord! Forgive me and my parents, and everyone who joins my household as a believer, and all the believing men and believing women, and do not increase the wrongdoers in anything but ruin.’”
2. The Prophet Noah, upon him be peace, is one of the first five greatest Messengers (ṣūrah 42: 13, note 6). He stayed among his people for 950 years and conveyed God's Message to his people (ṣūrah 29: 14).

3. Turning to God with sincere repentance and asking for forgiveness is a door that opens on God's blessings. Whoever complains of anything – such as drought, a lack of wealth or children, or barren fields, etc. – is advised by Hasan al-Basri to repent and ask God for forgiveness for their sin. They then must do whatever (lawful) they must in order to attain to their goal.


5. It is worth noticing that the verse mentions the moon and the sun not as in a (single) heaven, but in or within the seven heavens. This may be a clue to what the Qur'ān means by seven heavens. However, some hold that there is no difference between the moon being mentioned in a single heaven or within seven heavens, since what is meant is that all the heavens are of the same substance and in full harmony with each other.

6. The verse alludes to the first origin of the father of humanity from the elements of the earth – soil, air, and water – and also the material origin of every human being, which are the same elements that are made into particular biological entities in human body. As Hamdi Yazır points out in the interpretation of this verse, the word nabhātan, which comes at the end of the verse as an adverbial complement to “grow,” denotes the particular way of human creation and growth. So, the verse allows no room for any inclination toward the Darwinian theory of evolution.

7. There is no direct link between faith and worship and God's allocation of provision in the form of income or children. The granting of wealth and children is quite different from His opening the door of His blessings as a result of one's repentance and asking for forgiveness, as mentioned in note 3 above. As pointed out in several places before, besides His laws in the form of the Religion, God also has laws of life. Prosperity in both worlds requires obedience to both of these laws. Obedience to the former (the Religion) adds to the success which comes as a result of obedience to the latter (Divine laws of life). So if believers obey the latter in addition to sincere adherence to the Religion, they always and inevitably prevail over unbelievers. In any case, we should always bear in mind that whatever blessing we are given, it is a means of testing us and requires certain things, such as thanking God, spending wealth on religiously lawful things and in God's cause, for the needy, and for educating our children so that they can be good servants of God.

8. The words of this prayer of a Messenger who had been calling his people to Divine guidance for 950 years, show how obstinately wicked, ungrateful and misled those unbelievers were who were drowned in the Flood.

Sūrah 72

AL-JINN (THE JINN)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 28 verses was revealed in Makkah. It takes its name from the word al-jinn (the jinn) in the first verse and recounts how some of the jinn heard God's Messenger reciting the Qur'ān and came to believe. The sūrah also emphasizes God's absolute Oneness and the Messengership of Muhammad, upon him be peace and blessings, and those jinn's acceptance of both.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Say (O Messenger): “It has been revealed to me that a company of the jinn gave ear (to my recitation of the Qur'ān),

2. ‘Guiding to what is right in belief and action, and so we have believed in it; and we will never associate any as partner with our Lord.

3. ‘And He – exalted is the majesty of our Lord – has taken neither consort nor child,

4. ‘Whereas, the foolish among us uttered an enormity against God.

5. ‘And (we were mistaken when) we thought that humankind and the jinn would never speak a falsehood against God.

6. ‘(But we have come to see that) there have indeed been men from among humankind who took refuge in some men from among jinn, and so (the former) increased them (the latter) in conceit, rebellion and wrongdoing.

7. ‘And they (those men) have thought, as you have thought, that God would never raise anyone (as Messenger from among them).

8. ‘But now when we sought to reach heaven, we found it filled with stern guards and flaming fires (shooting-stars).

9. ‘We used to be established in position to overhear (its inhabitants); but now whoever attempts to listen finds a flaming fire in wait for him.

10. ‘We (being prevented from overhearing) did not know whether evil is intended for those who live on the earth, or their Lord wills for them right guidance and good.

11. ‘There are among us such as are righteous (in conduct and apt to believe), and there are those who are otherwise. We have been sects with divergent paths.
12. ‘We have come to know that we can by no means frustrate God (in His will on the earth), nor can we frustrate Him by flight.

13. ‘And when we heard the guidance (embodied in the Qur’an), we (immediately) believed in it. Whoever believes in his Lord has no fear of loss (of being wronged in return for his faith and for the good deeds required by faith), or disgrace.

1. While God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, was returning from Ta‘if to Makkah in great sorrow, God caused some jinn to hear his recitation of the Qur’an, and they believed and returned to their people as bearers of its message. This is narrated in Surat al-Ahqaf, 46: 29–32. Another time, when the Messenger was going to the fair at ‘Uqaz with a few Companions, another company of the jinn heard his recitation during the Early Morning Prayer. This latter incident is the one being related here. The other group of the jinn (who listened to the Messenger during his return from Ta‘if) belonged to the nation of Moses, upon him be peace. As can be understood from the following verses, the jinn who heard the Messenger’s recitation during the Morning Prayer were polytheists who attributed to God a wife and children. They too became believers and, like the other jinn, returned to their people and conveyed the Qur’an’s message.

For the nature of the jinn, see surah 46, note 10.

2. Men, in particular from among the Arab people of the (pre-Islamic) Age of Ignorance, used to take refuge from any possible evil in men from among the jinn, whom they supposed to have authority over the valleys or the ruins where they stopped on their journeys. Moreover, both men and women would appeal to the jinn to cure some diseases or to prophesy their future or plans. There have always been people who have been able to make some type of contact with the jinn, and there are people who appeal to the jinn. This causes the jinn to be over-proud and to mislead those who appeal to or contact them.

3. As mentioned in surah 15: 17–18, note 5, and surah 67: 5, note 4, shooting stars are fired to prevent the jinn from reaching the heaven or to repulse them from its doors.

Contact between fortune-tellers and the jinn and/or devils has a certain function in certain sorts of fortune-telling. The spying devils, who are the representatives of the foulness and wickedness on the earth, attempt to soil the clean and pure realm of the heavens that are inhabited by pure beings, and spy on the talk of their inhabitants to mislead people, particularly through sorcerers, and ill-will ing mediumship, and soothsayers. God allowed them to grab some snatches of information from their talks before the advent of His Last Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings. However, just prior to his advent, He shut the gates of the heaven to them completely. When they try to reach the heaven, they find it filled with strong guards who hurl missiles at them. If anyone from among them is able to grab something, they are pursued (and destroyed) by a shooting star dispatched by the angels on guard there.

4. The verse suggests: “But now, seeing that the Recitation which we heard guides to right, we have come to know that their Lord wills good and right for the inhabitants of the earth by shutting the gates of the heaven to us.”
14. ‘And among us are some who have wholly submitted to God, just as there are among us some who have deviated into disobedience to God. Whoever has submitted to God wholly, then such have sought and attained to right guidance (in belief and action).
15. ‘But as for those who have deviated into disobedience to God, they have become firewood for Hell.’

16. If they (humankind and the jinn) followed the (Right) Road (of submission in Islam, without deviation), We would certainly grant them water (and provision) in abundance;[5]
17. We try them in that (which We grant them). Whoever turns away from his Lord’s Reminder (His Book of instruction), He will drive him into an ever-growing punishment (enveloping him in its severity).
18. All places of worship (and all parts of the body with which one prostrates^3) are for God, and all worship is due to Him alone; so do not worship anyone along with God.
19. Yet, when God’s servant rises to pray, they (the polytheists) are all but upon him in swarms (with loud, derisive shouting to prevent his recitation of the Qur’ān being heard).
20. Say: “I worship only my Lord and I do not associate anyone as partner with Him.”
21. Say: “It is not in my power to cause you harm or bring you good by guiding you (to the Straight Path).”
22. Say: “No one could ever protect me from God (if I were to disobey Him), nor could I find a refuge except in Him.
23. “(What I can and must do is) only to convey (the truth) from God and His Messages.” And whoever disobeys God and His Messenger, for him there is surely the fire of Hell, to abide therein forever.
24. (Let them continue to see you as few in number and weak and therefore belittle you, but) when they see what (the Fire) they are promised, they will come to know who is really weaker in helpers and fewer in number.
25. Say: “I do not know whether (your coming face to face with) what you are promised is near, or whether my Lord sets for it a distant term.”
26. (He alone is) the Knower of the Unseen (what lies beyond human sense-perception), and He does not disclose His Unseen to anyone,
27. Except to a Messenger whom He has chosen (and is well-pleased with – He informs him of the Unseen as much as He wills); and He dispatches a watchful
guard before him (between him and his audience), and a watchful guard behind him (between him and the origin of the Revelation),

28. In order that He may establish that they (the Messengers) have, for certain, conveyed the messages of their Lord. He encompasses all that they have (of the Revelation), and He has recorded everything one by one.⁸

5. This verse has almost the same meaning as (7: 96): If the peoples of those townships had but believed and, in order to deserve His protection, had kept from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, We would surely have opened up for them blessings out of heaven and earth.

6. Imam Bukhārī relates (“Adhān,” 133, 134, 137) that God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, enumerated the parts of the body that must touch the ground during prostration: “I have been ordered to prostrate on seven bodily parts: the forehead (and he also pointed to his nose), the hands, the knees, and the ends of the feet.”

7. Like verse 71: 25, this verse establishes the punishment or reward in the intermediate world (of the grave); here it is done decisively. What is promised for the obstinate enemies of God is Hellfire, as stated in verse 23 above. The exact time of Judgment Day is known exclusively to God and never changes. But this verse particularly refers it to God’s Will, which emphasizes the fact that the unbelievers will encounter the punishment promised to them when they die.

8. This same fact is also indicated in the initial verses of Sūrat al-Saffāt (37). Angels accompanied the Archangel Gabriel when he conveyed the Revelation to God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings. They aligned themselves in ranks along the route by which Gabriel carried the Revelation to him, and some of them drove away the devils that were trying to grab something of the Revelation. Among those angels were also those who stood around the Messenger while other angels were conveying to him God’s messages concerning the invisible world or the future. These three last verses also emphasize the fact that the Revelation which came to the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and which he conveyed to the people was perfectly preserved from the time it was entrusted to Gabriel by God until it was conveyed to the people (er-Rāzi, al-Qurṭubi, at-Ṭabatabāī).
In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. O you enwrapped one, (under the heavy responsibility of Messengership)!  
2. Rise to keep vigil at night, except a little;  
3. Half of it, or lessen it a little,  
4. Or add to it (a little); and pray and recite the Qur’an calmly and distinctly (with your mind and heart concentrated on it).  
5. We will surely charge you with a weighty Word (and with applying it in your daily life and conveying it to others).  
6. Rising and praying at night impresses (mind and heart) most strongly and (makes) recitation more certain and upright.  
7. For by day you do have extended pre-occupations.  
8. And keep in remembrance the Name of your Lord (and mention It in your Prayer), and devote yourself to Him whole-heartedly.  
9. The Lord of the east and the Lord of the west; there is no deity but He, so take Him alone for one to rely on and to entrust your affairs to.  
10. And endure patiently all that they say (against you), and stay aloof from their way (and part from them) in a becoming manner (not as they treat you; rather with forbearance and good advice).  
11. And leave Me to deal with those who enjoy God’s worldly blessings and yet obstinately persist in denying (Our Revelations), and grant them respite for a little while.  
12. We have (in store for the likes of them) heavy fetters and a Blazing Flame,  
13. And food that chokes, and a painful punishment.”  
14. On that Day, the earth and the mountains will be violently shaken, and the mountains will be as a heap of slipping sand.
15. Surely We have sent to you (O people) a Messenger, a witness against you (one who will testify in the Hereafter as to your deeds in response to God’s Message), just as We sent a Messenger to the Pharaoh.

16. But the Pharaoh rebelled against the Messenger, and so We seized him with a calamitous grasp.

17. Then how will you, if you persist in unbelief, guard yourselves against a Day which will turn the children gray-headed?

18. The sky will cleft open thereby. His promise (of Resurrection and Judgment) is certainly to be fulfilled.

19. This is a reminder and admonition, and so let him, who wills, take a path to his Lord.

1. This address is directed to God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings. This verse was revealed when he was lying down in his house enwrapped in his cloak or blanket. Although the verse expressed a physical reality, the figurative meaning it attached to that reality is more important. That is, the Messenger greatly suffered because of the deviations of his people, and fully felt the overwhelming responsibility of his mission. So, the verse implies the responsibility with which he was charged.

2. Concerning the kinds of torment in the Hereafter mentioned in the last two verses, Fakhru’d-Din ar-Razi says: “These four kinds of torment can well be interpreted as spiritual torments. Fetters symbolize the carnal soul’s remaining shackled to its physical attachments and bodily pleasures. Since the carnal soul has acquired acquaintance with such pleasures and loved them in the world, when it departs from the body, it increases in agonies and worries, and its former acquaintance with and attachment to these become obstacles preventing it from entering the realm of peace and purity. Then those spiritual shackles generate spiritual fires, burning to the degree that the carnal soul was inclined towards such pleasures, along with the impossibility of attaining them; all this gives rise to a sensation of spiritual burning. This is the second step in the torment, which the verse describes as ‘a blazing flame.’

Then the carnal soul tries to swallow the choking agonies of deprivation and the pangs of separation (from the objects of its worldly enjoyment). This is the ‘food that chokes.’ And, finally, it remains deprived of being illuminated by the Divine light and joining the community of the blessed ones. This is the greatest torment and is depicted as the ‘painful punishment.’ (The translation of ar-Razi’s explanations up to that point belongs to Muhammad Asad, The Message of the Qur’an.) But these explanations of mine should not be misunderstood. I do not mean that the meaning of these verses is restricted to what I have stated. Rather, I mean that these verses mention four steps of torment in the Hereafter which will be suffered both spiritually and physically.”

It is a fact that both the blessings the people of Paradise will enjoy and the torments the people of Hell will suffer will be the consequences of their faith and deeds in the world. But they are not restricted to spiritual torment. Where the human self or soul (nafs) exists, things are not only spiritual. When we consider that even in the world it is the human soul which suffers from what happens to the body, not the body itself, we can easily understand that the pleasure and torment in the Hereafter cannot be thought of as being only spiritual. But we cannot know the exact nature of physical or bodily existence there.
20. Surely your Lord knows that you (O Messenger) rise and keep vigil sometimes nearly two-thirds of the night or (other times) a half of it or a third of it, and so do some of those who are in your company as believers. God determines the measure of the night and day (which He has created). He knows that you (O believers) are unable to sustain this (such long vigils every night) and He has turned to you in mercy: so recite (when you do the Prayer) from the Qur’ān what is easy for you (to sustain as regular practice). He knows there will be among you those who are sick, and others going about the land seeking of God’s bounty, and still others fighting in God’s cause. Recite from it, then, as much as is easy (for you).  

3. The Night Prayer (ṣalāt at-Tahajjud) was enjoined on the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, in the early years of his Messengership. He kept such long vigils that his feet swelled up. Some of the believers followed him in keeping long vigils, although it was not obligatory upon them. But it was difficult for them to pray for two-thirds of the night, or half the night, or even one-third of the night, and so in Madīnah God eased this burden. Although the Tahajjud Prayer is not obligatory upon Muslims, it is a highly recommended Prayer. It is sometimes said that those who have dedicated themselves to God’s cause should observe it.  

4. This verse draws attention to, and emphasizes the importance of, observing the prescribed commandments of Islam. Due observance of these may compensate for the loss that is caused by some faults or minor sins and the faults that come from negligence in the recommended religious acts. The verse sūrah 58: 13, Is it that you are afraid of offering something in charity before your consultation (with him)? (If so) and you have not done it, and God has turned to you in forgiveness, then establish the Prayer in conformity with its conditions, and pay the Prescribed Purifying Alms, and obey God and His Messenger. God is fully aware of all that you do, is of the same import. And as pointed out in sūrah 71, note: 3, asking for God’s forgiveness is a door that opens on almost every blessing of God. As we are fallible in nature, we should always seek His forgiveness.
**SŪRAH 74**

**AL-MUDDATHTHIR**
(The Cloaked One)

Makkah Period

Being one of the earliest Revelations to the Messenger, this sûrah has 56 verses and derives its name from the word *al-muddaththir* in the first verse, meaning “the cloaked and solitary one.” It outlines almost all the fundamentals of faith and the basic truths pertaining to humankind with which the Qur’ān is closely concerned.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. O you cloaked one (who has preferred solitude)!\(^1\)
2. Arise and warn!\(^2\)
3. And declare your Lord’s (indescribable and incomparable) greatness!
4. And keep your clothing clean!\(^3\)
5. Keep away from all pollution!\(^4\)
6. Do not consider your fulfillment of these orders as a kindness (to God and people).
7. And for the sake of your Lord, be patient (in fulfilling your duty toward God and people).
8. Then, when the Horn is sounded,
9. That Day will be a day of hardship,
10. For the unbelievers – not easy.
11. Leave Me (to deal) with him whom I created alone;
12. And I enabled for him abundant wealth,
13. And children around him as means of power;
14. And I have granted him all means and status for a comfortable life.
15. And yet, he desires that I should give more.
16. By no means! Surely he has been in obstinate opposition to Our Revelations.
17. I will oblige him to a strenuous climb.\(^4\)

1. After the first Revelation in the Cave of Hirah, the Revelation did not come for some time. During this break, God’s Messenger usually preferred solitude in his home, and waited for the new Revelation to come. One day, when he was walking outside, he saw Gabriel in his original form, “sitting between the heaven and the earth.” This marked the end of the intermission and the Revelation that began to come with this sûrah continued without cessation.
2. God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, was both a warner (against all kinds of misguidance and transgression) and one who gave good tidings in return for correct belief and good deeds. So the command “warn” also suggests giving glad tidings. However, especially in the beginning, warning took priority.
3. This verse is about the absolute purity of the garments and should be considered together with the third verse as a preparation for the Prayer, which is ordered in the following verses. Or, if we take into account that the Qur’ān likens righteousness and piety to a garment (7:26), in addition to its outward meaning, this verse may also signify deepening or growing in devotion to God.

However, these orders should not be regarded as only pertaining to the Messenger; they are directed to all believers.
4. This refers to the difficulties that this man would encounter in the world and the torment awaiting him in the Hellfire. The man (Walid ibn Mughirah) mentioned here did not cease to lose his wealth and children after the revelation of these verses until he died, though the verse is not limited historically and can also apply to any one of us who acts like him.
18. He pondered and he calculated (how he could disprove the Qur'ān in people's sight).
19. Be away from God's mercy, how he calculated!
20. Yea, be away from God's mercy, how he calculated!
21. Then he looked around (in the manner of one who will decide on a matter about which he is asked).
22. Then he frowned and scowled.
23. Then he turned his back and (despite inwardly acknowledging the Qur'ān's Divine origin), grew in arrogance,
24. And he said: “This is nothing but sorcery (of a sort transmitted from sorcerers) from old times.
25. “This is nothing but the word of a mortal.”
26. I will make him enter a pit of Hell.
27. What enables you to perceive what that pit is?
28. It leaves none (but entirely burns everyone of those thrown into it), nor does it spare anyone (so that they might die and escape).
29. It scorches up the skin.
30. Over it there are nineteen (keepers).
31. We have appointed none but angels as keepers of the Fire, and We have not caused their number to be anything but a trial for those who disbelieve, that those who were granted the Book before may become certain (that Muhammad, who explains everything revealed to him without any hesitation in the face of all antagonism and derision, is God's Messenger), and those who believe may grow firmer in faith; and that both they who were granted the Book before and the believers may feel no doubt at all; and those in whose hearts there is a disease and the unbelievers may say: “What does God mean by this description?” Thus, God leads astray whom He wills, and guides whom He wills. None knows your Lord's hosts except He. All this is but a reminder to the mortals (so that they may take heed and act accordingly).
32. No, indeed (the Qur'ān is not as the unbelievers claim)! By the moon,
33. And by the night when it retreats,
34. And by the morning when it shines forth,
35. Surely it (the Qur'ān) is of the greatest (of God's signs);
36. A warning for humankind –
37. For everyone of you, whether he goes forward (by choosing faith and good deeds), or hangs back (because his choice of unbelief and sin pulls him away from the Straight Path).
38. Every person is held in pledge for what he earns (through his deeds),
39. Except the people of the Right (the people of happiness and prosperity who receive their Records in their right hands. God will forgive them and reward them with much more than they earned). 8
40. Dwelling in Gardens (whose beauty cannot be perceived while in the world), they will put questions to one another,
41. About the disbelieving criminals, (and convey the answers they give):
42. “What has brought you into the pit?”
43. They will reply: “We were not of those who prayed (who turn to God in sincere worship);
44. “Nor did we use to feed the destitute.
45. “We used to plunge (in falsehood and sin) together with those who plunged (in it).
46. “And we used to deny the (coming of the) Day of Judgment.
47. “Until what is certain to come did come upon us.”

5. The original of the initial phrases in the last two verses interpreted as, Be away from God’s mercy!, and Yea, be away from God’s mercy!, is QuTiLa. It also has a figurative, derogatory meaning, which is: May God preserve him from the evil eye! This figurative meaning, which, in fact, is used to say, “How badly he did it, but in an affected manner as if he knew everything and did well whatever he does!” seems to be more apt in the second case.
6. The unbelievers who rejected the afterlife and therefore any fact or Qur’anic expression concerning it, scoffed at the idea that there are 19 keepers over the Fire, saying that they could easily defeat such a number. So God explained that these 19 are angels, not human beings. However, those unbelievers considered angels as “the daughters of God” and therefore did not hold their power in awe. Another verse (66: 6) describes them: Over it are angels stern and strict (in executing the command to punish), who do not disobey God in whatever He commands them, and carry out what they are commanded (to carry out). So this otherworldly fact became a means of trial for them. God has many other hosts about which we do not know. The Qur’an mentions such facts, in addition to some other purposes, as a reminder and explanation for humans, especially unbelievers, who tend to perceive God and the facts concerning Him in human terms.
7. Swearing by the moon and the night when it retreates and the morning when it shines forth implies that the daylight and the sun of God’s guidance are about to replace the moon and the night in the history of humanity.
8. Believing in God and obedience to Him in His commandments are among God’s rights upon human beings, so everyone is held in pledge by God as they are duty-bound to fulfill this right of God upon them. Those who fulfill this duty are released, while others are kept in Hell. The Qur’an classifies people into three groups, according to whether they have fulfilled this duty or not, and according to the degree of its fulfillment (see surah 56: 7–10). In addition to the two groups mentioned in this surah (namely, the people of the Right and the disbelieving criminals [the people of the Left]), there are those foremost in faith and good deeds, and in serving God’s cause; they will be the foremost (in receiving and enjoying God’s mercy). Since they are the nearest to God and constant in faith and good deeds – and as they will therefore be exempt from being tried in the Supreme Court in the Hereafter (surah 37: 128) – they are not mentioned in the verses discussed.
48. And so, of no benefit to them will be the intercession of any who are entitled to intercede, (even if they are allowed to intercede).

49. What, then, is the matter with them that they turn away in aversion from the Reminder (the Qur’ān),

50. As though they were frightened wild donkeys,

51. Fleeing from a lion?

52. Indeed, every one of them desires that he should be given a Book (particular to him) opened out.

53. By no means! Indeed, they do not (believe in and, therefore, do not) fear the Hereafter.

54. By no means! This (Qur’ān) is a reminder and admonition (sufficient for all).

55. So, whoever wills receives admonition and takes heed.

56. Yet they will not receive admonition and take heed unless God wills; He is the Lord of righteousness and piety, and the Lord of forgiveness.⁹

9. That is, all success depends on God’s absolute Will and forgiveness. But He wills success and forgiveness for those who revere Him and act righteously and piously.

SŪRAH 75

AL-QIYĀMAH
(RESPURRECTION)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 40 verses is concerned with death as the “doom” of every individual, and with events that will take place during the final overall destruction of the world and revival of all the dead. It was revealed in Makkah. It takes its name from the word al-qiyāmah (Resurrection) in the first verse.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. I swear by the Day of Resurrection;
2. And I swear by the self-accusing human soul;¹
3. Does human think that We will never assemble his bones (to resurrect him)?
4. Yes indeed, We are able to make complete his very fingertips.²
5. But human (by willful choice) denies what lies ahead of him (the other life, because he desires to live only as he pleases).
6. He asks: “When is the Day of Resurrection?”
7. When the eyesight is confounded (through fear),
8. And the moon is darkened,
9. And the sun and the moon are joined together,
10. On that Day, human will say: “Where is the escape?”
11. By no means! No refuge (to flee to)!
12. To your Lord the journey’s end will be on that Day.
13. Human will be made to understand on that Day all (the good and evil) that he forwarded (to his afterlife while in the world), and all (the good and evil) that he left behind.⁴
14. Indeed, human will be an eye-witness (providing evidence) against himself,

1. For the meaning of the human soul (nafs), see sūrah 3, note 37; sūrah 21, note 5.

Self-training, or the training of the soul, has been accepted as an extremely important element of the Divine Religion. This training, according to some schools in Islam, has ten stages, and according to others and some Qur’anic allusions seven stages:

If the soul lives only a life of ease in the swamp of carnal appetites, it is the evil-commanding soul (nafs al-ammārah); if it falts time and again while following the way of the Religion to attain piety and righteousness, but each time that it falts it criticizes itself and turns to its Lord, then it is the self-accusing soul (nafs al-lawwāmah). The soul which always resists evil in devotion to God and is favored with certain Divine gifts in proportion to its purity is called the soul receiving inspiration (nafs al-mulhimah). When it reaches the point where it has a relation with its Lord in perfect devotion and sincerity, such that its consciousness is at rest, it is the soul at rest (nafs al-muṭmainnah). If it has reached the station where it abandons all its choices and is a representative of Divine will, it is the soul pleased with God (nafs ar-rāḍīyah). When its greatest aim is acquiring God’s good pleasure and approval, such that it is always acting with this end in consideration of, “I am pleased with You, so be pleased with me,” then it is the soul with which God is pleased (nafs al-mardīyyah). Finally, the soul which has been perfectly purified of all sins and evil morals and has the capacity to be completely adorned with the full manifestations of Divine Qualities and Prophetic will-power and resolution is called the soul perfected or the soul pure (nafs az-zakiyyah or nafs as-ṣāfiyyah).

2. The fingertips are the physical extremities of the body, and it is also important that the identity of a person can be determined through his or her fingerprints. So what this verse is saying is that every human being will be revived in all his or her particularities, down to the fingertips. Yet the uniqueness of the fingertips of each human being became widely known only centuries after the revelation of the Qur’an.

3. On the Day of Resurrection, people will rejoice in the good they did and the evil they did not do while in the world, and they will regret the evil they did and the good that they left undone.

4. That is, as pointed out in sūrah 32: 20 and sūrah 36: 65, on the Day of Resurrection, the parts of the human body will testify as to what they saw, heard or experienced.

5. The last four verses seem to have no relation with those before or after them. They are concerned with the revelation of the Qurʾān to God’s Messenger and his manner of receiving it. The Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, showed great concern in receiving and committing to heart the Qurʾān during its revelation, and therefore tried to repeat and memorize it. He was also very concerned about fully understanding the meaning. These verses, like 20: 114, which is almost of the same import, assure him that God will enable him to memorize it and understand its meaning. As for the reason why these verses exist between the verses concerning the Day of Resurrection, the Messenger may have shown special care in memorizing them during their revelation.

4. O Prophet! Move not your tongue to hasten it (for safekeeping in your heart).
16. Surely it is for Us to collect it (in your heart) and enable you to recite it (by heart).
17. So when We recite it, follow its recitation;
18. Thereafter, it is for Us to explain it.
20. Yes indeed! (We are able to make complete his very fingerprints to resurrect him,) but you (people) love and prefer what is before you (the present, worldly life),

21. And abandon that which is to come later (the Hereafter).

22. Some faces on that Day will be radiant (with contentment),

23. Looking up toward their Lord.

24. And some faces on that Day will be despondent,

25. Knowing that a crushing calamity is about to be inflicted on them.

26. No indeed! (No doubt remains for the meaning of the present, worldly life, which you prefer to the Hereafter) when it (the last breath) comes up to the throat –

27. And it is said, “Is there a wizard (that could save him)” –

28. While he (who is dying) is certain that it is the (moment of) parting,

29. And (in the agony of death) one leg is intertwined with the other.

30. To your Lord is, on that Day, the driving.

31. He did not affirm the truth (of the Divine Message conveyed to him), nor did he do the Prayer;

32. Rather, he denied and turned away.

33. Thereafter he went back to his family in gleeful conceit.

34. So, well have you deserved (this doom), well have you deserved (it).

35. Again, well have you deserved it and well deserved.

36. Does human think that he is to be left to himself (to go about as he pleases)?

37. Was he not once a mere drop of semen poured forth?

38. Then he became a clot clinging (to the womb wall), and He created and fashioned (him) in due proportions;

39. Then He made of him a pair, male and female.

40. Is not He (Who does that, equally) able to bring the dead back to life?

---

6. This is another passage to follow, Does human think that We will never assemble his bones (to resurrect him)? (verse 3), and so means, “Yes indeed, We are able to make complete his very fingerprints, (reviving him wholly), but you . . . .”
SŪRAH 76

AL-INSĀN (HUMAN)

Makkah Period

This surah of 31 verses was revealed in Makkah and takes its name from the word al-insān (human) in the first verse. It is about human perfectibility, the virtues of good believers and the reward they will get in the Hereafter. It also contains advice for the Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, and hence for the believers dedicated to his cause.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. Did there pass (and surely there did pass) over human a stretch of time when he was a thing not mentioned and remembered (as human)?

2. We have surely created human from a small quantity of mingled fluids, moving him from one state to another, and (finally) We have made him one hearing and seeing (so that he may hear God’s Message and see His signs).

3. And We have shown him the right way, whether he be grateful (and follow this way) or ungrateful (and follow the way opposed to the right one).

4. We have surely prepared for the thankless unbelievers chains, and fetters, and a Blaze.

5. The virtuous and godly will surely drink from a cup with heavenly wine flavored with heavenly additives.

1. This does not mean that humans did not exist at all during that stretch of time. Rather, as implied in surah 2: 28 and explained in the note 27, each member of humankind has some sort of existence in the world of atoms or particles. In other words, since it has already been evident in God’s Knowledge and determined by Destiny which particles among the innumerable particles of the world will constitute the body of which person, those particles, however widely distributed in air, water, and earth, had long been appointed to constitute the body of the particular individual, even though that individual was not known or mentioned as (a) human being.

Humankind is the fruit of the Tree of Creation and therefore contained its seed. So the Tree of Creation has grown out of the seed of humankind. In other words, as a tree is the developed form of its seed, each human being carries in his or her body and self the entire nature and original elements of other forms of existence. Thus, what meaning a seed bears with respect to a tree, humankind has it with respect to the universe. Science should concentrate on this point while investigating how life began on earth and how humankind originated.

2. God has created human with a disposition and capacity to believe in God and follow His way, and endowed him or her accordingly with the necessary faculties. This is His guidance based on or originating in His creation, as pointed out in surah 30: 30: So set your whole being upon the true religion (of Islam) as one of pure faith (free from unbelief, polytheism, and hypocrisy). This is the original pattern belonging to God on which He has originated humankind. No change can there be in God’s creation. This is the upright, ever-true Religion, but most of the people do not know. (See also Appendix 13.) Out of His special compassion, He also sent us Messengers and showed us His way. Further than that, He
made following His way very easy for humankind through the character and leadership of those Messengers. He declares: Messengers (have been sent as) bearers of glad tidings and warners, so that people might have no argument against God after the Messengers (had come to them). And God is All-Glorious with irresistible might, All-Wise (sūrah 4: 165). This is His showing of His right way. However, He has created humankind as distinct from other creatures and endowed us with free will, and so He does not compel us to choose and follow His way. He has left it to free choice – such that we can be grateful and choose His way, or be ungrateful and choose other ways than His. But He has also informed humankind explicitly of the consequence of our choices.

So, humankind divides into two main groups after God’s guidance is conveyed to them: those who accept God’s guidance and follow it, and those who reject it. Every one of them will be treated in the Hereafter according to their choice. However, there is another group made up of those to whom the Divine guidance has not been conveyed or who have not been able to find it due to certain circumstances. They are the ones mentioned in 4: 98-99: Except those truly oppressed among the men, and the women, and the children altogether without means and not guided to a way (to emigrate, and including those who, in their lifetime, have not had a means to be guided to faith.) For those (while their circumstances are unchanged, it is expected that) God will not hold them accountable and will excuse them. Assuredly God is One Who excuses much, All-Forgiving.

God will treat them in the Hereafter as He wills. However, it is greatly hoped that He will not punish particularly those among them who believe in God and do not oppress others, nor commit certain major sins such as murder, adultery, and the usurpation of others’ rights, that are abhorrent to human conscience.
6. A spring from which God’s (virtuous and godly) servants will drink (their fill), causing it to gush abundantly.

7. (They are those who) fulfill the vow (the promises and responsibilities that they undertake), and who fear a Day whose evil is extensive and encompassing (everyone that deserves it).

8. They give food, however great be their need for it, with pleasure to the destitute, and to the orphan, and to the captive, (saying):

9. “We feed you only for God’s sake; we desire from you neither recompense nor thanks (we desire only the acceptance of God).

10. “We are surely fearful of a Day from our Lord, (a Day) of frowning and severity (toward the guilty).”

11. So God will surely preserve them from the evil of that Day and enable them to find radiance and joy.

12. He will reward them for all that they endure: a Garden (of Paradise) and garments of silk.

13. Reclining therein on thrones; they will find therein neither (burning) sun nor severe cold.

14. And its shade will come down low over them, and its clusters of fruit hang down low within their reach.

15. And they will be served with vessels of silver and goblets like crystal –

16. Crystal-clear, made of silver; they themselves determine the measure of the drink (as they wish).

17. And there they will be given to drink of a cup flavored with ginger (of Paradise),

18. (Filled from) a spring therein called Salsabil (as it flows smoothly and continuously as they wish).

19. There will go round them youths of perpetual freshness; when you see them, you would think them scattered pearls.

20. And wherever you have a look therein, you will see unimaginable delight and a great kingdom.

21. Upon those (servants) will be garments of fine green silk and brocade, and they will be adorned with armbands of sil-
22. “This is what has been (prepared) for you as a reward, and your endeavor has been recognized and accepted.”

23. It is We Who send down the Qur’ān on you (O Messenger) in parts,

24. So wait patiently for your Lord’s judgment, and pay no heed to (the desires and caprices of) any of them who is a willful sinner or a thankless unbeliever.

25. And remember and mention the Name of your Lord (in worship) in the early morning and in the afternoon;

3. The last two verses may be considered together with sūrah 37: 45–47; sūrah 47: 15, and sūrah 56: 18–19.

4. This virtue is essential and common to godliness and true piety. See sūrah 2: 177; sūrah 3: 92.

5. That is, therein will be for them everything that they desire, and in God’s Presence there is yet more (sūrah 50: 35).

6. On these youths, see sūrah 56, note 3.

7. On these garments and armbands, see sūrah 18, note 18.
26. And during part of the night prostrate to Him, and glorify Him a long part of the night.  
27. Those (sinful unbelievers) love and prefer that which is in advance (the present, worldly life), and neglect a grievous Day ahead of them.  
28. It is We Who have created them and made firm their composition; and whenever We will, We can change their structure and character entirely.  
29. All this is an admonition and reminder; and so, let him who wills take a path to his Lord.  
30. You cannot will unless God wills.  
Surely God is All-Knowing, All-Wise.  
31. He admits whom He wills into His mercy; and as to the wrongdoers, He has prepared for them a painful punishment.

8. In many verses (e.g., surah 11: 114; surah 17: 78; surah 20: 130), the Qur’ān orders mentioning God or His Name, glorifying Him, and prostrating to Him. These orders are generally understood and interpreted as commanding prayer to God. Accordingly, in the last two verses in this surah, it orders mentioning His Name in the early morning (meaning the Dawn Prayer), and from noon until the evening (meaning the Noon/Afternoon Prayer). And it orders prostrating before Him during part of the night (meaning the Evening, the Late Evening or Early Night Prayer), and glorifying Him a long part of the night (meaning the Tahajjud Prayer). Five daily services of Prayer were ordered during the Ascension in the 11th year of the Makkkan period of Islam. Until then, as it is understood from the relevant verses, the Prayer was performed at three times - in the morning before the sunrise, at any time from noon until the evening, and in the early part of night. The Tahajjud Prayer (the Prayer in the second part of night before dawn) was also stressed.

Understanding mentioning our Lord’s Name as meaning the Morning and Afternoon Prayer, and prostration as meaning the early night Prayer, and glorification as meaning the Tahajjud Prayer may indicate that we should prolong qira’ah (recitation of the Qur’ān) in the Morning and Noon/Afternoon Prayers; that prostration is more important in the Evening
and Late Evening Prayers; and that glorification is more highly recommended in the *Tahajjud Prayer*. God knows best.

9. For the meaning of this statement and the relation between God’s absolute Will and human free will, see: *sūrah* 2, notes 10, 23; *sūrah* 3, note 30; *sūrah* 4, note 18; *sūrah* 6, note 9; *sūrah* 11, note 1; and note 2 on this *sūrah*, and Appendix 7. To summarize what has been said so far:

God’s Will is absolute and encompasses human free will. From one perspective, the Divine Will is identical with Divine Knowledge. God knows (beforehand) what people freely will to do and all that they do is within God’s Knowledge. The actions of humankind are within God’s Knowledge and Wisdom. That is, in order for their will to be a cause of their deeds, God’s all-encompassing Wisdom also has a part in it. This verse’s concluding with mentioning God as All-Knowing and All-Wise, points to this fact. It is God Who has endowed humankind with free will, and human beings always need God to be able to use their free will and accomplish what they will. God has designed human life and established the reality of deeds and all that a person meets in consequence of their deeds. No one can go beyond this encompassing design. God never compels a person to do a particular deed; the human experience of free choice of action is quite real, and it must be so, for everyone is responsible and accountable for their actions.
SÛRAH 77

AL-MURSALÂT
(THE COMPANIES SENT)

Makkah Period

R
evealed in the early years of the Makkah period of the mission of God's Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, this sûrah of 50 verses takes its name from the word al-mursalât (the companies sent) in the first verse. It mentions the functions of some classes of angels in certain universal events, focusing attention on the Power of God, the truth of the Resurrection and the afterlife, and warning against the denial of this truth.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate.

1. By the companies (of angels) sent one after another for some good results,
2. And then moving as fast and forcefully as tempests;
3. And by those enfolding the Scrolls of Revelation,
4. And serving (for right and wrong) to be separated with all clarity,
5. And so bringing down the Revelation,
6. In order that some may have the means to ask for forgiveness and that some may be warned —
7. Surely what you are promised is bound to take place:¹
8. When the stars are effaced,
9. And when the sky is rent asunder,
10. And when the mountains are blown away (as dust),
11. And when the time for the Messengers (to bear witness for or against their communities) is appointed.
12. For what day has the term (of all this) been set?
13. For the Day of Judgment and Distinction (between people according to how they believed and acted in the world).
14. What enables you to perceive what the Day of Judgment and Distinction is?
15. Woe on that Day to those who deny (the Day)!
16. Did We not destroy the ancient peoples (who denied)?
17. So do We make the later generations of the same standing) follow them (in being destroyed).
18. For thus do We deal with the disbelieving criminals.
19. Woe on that Day to those who deny!

1. Angels have very important functions or duties in both our lives and the operation of the universe around them. The Qur'ân mentions the angels with the duties they fulfill and in the groups that fulfill those duties. For example, see sûrah 37: 1–3; sûrah 70: 1–5. However, we usually live unaware of either them and their universal duties. In these initial verses, God focuses our attention on them, particularly those of them conveying the Revelation to the Messengers, thus playing a role in the separation of right from wrong, and the separation of those who serve right from those who serve wrong. God concludes the oaths He makes by those angels by emphasizing that the Day of Resurrection will most certainly come.
20. (How and why do you dare to deny?)

Did We not create you from a humble fluid?

21. Then We placed it in a firm, secure place (to remain),

22. For a known, pre-ordained term (of gestation).

23. Thus have We determined (everything related to your existence): how excellent We are in determining!

24. Woe on that Day to those who deny!

25. Have We not made the earth a receptacle,

26. Both for the living and the dead?

27. And We have set therein mountains firm, lofty in stature, and given you to drink the sweet water (gushing out of them).

28. Woe on that Day to those who deny!

29. “Move towards that (Fire) which you used to deny!

30. “Move towards the shadow (of black smoke ascending) in three columns."

31. “It will neither give (cooling) shade, nor will it be of any avail against the flame.”

32. It (the Fire) will throw out sparks like castles,

33. (Scattered abroad) as if they were yellow camels.

34. Woe on that Day to those who deny!

35. This will be a Day when they (the deniers) will not utter a word;

36. Nor will they be allowed to offer excuses.

37. Woe on that Day to those who deny!

38. “This is the Day of Judgment and Distinction (between people, according to how they believed and acted in the world).

39. We have assembled you and the earlier ones (from earlier communities who were also deniers).

40. “So if you have a scheme (to save yourselves from My punishment), then apply it (against Me)!”

41. Woe on that Day to those who deny!

42. Surely the God-revering, pious will be amidst pleasant shade and springs;

43. And fruit of whatever kinds they desire.

44. “Eat and drink to your hearts’ content for all that you used to do (in the world).”

45. Thus do We reward those who are devoted to doing good, aware that God is seeing them.
45. Woe on that Day to those who deny!
46. Consume (the riches of the world) and enjoy your life but for a little while, for you are criminals, committed to accumulating sins!
47. Woe on that Day to those who deny!
48. When they are told, “Bow down (before God in humility and worship Him)!” they do not bow down.
49. Woe on that Day to those who deny!
50. In what other Word, beyond this (Qur’ān), will they believe?

2. It is worth attention that the smoke of Hellfire will ascend in three columns. This becomes more meaningful when we consider that the Qur’ān uses light in singular and darkness in plural as depths or veils of darkness (in Arabic the smallest number of the plural form is three). This may be an indication to the fact that in history, the association of partners with God and systems of oppression have usually been based on three “columns.” While describing the deeds of unbelievers, the Qur’ān says, that their deeds are like veils of darkness covering up an abysmal sea down into its depths, covered up by a billow, above which is a billow, above which is a cloud: veils of darkness piled one upon another so that when he stretches out his hand, he can hardly see it (sūrah 24: 40). It may also allude to the result of misuse of the three cardinal faculties given to humans – namely intellect, anger, and lusts; or of the three powers upon which a government is based – namely execution, judgment, and legislation; or, from another perspective, power, capital, and knowledge or education; or power, justice, and law (see sūrah 57: 25, note 15). For example, the Qur’ān says that the Prophet Moses, upon him be peace, was sent to the Pharaoh, Korah, and Hāmīn (sūrah 29: 39; 40: 24). This must be one of the reasons for, as an instance of wisdom, the fact that during the Hajj, the pilgrims throw stones at three “devils” arranged in columns (the major, the middle, and the minor).

3. The sparks of Hellfire being as big as, or being likened to, castles and camels may be an allusion to the worldly things that those condemned to Hellfire love passionately. What is most valuable for desert people is camel, while those who live in towns lost in pleasures are addicted to having lofty castles.

4. According to several verses, the people condemned to Hell will utter words of different import. For example, from Hell, they will address God and the believers in Paradise (sūrah 23: 105–106); and they will address the chief guard of Hell (Mālik) (sūrah 43: 77); on their way to Hell, they will also address the believers in order to try to get some of their light (sūrah 57: 13–14); they will reproach themselves in the Place of Supreme Gathering (sūrah 36: 52; sūrah 37: 20); they will dispute among themselves (sūrah 34: 31–33); etc. So it can be concluded that everything will not take place in the same strain on the Day of Judgment. It will be a Day during which there will be many other “days;” thus, this verse mentions one of the scenes of the other world where the unbelievers will not utter a word, nor be allowed to offer excuses.